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Roy Wassennan makes a p oint at the annual candidates'
Forum shortly before becoming 1982-83 Students Council
president.
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Beverly Ortega, Students Council president for the past
year, leads a Plenary in the Field House.
·File photo

Temple rhetradition continues. • •
Students Cou neil bato passes to Berque, Mintz
1

With the score now tied 13-13.

[mheralded Dave Derttr climbed om;

strip to face Temple star freshman
D'Eiia. After raking an early lead,
coolly disposed ofD'Elia 5-3ro
linch the bOut for Haverford.

by Gary Ciocco
'did~oaei-r'.la!Eo ....

the fact that in four of the five races
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!>at l!erque and Beth Mintz

Remarked Murray, "Dave had such
'ise. It was a three-ring circus our
iere and Dave was like an Iceman.•

ie:albefirstteamsince 1972 to win
il flcsidm:y of Haverford's student
Xdy in las! night's runoff election
!!triling 352votes for 47.6 percent of

Afterwards, Murray glowe(r wirh
ride and said, "I'm so pleased ... fm
1St on doud nine." Echoing his prelatch thoughts, he commenced, "Jr
'ow'S !hey have a lot of team spirir ro
from behind like that. The guys
got some c_onfidence in them·

l'l ldncasr.
~ md Minti; both juniors,
dtfet.cd junior AI Nierenberg who
ra:ciwd 31M! votes, or 41.96 percent of
~ ~ms cast. Dan Dorsky, the th4'd
~ was eliminat-:d in the first
lei ofOOI!oring ear~er in the week.

The billoting was complicated by
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The miginally posted results Tuesdav
mght i..cl.dicated that Berque a!1.d Mint=
h<Jd won the presidency, but they only
had 39.5 percem of th~ 706 ·,·otes cJst
::md .were informed that J runoffv>ould
be held.
At a Student Council (SC) Candidates' Fonu.-n held S\.mday, Berque
and Mintz outlined their u pcoming
hopes for a new presidency. As a
team~ they feel they will be more ac·
cessible to students and, as Mintz put
it, more able to ~put in the 48-hour

·days which we think art:: necessary for
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!.heir rejr.._'\ l !.~lvl:.nt!~s lo snJ~...t.:nrs : a!1d :z.'
.;;tablish a lorum that will sti.rnulate
dialogue between people, transcending
L~e role of a basic corrunittee. In addition,' they will attempc to increase the
number of morale-boosting events on
the campus.
_
Berque also hopes that an updated
version of the constitution, last updated in 1972, can be completed.
lYlintz said that she was "glad it's
fmally fmal" and that she and Berque
look forward to "really getting SC go·

ish i~~~ ~tudents file Security complaint
1

I ro practJce,
. 1
y.voinrmenr in the r_eam's physrca

by Carol Leonnig
apyv--- - ho h the swl!lllllers
J
irion and alt ug nor enough
Se..tra~ Bryn Mawr students filed
ltlnplainrs with Dean Diane Balestri
rked hard, there was shape before
y opponenrs.
l1IOCerning an accident in which Bryn
e to get back m,
ng on rbel! New ; ey were har·
.\iawr stude_n~ Lizbeth B~n lay in
Walling!On nored,on at rbe end of
rksnow W3Jtmg for an ambulance for
rroubie hanglflg. could jusr see
~.least 35 mnutes Monday night, after
~rP<
own .....
~ and you
. grew later JJl·
· lll/Uilng her back sleddin g'..
~e catching up as Jt
The accident occurred on the hockey
!eer."
·ces of the week
field next to the new gym at approxbeSf performan rurned in by . ,. ll!iately 12:05 a.m., ·Annie Alcott and
undoubtedlY th~udia Srewarr,
Me~ Chase, both friends .of Balian
~ Archer and
first place
and Witnesses on the scene, estimate.
If whom took mree
Tracy Collins, another student on
r rhe l1:toe, immediately ran to Rhoads
'
a strong
fes. predomiflantly the pasr,
and called Security. Then she found
,her,0 ke performer. lll ents, the
Mohammed El-Najdawi, the Rhoads
5
! tr of her favont~ eva tiJne of
~· El-Najdawi also repon ed the
on; breaststroke, Wl:e soo-yard
~~~ to ~ty and called the inar 6·02 4 mark lll
in dJe
--y.
,
. fler · ~ and 2:34lso earned
/ Approximately 15 minutes passed
r le .e~e~jdual medly er's !JeSf '
~tween the time the .accident was
~d
Ill ~ "'t was s~oozgood ro see
rf!Xlned t~ Security and the time
1
top spot · n and 1t 5 so [ar,"
' leCurity notified the police and an amof the
buJance while the Security dispatcher
5 brought her
!hard work _
page J9) . ~ following official emergency pro011
Wallingl0n. (()Jnlillued
"""' cedure, according to police and securi. 3 JCJ84' · ty dispatch records.
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Another 20 minutes passed fro m the
ti)ne the police were notified and
paramedics reached Balian, according
to Narberth Ambulance records.
The dispatcher for the evening, Barbara Heggie, notified Officer Queenie
Ingram of the accident. Ingram left for
the site at 12:10 a.m., according to
Security dispatch records. Wilen ElN ajdawi reached the site at approximately 12:20 a.m., Ingram was on the
scene, said El-Najdawi.
Director of Safety and Security Vin- cent DeCerchio said that official
emergency procedure requires that
once an accident is reported, the dispat"
cher sends a security officer to determine the nature and seriousness of the
incident. Then the dispatcher calls the
infirmary and gives the student's name .
According to DeCerchio, a security·
officer is sent to the scene to "verifY the
nature of the accident before calling an
ambulance."
If an accident is reported as urgent
by the caller, the Security officer
should be on the scene in three to five
minutes, said DeCerchio.

According to Heggie, Ingram left
her post at 12:20 a.m. to reach the
scene. She said that the officer called
her back at 12:16 a.m. anc\ gave a
description of the incident.
But at this time, Ingram had not yet
reached Balian; and was actually at the
new gym at the time and described the
accident to Ingram before the officer
·radioed the dispatcher at 12:16 a.m.
According to Bryn Mawr's doctor
Frieda Woodruff, the infirmary is call·
ed because it has immediate access to
medical history files, home phone
numbers and additional information
about the student, such as allergies.
Following the · official- procedure,
Heggie called the infirmary. After
receiving a return. call from the infirmary, Heggie radioed Ingram back and
relayed basic emergency instructions.
Then Heggie called the Lower
M eriod Township Police. The police
received this call at 12:24 a.m., according to police dispatch record.
N arberth Ambulance received the
(Cominued on page 8)

ing early." Berque stressed that the
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.Vl.imz ;;o.d.ecl that rhey hope ro s-:e
good candidate$ for dorm represen·
tative elections next week.
This will not be the ftrst time Berque
and Mintz have shared a position. In
1982-83 they co-chaired the Security
Advisory Committee.
Sophomore Ray Garman became
the first vice president, receiving 357
votes in the runoff election to defeat the
team of Rodger Landau and Nelson
Stern who received 305 votes.
Garman, now Honor Council chairman, using the slogan "with a new
Code, we have a new chance." Colin
Aldrin-Fieman and John Huritz were
knocked out in the earlier round of
balloting.
·
Garman said at the election's end
"I'm absolutely ecstatic." He continued
"with community support it's time to
get started."

!r{.··n:1 tt1.:

Garman maintains that t~hnical and
;:':<-.r·ecinrl'1. ·• "irtge.<; will be the focal
pomts of\',U; tm1-: in office. "We have to
increase community .knowledge," he
said. In order to racilimte this accum;.riation of.knowledge, he plans to have a
weekly memorandum from Honor
Council (HC) meetings.
Garman also plans to implement a
program of freshmen education during
Customs Week, which all .HC members would conduct.
Sophomore John Bernard won the
office of second vice president, who
chairs appointments committee,
defeating .John Kuo and Sam Lucas.
In the only race which did not ad·
vance to a runoff election, junior Kevin
Conn won rhe spot of treasurer over
the team of Han-Hsien Tuan and Tohn
· Hufford. At the forum, Conn stated
that he considers the. position of treasurer to be a serious one.
(Continued on page 8)

The News corrects errors
· The Feb. 3 issues of The News contained the following errors:
1. The front-page article "Challenging rhe Solomon Amendment" reported
incorrectly that "Bryn Mav,.T is reluct?Tit to join the amiats brief." The College
had made no statement about the brief.
2. An ad for T he New York T imes on page 7 read, "Student papers will be
delivered toi'embroke Arch." They will actually be delivered to MacCrate.
3. T he Andrew Silk Journalism Workshop was billed for Feb. 3. It will take
place tomorrow, Feb. 11.
4. Two letters "to the editor concerning Haverford Class Night were
authored by two groups, Peace Action Project and the Feminist Group, not
·
any individual.
The Jan. 27 issue of The News contained the following omission: The ar·
tide about the bi -College film series neglected to name the location of the Bryn
Mawr Wednesday night movies. All Bryn Mawr ftl:ms will be shown in
Thomas 110.
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Haverford's Students Association will hold its Spring Plenary Sunday, Feb.

E1

12, at 9 p.m . in the Field House. The revised Honor Code, which has been
debated at meetings and at an all-campus retreat during the past semester, will
be the only topic on the agenda. The Haverford administration has threatened
to do away with the Honor COde, or review Honor Code trial verdicts, if students do not approve amendments to the Honor Code recommended by a
presidential committee of students, faculty, staff and administration last
Spring.
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Freshmen face February tradition

8p.m

Bryn Mawr's freshmen will present their class show tomorrow night at 8:30
p.m . in Roberts at Haverford. This afternoon all freshmen will be confined to
their dorms, as the February Bryn Mawr tradition, Hell Week, gets underway.
The annual. initiation of freshmen began officially last night with Hell Week
trials, where sophomores served as prosecuting lawyers and seniors as judges.
The rites continue tonight with a freshmen curfew.
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Two music positions considered
The Educational Policy Committee (EPC} is currently considering a proposal to increase the staff of the Haverford music department to include a twothirds time choral conductor and a two-thirds time orchestral conductor, according to President Robert Stevens.
Provost Robert Gavin said that this proposal was su ggested by a recent visiting committee which evaluated the music department, and the music department itself"feels that it would be best to have two people" for condu cting purpo~ .
'
Music department _Chairman John Davison refused to comment.
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Compiled by Penny Chang, Kelly Helm, Carol Leonnig and Amy
Wiedemann
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.How carefully did you read last week's issue ofThe News? Take this qUiz and
find out.
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Left to right: French department Chairman Marcel Gutwirth, Gennan department UlaU'IDan.Jcill
vost Robert Gavin and Spanish department Chainnan Ramon Garoa-Castro hope to improve
language programs at Haverford.

Language proposal adds
by Sarah Allen

7:3(]

,f

Spring Plenary to be held Sunday

'

1.

1'

s
~

2

A completely updated version of the H averford Students Council constitution:
a) Does not exist.
b) Is lying in Beverly Ortega's bottom right desk drawer.
c) Is being worked on by the current Students Council.
d) Is Bruce Partridge's responsibility.

2. What changes have 1wt been suggested for the Haverford H onor
Code?
a) T he jury will now. be composed of all-Council members.
b) T he number of members on Council will increase from 12 to 20.
c) The accused person will be removed for final jury delibration.
d) T he trial will extended to two days.
3. What courses will IWt be offered in Bryn Mawr's summer school?
a) Ecomomics.
'
b) Intermediate French.
c) Introdu ction to Fortran.
d) Expository writing.
4. H averford Treasurer Ed Rewolinski thinks that faculty houses should
be exempt from paying the school tax to Lower Merion T wp.
because:
a) Professors use their home for educational purposes.
b) Professors already pay school ta.x to H averford T wp.
c) The professors are Marxists.
·
d) T he faculty housing at Shipley School isn't taxed.

<

5. German Prof. H ans Baenziger:
a) Taught for 15 years at H averford.
b) Thinks the classical architecture at Bryn Mawr is worthy of
emulation.
c) W rote a book entitled College Memones about his teaching experiences.
d) Feels that Bryn Mawr has been' arch liberal since 1967.
6. W ho has been described as a "five-year all-star"?
a) Mary l'atterson McPherson.
b) Ward "the For-d" Fonrose.
c) Nate Kunkel.
d) Duff P ickering.
For answers·, see page 6.

t' .

A proposal for major revisions in the
modern .language departments came before the Educational Policy Committee this week.
The proposal, introduced by H aver.ford Provost Robert Gavin, involves
the hiring, "on a term basis," of "two
additional faculty members w ho would
work with the faculty in the modern
language area," according to Gavin.
The two new members, who w ould
be trained in "new techniques for language instruction," would act as consultants, making recommendations on
language lab equipment and other innovations.
G erman department chairman John
Cary expressed a hope that they would
"inform us on programs in other institutions that work and help us to select
from among good lively programs the
ones that are most suited to our situation here- and then help u s to set
those up."
Specific problems listed by Gavin to
be addressed by the consultants include introdu ctory language instruction, the step from introdu ctory p rograms to advanced literature p rogram s,
the coordination of p rograms for study
abroad as well as for "inter- and intraCollege cooperation," and su pport for
languages from other departments.
Both Cary and Spanish departm ent
C!uiirrnan R amon Garcia-Castro emphasized th e need for a new focus on
communication at the introdu ctory
and intermediate levels. Garcia-Castro
blamed . Haverford's "intellectualism"
for the current stress laid on literature
and translation . "In other countries,
the languages are always taught for the
oral application," Garcia-Castro com. mented .
The first step toward an oral emphasis would be the institution of a lan guage lab. "The lab is an essential
thing," insisted Garcia-Castro. "I studied in Chile with tremendou"s amounts
of labs. It was very demanding, you
had to go on and on for hours, but it
was very etTective."
Gavin however was careful. to point
out th at "the lab in itself is not a panacea. In fact, if the instructional program isn 't well integrated into the lab,
the lab is not going to help . It h as to be
a concerted effort."
An innovation suggested by Cary,
one currently in practice at Dartmouth
College, is "the use of student drill section leaders ." At Dartmouth, large
grammar classes are divided into small

sections that meet every day with a student lead er in addition to tlie regular
classes .
At the intermediate level, Gavin said
that h e would like to see more courses
d ealing with civilization and culture as
well as literature. Cary su ggested that
the intermediate language course be reduced to one semester, leaving the second semester "open to various op tions,
either literature or it might be reading
philosophy, it might be reading discursive prose rather than fiction."
''It might be a time for learning the
language abroad," Cary continued, "so
that you would build on the m omentum of those first three semesters. It's
nice to think of a H averford semester
in France or Germany or Mexico . . I
think the Early Semester Abroad idea
is one we should push, as opposed. to
the Junior Year Abroad (JYA) program; this one is for language
learning."

would provide part
requiring for example
ledge of a particular
major. "When I was an~
chemistry major, it was~~
you would know how a ~
German," he reiilinisl%d. 'Ya~
assigned certain ~ to Ill!'
some of them .were English II!
of them were German.•
Cary said that h: woukl "ilr;
Haverford have a nm ~
flavor." Possible ways li~d
a flavor would be the l'Citlill
more foreign studems, lite ~~
well as European cultures. 'lla'
nice to have some oatM ~ 
campus," he said, "pn\liiyai;.
the teaching, to be lillt ~
Mawr lias - a sort I{ JaUI ..
mant in the language.•

The most im portant aspect of the
change, h owever, would be the integration of languages into College life and
the .c urriculum as a whole.
-"The College h as sim ply realized,"
Garcia-Castro explain ed, "that other
colleges of their own level have done
m u ch more to stimulate Americansbecause you're a very special kin d of
people; you have been isolationist since
the beginnin g. American students need
a tremendous stimulus, an impetus to
· be-interested in languages."
Gavin hoped that other departments

not say anythingaboul ~
. . .It would be good IIIIa•
way of supporting langaip'
"Culture and~
are something that Hawrill ,
prize," Cary concluded. "fc ·
make human relatiODS 1Rfl''
personality .. .. So the •
tions with the world ~
to be greaterthanitis001.Ai~
it can be."
French departmeJil ell;,
M arcel Gutwirth coukl mil
for comment.
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"I think language .lwcs
good thing," Cary IKkkd. '(11
we do have a Spanish Halt
posedly a French House,

5 tudent s to discuss raj)
by Carol Leonnig
T h e members of th e Coalition for
Action on Women's Issu es will sponsor
a panel d iscussion on rape this Sunday,
Feb. 12, at 4 p .m . in Stokes Auditoriu m, said chaiq;~erson Kathy R oth.
According to R oth, the panel consists of H averford and Bryn Mawr
students and a representative frorri the
Norristown R ape Crisis Center. The
Center has furnished the film Shauered
to be sh own prior to th e panel.
Roth said that the discussion will attempt to "raise consciou sness abbut the
extent of rape." Sh e hopes that the
panel will convey the fact that rape is a
societal factor.
University of Pennsylvania anthropologist Peggy Sand ay ha.s docun1t;nted the absence of rape in primitive
societies, suggesting that rape is an ac-

qU!fed characteristic cl f1l ~
«We live in a rape cuhurr,'• ·
Roth said she tbinb J11t''
that the victim has DIX lXIII
think of as a ~ SiE qiJ
federal government's in every 15 women will~~
ing the fact that rape is baJit•
ly affect all.
The agenda for the~
extent of rape, society's ill"
raped, who rapes, resp~~~•
what women can do.
Roth commented oo II.
response when she gjt lllsll
upco~ing panel. 1k 1
retorted that there scenxd
oversaturation of feDliril
campus. Roth srresses m.~
a feminist issue; it is 1 ai'
lynching blacks is a - •
racial issue."

years.

Proposal t
by Sbereyl S1adaad
Two Bryn .Mawr~
ical science aOO CC01J(II1i:s, !me ~
to discontinue their Ph.D. ml ~
programs, although tbe mt-}U Q
bined A.B.IM.A. program
be open to UDdergnliuatts.
Tlr:!c~

result of a review <i tbe
Scbool of Arts aOO SciD:cs ~
that has bctn going on siJn tbe B
the 1982-83 Dlelm: year.
to GSAS Dem Barbara
review will probably 8IIOih:i
to romplete. The 1ogistia of
everyone together for

*

been akey factt.- in tbe slow
shesaid.
Kreutz said, 'The~ · · '
year was getting ~
each department.. Each ~
was asked to3iiSWtr aqucstioooaiJ
well as to COIIIDllnli:ate the prolj
and ~lions. Kranz was "rtal]
tounded by how ~
responses were.• She said that
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John Kelch, Director of the PJ1
Plant, the Iea.l(s OCcur because
from Wet snow ilCCumuJates on tli
when the drains freeze. This
then freeus, getting Ullder the
gles. When it rne!ts it leaks in
buildings.
'

Aceording to Kelch, Pembro;
has the most problems because
snow !DUst drain off~ ,
the turret Wall leading
a
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Colleges seek a·theater director
by Katherine Dixon
Bryn Mawr D ean Mary Maples
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nng for example a reading know.
of a Particular language for the
:· "When I was an undergraduate
IStry major, it was expected that
would know how to read
!all," he reminisced. "You were
ted certain things to read, and
of them were English and some
m were German."
y said that he would "like to see
f ord have a more international
." Possible ways of infusing such
or would be the recruiting of
foreign students, from Asian as
; European cultures. "It wouldbe
) have some native speakers on
1s," he said, "possibly to help in
:aching, to be like . what Bryn
!las - a sort of resident infor·
in the language."
link language houses would be a
thing," Cary added. "Of course
have a Spanish House and sup.y a French House, although let's
r anything about FrencbHouse.
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characteristic of our society.
ve in a rape culture," said Roth.
1 said she thinks rape is a crime
e victim has not been allowed ro
of as a crime. She quoted rhe
government's statistics that one
y I5 women will be raped, srress·
:fact that rape is bound to cJireCI·

;sue."

~ ~to lllldetgraduates.

Tlae recommendationscan1e as a
ll!Uk of a review of the Graduate
&hd of Arts and Sciences (GSAS)
rrm has been going on since the fall of
tit 1982-83 academic year. According
mGSAS Dean Barbara Kreutz, the
!!View will probably
another year
mCOO!plete. The logistics of getting
~-eryone together for meetings has
~ a key factor in the slow progress,

take

.
Kreutz said, "The major activity last
)'tar was getting submissions from
~ said.

IXh department." Each department
was asked to answer a questionnaire, as
'i"ell as to communicate the problems

ml suggestions. Kreutz was "really asloonded by how thoughtful the
!tSpOnses -were." She said that the

by Christine M'argenun

from wet snow accumulates on the roof

when the drains freeze. T his water
then fr~, getting under the shingles. When it melts, it leaks into the

buildings.
According to Kelch, Pembroke East

has the most problems because the wet
S!lQw mu5t drain off through a pipe in
the turret wall leading to an outside

gutter., In Pembroke West, which ·has similar drains, roof leaks are also a prob''

departments were quite realistic as to
what they could and could not do.
Political science prof. Stephen
Salkever and department chairman
Marc Ross expressed their desire to
end the political science graduate
department. They heartily .agree with
an outside evaluation made last year
that concluded it made more sense to
halt the graduate program in that
department.
Salkever and Ross felt that there are
better resources for political science
elsewhere, and that Bryn Mawr is not
willing to make the necessary additions
to the faculty to keep the graduate program alive.
Moreover, the graduates of the two
departments are having trouble fmding
jobs, which is a clear indication of the
program 's troubles, according to
Kreutz. Kreutz cited job placement as
one criteria for judging the current
state of a department.
R oss and Salkever also cited the
of t h e
t re m e nd o us g r owt h
undergraduate political science depart-

ment as conflicting with a graduate
program. "We wanted to do one well,"
Ross explained•
Kreutz also expressed a desire to
"slim down" the graduate departments.
She noted that some of Bryn Mawr's
programs were "unique" and others
were not. In addition, she commented
that part of some department's problems was their desire to ''be
everything to everyone," which she
said is not possible.
This is only the second graduate
review in Bryn Mawr's history. The
first one in the late 1970's resulted .in
the suspension of medieval studies,
history, philosophy of science and
music graduate department admissions.
The reason for suspending admissions to departments instead of simply
"closing" a given department is that
Bryn Mawr would not have to reapply
for approval of the program if a department later decided to resume the program.

Water builds up causing roofs to leak
John Kelch, Director of the Physical
Plant, the leaks Occur because water

1
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by Sberryl Statland
Tw Iltyn Mawr departments, polit. illlae and economics, have asked
t dim!tinue their Ph.D. and M.A.
Jll'PDS, although the five-year comIWd A.BJM.A. progran1 would still

-

Since the beginning of the semester,
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1rroposal to end two graduate depts

Denbigh, Rockefeller, and Pembroke
East and West residents have had
.., problems with roofleaks. According to

;t all.
agenda for the panel covers the
of rape, society's input, who
who rapes, response to rape and
romen can do.
commented on one person's
se when she told her aoour the
.ing panel. The individual
i that there seemed to be an
uration of feminist issues on
• Roth srresses that "rape is not
5ust issue; it is a criJDe, jus! as3
'" blacks is a crime and not

W,IJddenberg has served as.bi-College theater director for the past two
1~
•
Photo by Bruce Smith

Durm and Haverford Provost Robert
Gavin have begun a search for a new
theater director, as current T heater D irector Andrew Lichtenberg's contract
expires after this year. Lichtenberg has
not yet decided whether he will reapply for the position.
"I want to wait and see what the job
description looks like and then decide,"
Lichtenberg explained. Dunn said that
the theater program would probably be
somewhat reorganized next year, although details are not available at the
moment.
A team with two faculty members
and a student will work with Dunn and.
Gavin to evaluate candidates. "We've
also asked the director of theater and
dance at Princeton to act as
consultant," said Dunn. ''We're looking for someone who can teach theater
courses and workshops, direct major
productions and help with student productions . It's pretty m uch the same job
description, but now . we're clearer
about what kind of job it is."
Dtum commended the work Lichtenberg has done during his three-year
term. "Andy's done a lot of terrific

lem, affecting students' rooms, the
stairwells, and one outside door.
Unlike the gutters in the Pembroke

dormitories, the Rockefeller gutters are
built right into the walls. Where the
drain spouts are cracked, water leaks
into the rooms. According to Warden
Susan Dawson, two srudents have had
to move out of flooded rooms.
The north side of Denbigh also has
leak problems due to frozen drains. According to Holly Winzler, the leak in
her third-floor Denb igh room was so
large that she and her roommate "had
to put a big garbage can under the leak
and take twelve wastepaper baskets of
water out of it every hour to prevent it
from overflowing." T h e leak also
dripped to the first and second floors .
In general, the srudents felt their
leaks were handled p rom ptly. The leak
in Denbigh, for example, was fixed
within a week, although the damage to
the paint and plaster remains. Three
rooms and a backsmoker have been repaired in Rockefeller.

jobs," she commented. "It's been a
gOOd learning experience."
L ichtenberg has liked his experiences here, although he added, "Any
job has difficulties, any time you come
into a situation where you're doing
something new, there are bound to be
hurdles and pitfalls. Still, I've enjoyed
the work and en joyed the people."
During the past three years~ Dunn
said she has learned much about "how
the theater program should be handled." For example, "One person can't
do it all," she said . "You have to have
technical supports."
She has also learned about the stu-

dents' needs in the theater program.
ence, when it's completely clear-cut,
then it will be easier to do Class N ight,
which has its role," and also easier to
work on serious theater. T he administration is beginning to take theater seriously, he said, but it must continue.
"I'm pleased at where we've gotten in
working towards an organized department," Lichtenberg said. ''We now
have about 75 people in theater workshops" and each semester 30 to 40 students become involved in "productions
totally casted, directed and produced
by students."
Students are expanding. into all as-

'The first priarity is to give students credit for their work. That means rt:eognizing that theater is worthy of sen'om study as an artistic and intellectual activity,
rwt just recreational. '
-Andy Lichtenberg
"These needs go beyond the simple
need of help in putting on plays,"
Dunn stated. Students also need work
with more fundamental aspects of theater, she said, such as body movement
and voice projection.
Finally, Dunn added, the Colleges
need theater courses for credit, a statement with which Lichtenberg heartily
agreed. ''The first priority," he stated,
"is to give students credit for their
work. That means recognizing that
theater is worthy of serious study as an
artistic and intellectual activity, not just
recreational."
Lichtenberg feels that the Colleges
need to acknowledge the "serious nature" of theater work. "There's a difference between what a theater program
does and the Junior Class Show," he
explained. "When they see that differ-

pects of theater work as well, Lichten~
berg said. When he first took the position of theater direc;tor, he also took
many of the technical jobs for the
plays. Now "we have student costume
designers, student-set designers and
eventually we'll have student lighting
designers," he said. "Students are moving into tech because they're leanling."
The College has also hired a professional technical director.
Students on the two campuses have a
great deal of interest in theater, Lichtenberg stated. "The structure is
there," he said, "and students know
about it and are using it. They have to
continue responding, whether I'm here
or someone else is.
"I'm proud of what everyone has
achieved," he concluded. "We have
turned out some class productions."

Q

20% TO 50% OFF
OUnET
PRICES
WASIIItGTON'S BIRTHDAY SALE
FEBRUARY 16TH-26TH
Come and save 20 to 50% off our regular outlet
prices on an exceptional selection of Bass fashion
footwear for women and men, at the Bass Factory
Outlet. Women 's fashion boots, 50% off. Plus
great savings on selected
men's footwear, superb leather ·handbags, and chamois shirts.
Don't miss the savings! For
ten days only.

On the weekend of January 29th,
Charles Heyduk, director of Student
Services, visited those students who
had had complaints about their rooms
to make sure that their complaints were·
being dealt with. Students whose
rooms needed to be redone were told
that they could be housed in other
- rooms while their rooms were being
scraped and plastered.
T he Physical Plant is using preventative measures to lessen the occurrence of these leaks. At present, the
troublesome drains are being salted to
keep them from freezing when the
weather turns cold. According to
Kelch, Physical Plant plans to have
electrical heating tapes installed near
the drains of Pembroke· East, Pembroke West, the north side ofDenbigh,
and the known trouble spots in
Rockefeller.

llilSS l~lf;'J,f)llY f)IJ'Il.l~'l,
THE BASS LOOK FOR LESS.

Bass Shoe Factory Outlet
The Big Mill, 711 Nichols Street , Reading, PA
372-9233, Mon-Thurs 9-6. Fri. Sat 9-8, Sun 11-5
Ml Bass Shoes sold at the Bass Factory Outlet are rejects and close-outs. At Bass. we pride oursel ves on our quality standards.
The slightesl flaw or imperfection makes us reJeCI a shoe and pass the savings on to you. Your satisfaction is guaranteed.
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The time has come for the commUnity to
support or reject the revised Honor Code. The
News hopes that students will take the upcoming Plenary seriously enough to remain in the
Field House until a community decision has
been made, instead of showing up to throw
airplanes and leave once a quorum is reached.
Moreover, The News hopes that students take
the time to read and understand how the proposed changes will affect the judicial process of
the Code.
Students should not blindly ratify the Code
out of a fear that they will lose it. Each
student's decision should reflect his honest
opinion of the revisions.
Most o(.the changes in the revised edition
have the support of The News. The creation
of the position of trial secretary, the removal of
the accused student during fmal jury deliberation and the staggered_elections of Honor
Council jury members are all good measures
to make trial verdicts more consistent. The
News congratulates Honor Council Chairman
Jenny Kehne on handling a difficult job ·with
pluck and fortitude.
.
The News objects, however, to the creation
of a jury composed completely of Council
members.
Half of the people at one of last semester's
Saturday evening Honor Code meetings
favored some random element within the jury
and compromised on a ratio of eight Council
members to foui r;mdom members. Having an
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all Council jury isolates the rest of the community from the trial process, a process which
would normally help students to understand
how the Gode functions.
The - eight-to-four compr~mise will not
hinder the Council's goal of decision by prece.dent nor will it automatically make judgments
less consistent, if the random members are
educated in past jury decisions and educated
about trial procedures. A random element
within the jury will give a fresh perspective to
trials, which will ensure a continual requestioning of crucial issues.
\
If the all-Council jury is struck down in
':\.f/e.l {)
favor of an eight-to-four ratio, President
Robert Stevens threatens to review every case
on substantive and procedural grounds. The
Honor Council will become merely a ''puppet"
of the administration, not "enforcing
anything," according to Kehne. Unfortunately, Honor Council has already become a puppet by railroading through the all Council jury
desired by the administration .
Contrary to appearance last
Ultimately, the administration has the
semester, the Bryn Mawr-Haverford
power to review all Council cases anyway and Gay People's Alliance (GPA) does in
may "strongly advise" what type of decision - fact exist. Anyone with an interest in
the topic of homosexuality is invited to should be made. The argument for Honor attend
our meetings. The first discusCouncil autonomy is sadly naYve.
sion meeting this semester will be held
The News feels that the students will prove Thursday, Feb. 16 at 9 p.m. in the
Crenshaw Room, Taylor, Bryn Mawr.
their concern about the Honor Code to the adOne of our projects this semester will
ministration ifthey ratify a document in which be the re-opening of the GPA Office
they truly believe, instead of just following
orders.

Letter to the editor:-

Manifest destiny

divid

Implicit in American foreign policy is the
attitude that we are correct, that whatever is in
our interest is in the interest of foriegn
peoples.
In Grenada, we decided that we had the
right to topple the old regime and establish
our own. In Nicaragua, we consider it inconceivable that the inhabitants have willingly
embraced socialism and therefore it is our duty to 'liberate' them.
We are entering a new age of foreign policy
dominated by a very old principle: manifest
destiny. No longer is it the white man
liberating the barbarous Indian but now, it is
the proud American liberating, subjugating
and civilizing the Nicaraguan, the Grenadan,
the Lebanese Moslem.
There is the same ethnocentrism, the same
racism: the Nicaraguans are portrayed as ignorant peasant dupes, tricked by the wily
Cuban/Russians. The Moslems are characterized as ruthless killers who subscribe to a barbarous code of ethics.
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The issues aren't as clearcut as they were in
the heyday of manifest destiny and the Westem expansion. Quest for fertile land has
translated into securing stable trade economies
and preventing Russian 'hegemonic' urges.
- What remains the same, however, is the
complete ignorance and uncaring with which
Americans treat peoples of other countries.
The Marines may be retreating but U.S.
shelling continues. The invasion of Grenada
may be over, but the repressive structures the
U.S. military established there remain. No
American troops have entered Nicaragua but
covert aid to the contras continues and joint
· military operations with the Honduran army
presage a flexing of military muscle in the
area.
Just as important however, is the continuing American attitude: an attitude that
justifies American intervention economically
- and militarily because America has a mission
and because America is right.
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· ~yet imposed on us in our col-.Bytbe end of this weekend, some of
lie lqlelesslY and irreparably injured;
t~~811kit that far will likely fall victim to
~ 'fr'ffks' onslaught. It's absolutely
u tflliiPingthe diversion of a heat wave,
Iiiii mono and addiction of Pole Posi;
lie&IJ!Ilf room into a merciless two-week
aa oor work schedules. The Winter
·':li{iadsarehere, all63.5 hours of them.
~" I'm not here to blame ABC (the
_-IJlalkastin.g Company); they are, after
·!llfiiagtbe demand. In fact, I'm not blam;~.Iflwasanywhere but here I'm sure
:;lkKay VIOUld become the most important
'.'llliiDIJ tiitright now. T he problem is why?
tiliil bout the Games that make so many
'.l'E IIIIID watch so much?
:,t.qj~~With, it's obvious that the Olympics
.:lltlblrrashowcase for good athletics. Mom
:\..W W"rde World of Sports a day in her
i ldlh~ that she's tuned in to the tube
:l~.,watth th~ vert same athl_et~. One
!llll,lic:.om:se, nationalism; Amenca taking
!X bids, our young innocents vs. the state:!lllllldllllDSters of East Germany, etc.
f~tliii.IIUIII nightmares in which President
l.:mll Rrlgm calls every gold-medal athlete in
·'lkdl:r mom to inform them that he has just
• :.:ld ua missile system in their honor. Yet
l arialim often works at a more un' mmlevtl After all, John McEnroe beats up
~ dt ialanational circuit all year round, yet
~Mtbat half of his American audience is
~ ir his opponent. This is, of course,
ill'lil!ie ~'sa jerk, which makes the point about

l

Belsley (642-4046),

-6434), Laura Watts

amateurs, which often translates as nobodies. The
reason it is so easy to be patriotic during the
Games is that we know scarcely anything about
the participants, allowing us to mold them into
any image we desire.
We are steered alqng the right course by the little "up close and personal" blurbs that tell us how
dedicated and righteous these athletes are and
gives us·every reason to be proud of them. For all
we know, Mike Eruzione may be a real worm, but
we thought of him as a humble, country-loving,
great guy. We become patriots out of ignorance.
But I suspect that blind nationalism is not the
only drawing card. No-name Bill Johnson had a
spectacular downhill victory in World Cup Skiing
a couple of weeks ago, yet the only people you can
discuss it with are a handful of sports enthusiasts .
Compare this to the amount of people on the
slopes who think they are Franz K.lanrrner flying
helter-skelter down the bunny trail as Bob "He's
all over this mountain" Beattie does the call from
the booth. Everybody. And that's because
everyone knows about Fr~ K.lanrrner's run.
~

~
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Welcome to a week so hellish
Only bloodthirsty sophs could possibly relish,
Its Byzantine tortures, diabolical treats,
So popular that every year it repeats.
From the opening gavel, due process is dead.
Task mistresses get served breakfast in bed,
Once-friendly dorm-mates prosecute,
A too-willing neighbor executes,
Savage punishments readily ieveled,
Others will certainly revel,
To see the duckpond swarming
With the freshmen they are harming.
You say the ice is far too thick?
Have no fear-we provide the picks.
Potato lectures will extend educations,
Far beyond a classroom's linlitations.

Todd Nissen is a Haverford senior frorri Maryland
majoring in history.
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Don't panic, frosh, survival's guaranteed,
As evildoing never dares to exceed,
A delicate point beyond which,
An ambitious soph b~omes a bitch.
(By next Friday, well accosted,
'87 should be worn and exhausted,
It'll be '86's tum to have lost it;
Revenge Week means the freshmen boss it.)

sadistically yet nostalgically, ·
applebee

Applebee is the traditional name of The News's
anonymous poet from Bryn Mawr.

Consider Customs
Interested in becoming a Customsperson at
Haverford? Applications for teams of two or three
will be available on Monday, Feb. 13 outside of
Leeds 102 (that's the middle entry). They will be
due on Saturday, Feb. 18 at the same location. We .
look fotward to hearing from you.

:t ~

_Til single most important move the planners
lint Games made was to limit it to
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Todd
Nissen

We are interested in the Olympics because it is a
collective experience. We can be assured that
what happens on the ice and snow are big events,
and we all like to be aware of the big events of our
lifetime. ''Where were you when you heard that
the U.S. hockey team beat the Soviets?" is the
J.F.K. assassination question of our generation.
We are willing to devote so much time to wat-.
ching it because we always get a good return on
our investment.
At least two or three big stories emerge from
each Olympic fortnight, such as the hockey team
and Eric Heiden in '80 or Klammer and Dorothy
Hammill in '76. And this is just from the little
sister of the Ganles, the summer ones having
twice as many events. With this in mind, it's too
much of a risk to let an evening slip by without
being able to keep a close watch on things to see if
anything big does develop. We don't want to be
caught later on in life admitting that we missed
Frank Maisley's drru;p.atic and stirring luge run to
win the gold in '84, not because we missed a good
sporting event, but rather because it has served as
a major historical reference for other peoples'
lives, and we'd like to have it in our own.
Having said this, I am now ready to sit back, let
the drama unfold, and hope the U.S. hockey boys
can kick the pants off the world again. I just hope
my professors understand.
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Friday morning, with their suitcases packed;

· events
with Haverfest)
that-during
Studentssecond
Council has(along
approved
for alcohol
setnester.
Tickets will be sold at dinner at the various dining centers ·up to the night of the party. Tickets
are $4 each if paid for by cash, or $4.25 each if
charged to the bookstore· account (Haverford
students only). Prices will be increased to $5 and
$5.25 the week of the party and to $6 and $6.25
the. night of the party. Also offered are buy-fiveget-one-free, and buy-10-get-five-free deals.
Money goes to finance.the trips and to pay f.or
the lavish party. Any and all profits go to the
charity of Lloyd 61's choke. This year the suite
will give to the Jonathan Mohrig memorial fund.
Other items of interest:
- For . those intent on winning the Bahamas
cruise, please note that some proof ofU .S. citizenship - either a passport, voter registration cer- ._,..
tificate, or .birth certificate- is needed.
- Bi-College students must purchase·their own
tickets to be ailowed into the partY and to be eligible for the prizes.
- Students who have purchased inore than one ·
ticket may bring no more than one non-bi-College
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The 1984-85 Customs Committee
Karen.Floreen & Mike Dwm
.Customs Heads

Dave Friedman '84
Jim Gorham '84
Ted Hollingsworth '84
Tom Rosenfield '84
Rick Titlebawn '84
lloyd 61

Chat with us
at lunch
The News invites
you to bring questions,
comments, complaints
and suggestions to-it at
lunch. This Friday
The News .will be at
the Haverford Dining
Center beginning ·at
11:30 a.m. Nextweek
The News will be at
Bryn Mawr in Erd~
man, also beginning at
11:30 a.m.
·
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Mawrters and Fords aren't really foes
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Saturday night,. On-campus. Party. A young
woman. A young man. Their eyes met. Ready,
aim, frre- he asked The Question:
"Are you Haverford or Bryn Mawr?"
The Que8tion thus frred hurled the young
woman about in an abyss ofuncertainty as she
contemplated her answer.
She lowered her eyes to look down at her Indian
print skirt and woolen leg warmers. Her lips
formed around the words "Bryn Mawr," but they
stopped as she remembered her pink Izod sweater
and add-a-beads. "Haverford," she thought before
speaking.
The young man smiled eagerly in his anticipation of her answer to the all-important question.
He remained a bold-faced question mark to the
young woman before him.
What would her answer be?
She had a lantern and two brass owls on her
bookshelf. Bryn Mawr. But, she lived in the
Dorms of the North. Haverford.
She was a feminist. She liked men.
·She slumped. She was pretty.
She read Mary Daly. She preferred Moby Dick.
Her mind was a tennis match ofstereotypes.
What would he think if she said she was a
Mawrter? Would he still respect her if she were a
Ford?
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Quite often it is one of the very sex under interrogation who hurls the question at one of her
own. If the women are of similar institutional
categorization, the warm sparkle associated with
pleasant conversation will surround them. But, if
one or more of the women present are of the
"other'' school- how could the conversation
possibly continue?
_
Be still, fires of fury that may have been kindled
by unerances too near truths! The scenes described are indeed exaggerated, but the significance of
the points made beneath the rhetoric is real.

FJ

Applebee,
Back to back we lie
Lovers we
Sharing meter'd sigh .
Spun in dance,
Weaving, touching your
Assonance
Wanting always more.
Intimate,
Masked in night alone
Hint emit
· Faces felt and known.
Applebee,
Wise in trivial play
Possibly,
Know you me by day?
~I

dGar:j
Sherina Alongi is a Bryn Mawr sophomore from
Missoun· with aspirations to work in the f ield of
music, pn·man"ly as a choral conductor.

Docherty is the traditional name of Tift .li:,
anonymous poet from Haverford.
I

Romantic reading

*

In a recent Atlantic magazine article, the Peru-

SJ
pr

vian novelist Mario Vargas Llosa points out that
the western media and intelligentsia practice a
double standard with respect to Central America.
For the developed economies, capitalism and
democracy are correct. On the other hand, for undeveloped Latin America there is another ideal.
That is the ideal.of"revolution, the violent seizure
of power, the establishment of a single state party,
forced collectivization, the bureaucratization of
culture and concentration camps for dissidents .
To which one must add "subordination to the
interests of the Soviet Union." Llosa goes on to
state, "A Marxist-Leninist dictatorship is-no guarantee against hunger, it can even complement the
horror of underdevelopment with genocide (and
asphyxiating) oppression." Why is it that a celebrated Latin American novelist feels compelled to
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Next week Collection is presenting a special
Valentine's Day treat for the community. Come
and hear Marcel Gutwirth, Ramon GarciaCastro, Catherine Robert, Curt Caciopo, Beverly
Ortega and others celebrate the day by reading
their favorite love poems- both original works
and old favorites. We have. sweets for all you
sweethearts!
Tuesdy, Feb. 14 at 10 a.m., in Stokes.

. .
~

The Collection Committee

educate the American people in the horrors of
Marxist revolution?
,
Individuals of a paranoid nature might fault the
KGB (the Soviet secret police) for the misinformation that plagues the American newspaper and
classroom. Unfortunately, the problem is not that
simple. If it is true that, as Llosa states, "the banle
for liberty in Latin America must be affirmed
against certain organs of information and no small
number of democratic intellectuals in the free
world" then most certainly the press and academia are in part responsible for the misinformation.
As a result of their irresponsibility we must suffer•the political policies that led to Pol Pot's Cambodia, revolutionary Nicaragua and the concentration camp called "Democratic" Vietnam. These
regimes are problems for our national security,

~ A~E l)ffRE AtJ'i QUESTIONS

FRoM Tlff ~I(S
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Though the mere act of asking The Question
may be an innocent one (ranking closely with
"What is your major?" and "Where are you
from?"), it is usually the reception of the Answer
which is taken as offensive.
Such offending receptions include those in the
ran ge from the complete-thought-response: "Oh
really! You don't (look, act, talk, walk) like a-!" to
the simple, though often melodiously vocalized:
"Ohhhhh!"
While it is unlikely that we ever-questioning
members of the bi-College community will
refrain from hurling The Question upon the illtraduction to a female member, it does seem that a
linle less importance could be placed on The
Answer.
And as for the conversations ...certainly Bryn
Mawr and Haverford women share at least a few
of the same vocabulary words.
Perhaps we can even try to be friends?

Stetson labels Haverford 'center for ideological agression' against U.S. society
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Though perhaps a bit dramatic, the previous
party scenario is not far from that which each
woman in the Bryn Mawr-Haverford (Haverford- '
Bryn Mawr) community faces each time an introduction is made. No woman in the bi-College
community is safe. Sooner or later, she will be
asked The Question.
In keeping with the fight against stereotyping,
it is necessary to admit that the young men in the
community are not alone in their questioning of
the young women.
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yet the international threat they pose is minor
compared to the threat they pose to their- own
people. The important question then becomes,
''What has created the crisis in academia that has
led to the problems in America's policy-making
apparatus?"
Haverford is in some sense representative of the
failure in academia. Situated in the United States's
oldest suburb, it was founded b y democratic,
pacifistic members of the Quaker faith. T wo
weeks ago, Haverford funded the presentation of
a representative of the goverrunent ofNicaragua.
Last week, Haverford presented a "Feminist"
symposium in which some speakers advocated
the destruction of both the family and democratic
capitalism so that women's equality is insured.
Without exaggerating, one can state that Haverford has become a center for ideological aggression against the society and government of the
U nited States. ·
The transition of H averford from a center of
democratic pacifism to a center for the propagation of revolutionary totalitarianism is in some
sense a result of the power oflanguage. H averfo rd
has always supported the ideas of "peace" and
"equality" and therefore tends to support political
m ovements that ostensib ly share these values .
As the poverty an d underdevelopment of the
Third W orld reached catastrophic qualities,
quick and easy· analysis yielded that the "system" was the cau se. I mbedded in the East-West confrontation, the revolutionary struggles began to be
characterized as the imperialistic wealthy versus
the nationalistic poor.
T he irony is that the academics began to view
the struggles in m aterialistic terms despite the fact
that the "Marxist" revolutionary elites did not.
For exam ple, the revolution in Nicaragua had

Keeping up
Answers

wide support in the middle class, Olli
1
parts of the military. Of course, tbe•r
errunent crumbled as the MmiRtaii
(for example, the Minister of
gua, who was trained in Cuba)

The interesting quality oftb:
is that the same professors who lqlll*:.
Vietnamese now help the N"Jllllll
ment to undermine the govemtJIIfliii,
dor. The professors have not "aalltt
son ." Jeanne KirkpatrickinutciSI:
scribed it as the repeated failuttml
to inquire into the empirical
conceived ideas. "They uphold 1
The content of this vision is~
pirical, but its operative quality is af'
end result: the demise of tb: !ililr
order and the arrival of the New
the frnal vision that maners, . ill
the tenacity of religion and p!iiirtil
sacrifices which the bloodiest ofiDif

am
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~arious new committees proposed to better Haverford

plebee,

Back to back we lie

~Mawr is an institution rich in tradition.
~ Jlcll Week to senior skinny-dipping,

1

ers we

1

Sharing lll.eter'd sigh.
in dance,
Weaving, touching YOUr

"-llttcraged by all sorts ofw'msual an-

. iJillll. Nor so at Haverford. Sure, we have
~- February Plenary and the all-new
· )lJI!Il, 001 somehow there is a certain

>onance

~ missing.

Wanting always lll.ore.

irnate,

Richard
Thau

}illlllfbesaying to yourself, "This columnist

Masked in night alone

li SIIII! nerve complaining; he's only a lowly

•t emit

:51111 IIIII already he's displaying discontent
!lldu:hool.' This is not the case. I've found

Faces felt and known.
plebee,
Wise in trivial play

··llm:rbdhaslots of great things going for it.

sibly,

Know you llJ.e by day?

Woaderingly,
docherty

ikrty is the traditional name of The News~
rJmous poec from Haverford.

fu CIIIIIJl!e, the food is 'quite good. Don't
i's true. I was at Princeton 1ast weekend ·
~
~
unfortunate enough to eat breakfast
1
l!!. The powdered eggs I attempted to con~ a colored dark, yellow and tasted as
~ -sneaky Yale students were playing a
!llll1 ~The water was ' bitter-oops, I
:rzi!Eiemooade with muck at the bottom of
: crglls. Yw get the picture.
ADyay,~ back to the main point (if there
!i«),Hmrforddoes have many redeeming vir'-!!.ACIIIC in point is Haverford's committees .
.\mdiog to the just-released Students' Guide To

Haverford, this institution ofhigher education has
operating w ithin it an unprecedented 21 committees. This number m ay seem low or inconsequential, bur it is not. We've found at H averford something we're good at doing, i.e. forming and nmning com.1nittees, and should be proud of our accomplishments .
For years wisecracks have b een m ade about
committees. Fred Allen defined a committee as "a
grou p of men who individually can do nothing
but as a group decide that nothing can be done."
Milton Berle deftly n oticed that committees are
comprised "of men w h o keep minutes and waste
hours." Even if Eiben Hubbard is correct, and "a

,Colleges foster prejudices and elitism
~ant dangerous aspect of life in a seclu ded ,
~college is the elitism and prejudice it

;t
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U.S. society

fl'port in the middle class, Ch"'ch d

.~

llm.InlkNews of Jan. 27 the movie Charly,
m tlls the story of a mentally retarded m an
illllll:lergoes an operation to. temporarily make
blapius, was described as about a "Villanova
iiJt l!mSformed into a 'Ford via a brain operatm.'~ts like these, even when m ade in
1!1, ~e the myth that Bryn Mawr and
Hmrfixd students are inherently superior to
l!llicntsunfortunate enough to attend other col-

leges and assume that everyone has an equal opportunity or even desire for a $1 2,000-a-year
liberal arts education . Bi-College jokes at th e expense of Villanova and Harcum students are common but seeing som ething of this type in The
News legitimizes the attitudes behind it. It is
amazin g how p eople so academically q ualified can
be so stupidly narrow-minded.

Veen a K. Sid dharth '84

he end, the advocates of "peace" and •equal·
elped the revolutionary totalitarian elites
pwer, as they did in Cambodia, South Vietnd Iran. As Llosa pointed out, democratic
:ruals decided that freedom, which they felt
in their own countries, is a super·
luxury for the people of the Third World.

:cessarr

interesting quality of the academics efforts
the same professors who helped the North
mese now help the Nicaraguan govemb undermine the government of El Salva·
be professors have not "learned their les·
eanne Kirkpatrick in a recent interview del it as the repeated faiJ!;!!"e of the wordmen
lire into the empirical results of their pre·
l'ed ideas. "They uphold a holistic vision.
>ntent of this vision is materialistic and em·
, but its operative quality is its apocalypoc
:sult: the demise of the sinful bourgeoJS
15
·vaJ of the New Jerusalem·
It
an the arn
· held With
15
d
)a! vision that rt)atters,
.th all the
. of religion and patd Iot WI . .
k:Zrucb the bloodiest ofancient religions

~ ~~

Committee to Investigate the Bending of
Dining Center Utensils: Misshapen forks,
spoons and knives - I've had it up to here. N o
wonder why people who eat here complain about
the food so much. Misshapen utensils pa t a
damper on the perfect dining atmosphere and
ruin an otherwise splendid c:Winary experience.
.-'\ n investigative committee could help catch the
culprit and bring him/her to trial. Punishment
should be the forced eating of broccoli and
spinach quiche without utensils for a week.
.

C ommittee to Get the American Flag
Lowered: Sad to say, the flag in front of Roberts
deserves to be hurried because of un-Fordlv
neglect. It should come down at dusk, but it
doesn't. It should come down when it rains and
snows, but rather it gets stuck to the flagpole and
becomes almost invisible. I'm ashamed and emb arrassed by this College's callous disregard and
disrespect for America's symbol of freedom.
Doesn't this place have an honor code?

Committee to. Get Founder's Bell to
Chime on T ime Again: Back in the -good old
days (1983), befoore the squirrel ate the power
lim!, the - bell atop Founders chimed four
times on the hour. Right now it sometimes
chimes at 18 millutes past the hour. This minor
annoyance has all ofBarclay (well, maybe just me)
very distraught. A small adjustment is probably
all that is needed, but let's form a committee for
the heck of it!

C ommittee to Find Out Why So Many
D orms Begin with L : For a measly freshman

an
•of the military. Of course, the coaliuon gov·
.nt crumbled as the !VUUA.I>
.. __ ;,1•LCWWt
r -~: ~ :. eli te
cample, the Minister of Defense ofNicara~ho was trained in Cuba) consolidated irs

committee is a thing which takes a week to do
what one· good man can do in an hour," we at
. Haverford have mastered the art of running committees to the point where results are actually attained.
Our work is not finished, however. Many
p ressing issues are still unresolved and various
important investigations have yet to be undertaken. To answer the unanswerable, to resolve the
unresolvable and examine the unexaminable, let's
go with what has worked when we needed
answers fast: more co~ttee~. The proposed
committees that follow are just a handful of the
ones we need to get through the present semester:

like me with below average intelligence, Leeds,
Lloyd and Lunt are a source of never-ending confusion. To have three out of eight dorms start
with the same letter is evidence of bad planning.
Obviously there was no committee to prevent this
problem. We could use one, though, to rectifY it.

Committee to Change the Names of
P hysical Education Seasons: For some silly
reason, the Winter I term begins in the middle of
October and ends in the middle of December. For
those of us who remember our seasons, it seems a
bit ludicrous to have the Winter I term completely encompassed within autumn. A committee
designed to correct this trivial problem could propose having two fall terms, one winter term and
one spring term. M uch confusion could be
prevented at a minimal cost to the College.

Committee to Find 10 True Liberals at
Haverford: Yeah, we all know it's been said
7,000 times: "No more in '84," "Reagan is a jerk,"
and "Bobo for President." One would assume that
these utterance would emanate from the lips of
true liberals. However, if Haverford were composed of true liberals, there would not be. a fuss
made over a lousy piece of plastic in a dorm window, nor ridicule directed toward anyone who
would consider joining the Young Americans for
Freedom, nor diatribes directed against two
sharply worded letters by a certain male senior
(who, by the way, was not totally off the mark). A
true liberal wop!d say, ''Hey, I don't agree,
buteveryone is entitled to his/her own form of self
expression." A committee to find 10 people who
really believe in freedom of speech is probably
destined to failure. Nevertheless, we should send
out a search party.
Well, I'm all out of suggestions. Six new committees will be enough for now. All those interested in becoming members of the abovementioned bodies can fmd me studying at the top
of Haverford's most majestic ivory tower - the
Barclay Penthouse. If you decide to stop by after
10 p.m., please bring pizza and soda. I could
always use a bite to eaf after a hard day at the
Ford.
Richard Thau is a Haverford freshma n from
Roslyn, N.Y.

QUAC examines future alternatives
~ Quaker" Activities Committee will be
' il.1dmg its annual retreat from Friday evening,
Fdl. 24, to IlQOD Sunday, Feb. 26, at the Snipes
funi!y fmn in Morrisville, Pennsylvania, one
Inn from campus. Our discussion will focus on
issts relevant to this election year, including
>lh topic; as employment, civil nghts, foreign
ooOCy, the effects of the Reagan Administration
<a! alternatives for the future.
Th: ~da will include outside as well as bi-

College speakers and of course, plenty oftime for
w orship, good food and fun and games.
T he retreat is open to the entire communi tv, so
come along and prepare yourself to be a resp~~si
b le voter! RSVP soon to Jenny Wentz, 649-2656,
or K athi Richardson, 649-6853. F or m ore information GJll Martha O lson, 649-6364, or Howard
Snipes, 8rJ6-5374. T ransportation will be p rovided, and the farm is also easily accessible by train .

Anne Myles '84
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Si Kahn, a musician and political commentator, performs in The New
Point Friday night.
Photo by Polly Stephens
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Middle States plan visit
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In October, a team of five outside
academicians and administrators will
travel to Haverford to decide on a renewal of the College's Middle States
Accreditation .
Once on campus in the fall, Provost
Robert Gavin states, the team mem. bers will seek to pinpoint Haverford's
strengths and weaknesses in both academics and administration. Their
· agenda for the five day period will include interviews with College administrators, selected faculty members and
students. They will then draw up their
report, suggesting guidelines for future
improvement and presumably recommend a renewal of Haverford's accreditation.
At the last accreditation visit in 1974,
the examining team diagnosed and offered remedies for the most plaguing of
Haverford's fmancial ills -the budget
deficit and endowment problems, according to Gavin. The visiting members suggested a reorganization of the
business office and other measures,
most of which when effected helped
Haverford "to shape up" its fiscal
health.
In anticipation of the team's arrival
this year, Haverford's Accreditation
Committee (chaired by Gavin) is already hard at work compiling Academic Planning Committee, Long
Range Committee and Committee on
Diversity reports and earmarking certain departments for close examination.

The paperwork amassed by this
committee will be sent to the five examiners long before October. To aid
the Haverford committee in this crucial preparation, the chairperson of the
team Elizabeth McCormick will be visiting Haverford in

I

.

by Adriana Monferre
For the first time, Bryn Mawr's Self
Government Association (SGA) will
consider choosing and funding delegates to college conferences. Until
SGA recently formed a new committee
to review the conference invitations,
most college conferences were passed
by.
Beth Workmaster and Caryn· Libman were recently appointed to the
committee. They will study the invitations SGA receives, present a summary
lo the Assembly and recommend those
conferences they consider relevant to
the community and appropriate for
SGA to fund. They will also publicize
these conferences to the community
and decide who will represent Bryn
Mawr .
Libman and Workmaster will be
considering applicants for the Seven
Sisters conference at Barnard College,
"Women in Action: A Time for Society," Feb. 17-19. The application deadline was last Thursday. Workmaster
and Libman need to choose three inter-

at The New School of Music with

'

Allen Krantz

B.M. San FRancisco Conservatory
M.A. Stanford University
For information contact:

Pa~

732-3966 or 242-6474
'

The Haverford Work Program has
been plagued by apathy in the last year
and although many people are concerned, student interest has hit rock
bottom this semester, according to CoChairman Will Reno.
The Work Program was instituted
in the spring of 1980 by Steve Colenian '83. The philosophy behind the
program incorporated the idea that a
college education should· ask the students to contribute to the school while
enjoying its benefits. The types of jobs
that the program was to undertake
were those that Buildings and Grounds
would not have time for. Since then,
the program has seen varying amounts
of participation on the part of the
students.
Margery Mazoh and Will Reno
were appointed as Co-Chairmen of the
program in the spring of 1983. Because
they foresaw the difficulty of organizing a workday each weekend, they decided to have three or four big workdays scheduled at intervals throughout
each -semester of their year-long term.
Last semester there was one workday in November during which students cleared the debris from the duck ·
pond, spread wood chips on the nature
trail and cleaned gutters on the rooftops. Although it was only 20 degrees
outside, about 100 people came out to
work, according to Reno, and much
was accomplished. Nevertheless, when

SGA will pick delegates

Classical
Guitar

•1".

'•

\t

Friday, Februarym:~

ested students who have shown dedication to student leadership and who will
continue to be involved in the future.
Although rnariy conferences are open
to all, some ask for 2 or 3 representatives involved with student government and in student leadership positions.
Workmaster stated that, in previous
years, most invitations were given to
the SGA president who did not have
time to consider them. Many of the
conferences seemed irrelevant. Lately
though, SGA P resident Sara Hathaway thought many of the conferences
seemed interesting and pertinent to
campus affairs and asked for a committee -to review the invitations she
receives.
H averford Students Council (SC)
President Beverly Ortega said the invitations Haverford receives are sent to
the relevant groups. If someone wants
funding for the transportation costs he
must make a special request unless the
money was already requested in the
club's budget.

it came time for ap pointments in
December, no one applied for the position of Work Program C hainnan .
According to T.}. W illiams, Students Council (SC) 2nd V ice President,
the work program has never been a
popular appointment. 'XJetting people
to apply is an unanswerable dilemma." He suggested several w ays to' spark student interest in this appointment.
Either SC could take the initiative and
advertise · the position, or the current
work program heads could encourage
work program regulars to apply for the
position. As it stands n ow, the appoint·
ment will be in the hands of the next
2nd Vice President.
Reno sees a problem with student
apathy in general. W hile freshmen and
sophomores have b een the most active

·Election
(Continued from page 1)
Conn's objectives are to- invest idle
funds to spark m ore interest in specified areas, to give mo re support to athletics and to establish continuity in the
fmancial system ov erall. Conn has
served on the SC budget committee,

in the program this year, thcna•
1
jor difficulty in en~ lli~
pie to participate._"Peopie lb!\r,;
ther than(tosay)~~sa&ood Wb;·~
Reno. "People are quick Ill ~
commit:ment, but are aJ.J quQ~~
it off."
·,

currem-.)

Mazoh sees the
work program as related to ~
tiona! problems as wdl 111 to ~
apathy. Both hope the ~
continue and wish to see anxn-~
time commitment on the~ ri ~
chairman and student ~

Because no one applid fi¥ t:t-

tion of chairman, the W~~t P:~
now consists solely of
cycling services, which will ~
regardless of the a~ t

the-,;

has been a custo~ llit'
per Class Advisor durqtitlli>
years.
The position of SCilllly J!:
· sophomore Zavier RIIDCII ~~
Linda Jacobs in the rwxlf tit
Chefetz earlier.

:Election Results
Votes
President
Dave Berque
352 '
Beth Mintz
308 '
_AI Nierenberg
11
Write In
63
No V ote
First Vice President
357
RayGarmen
Rodger Landau
305
Nelson Stern
Write In
12
No Vote
60
Second Vice President
john Bernhard
324
Sam Lucas
171
Write In
24
No Votes
212
Secretary
Linda Jacob s
237
Xavier Romeu
339
Write In
12
No Vote
127

47,,,
41.~

1/
8J

u
41f

lli:
f.~ .

r
.J

Jf·
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Bold indicates winner

Accident
(Continued f rom page 1}
call at almost the exact same tin1e as the
police, according tci Narberth Ambulance records .
The ambulance was on its way at
12:25 a. m ., according to the
ambulance's emerge ncy medical
technician Anne Finkbiner. The difficulty in locating Balian on the campus and the newly-fallen snow slowed
the arrival of the ambulance on the
scene, said Finkbiner.
The ambulance arrived behind
Goodhart .at 12:37 a.m., according to
Narberth Ambulance records . The
paramedics walked across the field

behind Rhoads to the hockey field.
Finkbiner estima tes that it took about
five more minu tes to reach Balian
through the snow.
In the meantim e, Alcott, certified in
first aid, had been worried about
Balian contracting hypothermia, she
said. Alcott treated Balian for shock
and all the students on the scene wrapped their own co ats around Balian.
Balian was t aken to Bryn MawT
Hospital, whe r e F reshman Dean
Karen Tidmars h and Woodruff stayed
with her until X-rays were taken.
Balian was released nvo days later with
a sprained b ack.. She said that in future
accidents she .w ould call the police
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lard times

discusses feminism, U.S. policies in address

th~ Pro~

in
this Year, there is ama.
JOr diffiCUlty m enco\lraging new ~
pie to Participate. "People dnn't go firr.
ther than (to say) 'it's agllodidea '"says
Reno. "People are quick to
a
cor:ruru~ent,
but are also quick to~
it
off."
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Mazoh sees the current failure
work progTam as related to o~
tionaJ problems as well as to student
apathy. Both hope the Pnlg!am will
continue and wish to see amore finn
time cor:rurutrnem on the pan oflxlth
chairman and student

volunt~.
Because no one applied for the ~i·

tion of chairman, the Work ~
now consists solely oftheesconandrecycling services, whi~ will continue
regardless of the appomtment.

has been a customspeCSQn and an Upper Class Advisor during the past three
years.
The position of secretary went to
sophomore Zavier Romeu who beat
Linda ]acobs in the runoff and Alex
Chefetz earlier.
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Crowds thronged to Roberts to hear
Angela Davis, head of the National Alliance Against Racism and Political
Oppression, give the keynote address
for the opening of Haverford's Second
Annual Feminist Symposium on Race,
Class and Gender last Friday.
Known throughout the United
States and the world for her capture by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the ensuing controversial trial in
the early 1970's, Davis is currently
running for vice-president on the Communist Party ballot.
Criticizing many of President Reagan's activities in relation to lower
classes and minorities, Davis also dis·
cussed feminism, how it has evolved
and how it should continue, and concluded with comments on current international events and the need for student involvement.
Davis, a professor of ethnic studies at
California State University in San
Francisco, urged the formation of a
massive people's front to work against
Reagan. Davis claimed she was frightened that Ronald Reagan could get
elected again.
{ ' ! She called for a multi-racial women's
movement, adding that all people, all
~'\.
races and classes should get Reagan out
\ of office. She said Reagan talked about
the need to reduce taxes, and for the
richest one-fifth of the country~ taxes
did decrease by ; 1 percent, but for the
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Women scholars head panel
byTrisha Thomas

Calling it the first of hopefully many
faninist events at Haverford, English

Prot: Hortense Spillers, acting as moderator, ojiened Saturday's portion of
~ Second Annual Feminist Symp<t

siumon Race, Class and Gender by-introducing a panel composed of three

feminist scholars, Nancy Hartsock,
Gkria Watkins and Zillah Eisenstein.
The Dean's Office, President's Office,
Distinguished Visitors' Office,
Women's Center and the Office of
Minority Affairs sponsored the sym~

tirely from his wrmngs. "Women's
labor · simply vanishes from Marxist
theory," she said.
Eisenstein maintained that within a
class society all women are one class. In
her paper, "Feminist, Sexual Class and
Race," she called for the need to work
against the patriarchal ideology in the
world today. The political science professor from Ithaca College emphasized
the need for women, as one sexual
class, to struggle to become a political
class.
~

1k tl!!ee women in their morning
presentation highlighted t:he struggles
ofand within the women's movement.
Hansock, a pr~fessor of political
scie!n at Jolins Hopkins University,
challenged Marx in her paper entitled
~ Class and Gender: Issues of
Dilference in Feminist Theorizing,"
claiming that he omitted women en-

Watkins, also known by the name
Bell Hooks, discussed issues within the
women's movement. Presenting a
paper entitled "Feminist Theory: A
Revision," the author of Ain't I A
Woman, discussed feminist theory,
claiming that most theory is written by
white women who attempt to voice the
beliefs of all women. Watkins contended however, that "white feminists

have not been able to speak for groups
of women."
She believes that black women bear
the brunt of all exploitation and that
"we have a contribution to make."
Since many black women have written
books and personal stories about their
lives, "We have become experiential,
the body, but not the mind," said
Watkins who is about to have a book
on feminist theory published.
Hartsock addressed the issue of separatism. "Separatism was and is something done from a position of fear," she
explained. Saying .it was an important
and constructive theory, she stressed
that, ultimatf ly, women cannot bar
themselves off from the world. Women
must realize they are distinct and "use
the basis of difference for fighting
against male dominance," she said.
Hartsock concluded by stressing unity.
"No one else can or will speak for us,"
she said.

poorest one-fifth taxes increased by 23
percent.
Reagan, Davis said, has put $305 billion into defense while cutting food
stamps and welfare. She maintains that
this has contributed to the two to three
million homeless people in the United
States.
According to Davis, 1.77 million
Americans, 54 percent of whom were
_yvomen, have lost their jobs as a result
ofReagan's policies. Davis quoted Reagan as saying this has occurred "because ofladies in the labor force," with
the inl.plication that .if women were at
home and not competing in the job ,
market, there would.be less unemployment. ·
Davis also examined the feminist
movement, describing how i:he movement began ou~ of the anti-slavery ·
movement, saying it evolved with
many misunderstandings. Davis said
that originally only white middle-class
women were a part of the movement
and they "saw winning the vote as the
panacea for the movement." Black
women and lower class white women
were much less involved in the move·
ment because the objective ofuniversal
suffrage did not fully satisfY their
needs, or put an end to their problems,
said Davis. Eventually black women
and white lower class women realized
that if they got the vote they could use
it as a means of reaching other goals
such as anti-lynching.
Davis divides women into a pyramid
with white middle-class women at the
top, white working-class y.romen in the
middle and black women forming the
base. She claimed that all women
should learn lessons from and struggle
for the goals of those women at the bottom of the pyramid, because they
benefit everyone.
"Daf man ober dar say dat
women needs.to be helped into
carriages and lifted ober
ditches, and to have de best

places, and ain't I a woman?
Look at me! Look at my arm! I
have plowed and planted and
gathered into barns, and no·
man could head me- and ain't I
a woman? ...
According to Davis, Sojourner
Truth was a more effective and capable
speaker beca~ she didn't have a sense
of inferiority. Davis emphasized the
point that all women even today can
learn from women of minorities and
lower claSses although that is hard to
do because, "racism dies hard, antiworking class dies hard."
Davis turned to political problems,
again emphasizing that it is imperative
to remove Reagan from office. She
began with the issue of abqrtion, saying that Reagan has again launched his
crusade against abortion and has announced that "an aborted fetus feels
long and a.gonizing pain." While promoting this "complete myth" Reagan
doesn't consider the pain of millions of
lower class women caused by his economic policies, she says.
Davis criticized the recent invasions
of Grenada and Lebanon and said she
feared the potential invasions of
Nicaragua and El Salvador. Davis
claimed, "As women we have a special
responsibility to women in those countries." Davis called for the U.S. to get
out of Grenada, end involvement in El
Salvador, and release Nelson Mandella
in South Africa and end the ban of his
wifeW~e.

Davis urged college students to
become involved. Davis said it is
students' obligation to fight -to keep
nuclear war from "consuming the
globe." Davis said students should
fight for the women's issues such as
child care, and unemployment funds
for women. According to Davis, a
"massive people's front" is needed in
the next election. "We've all got to get
together, brothers and sisters," and
"the voice of women must especially
resound."

PROJECT RENEWAL
Community service in Israel
Summer '84
Work in Day Camp and Community
Must Speak Hebrew- Flexible Schedule
JCAB

For further info; contact;
TAMAR 898-8265

202 S. 36th St.
3rd floor

M_ed School Shuftle

Post-bacs gain provisional admission
· ' by Noreen O'Connor
directly before calling securitY·
DeCerchio stressed thecondirionsof
the evening, the snowfall and the bad
location of the accident. "I still !J)2lll·
rain that all parties involved perfortlled
as efficientlY as
under the or·
curnstances," he said in reference ro

possi~

Almost half of the 55 Bryn Mawr
~.IJaccaiaureate students already
have P£0Visionaf admission to medical
Of dental school through Bryn Mawr's
- COnsortia! arrangement with five
medical institutions.

Three years

ago the program was

Started in conjunction with the

Medical

sru~,
respo~sMr
sa~d

College of Pennsylvania
(MCP), and this year marks the first
}'ear of liaison. with Hahoemann
Medical College, Dartmouth Medical
College, the University of R3>chester
School of Medicine and University of
Pennsy1~ &hool of Dentistry.

I"~

lllOre _than half' of the post bac-

student complaints.
fie commented that he and v;rJJrl·
ruff are planning to cfiscUSS a newlj{JI·
bulance service.
rs
Balestri commented, "'fhe
involved behaved very
Tidrnafsh and Balestrl bOth
tba
_..,hjeJll
they felt there is a great deal
of
concern
if
abOUt rhe issue, and that a
exists, it will be

addresse~·

"1 don~ think we would want to have

calaureates under provisional admittance, Pruett said. So far this year,
there have been approximately five applicants for each of the 55 to 60 expected spaces for next year's class. One
half to two thirds have applied for the
consortia! arrangement.
Although the individual medical
school makes a fmal decision on
whether or not to admit a candidate
conditionally, Pruett acknowledges the
responsibility Bryn Mawr takes on
when accepting applicants.
"We can't afford to make mistakes,"
she stated, since a "consort" is virtually
assured of going to medical or dental
school if he or she maintains high
grades. "If a post baccalaureate group is
not as impressive one year, the [six-

member faculty-administration selection) committee will be more conservative the next year."
Pruett characterizes the selection as
"our reaction to the sum of
credentials," for life experiences and
"personal factors" such as "motivation,
maturity, their ability to deal with life,"
along with standardized test scores,
transcripts, an essay, an interview and
recommendations.
_ ''We have to make an educated
guess," Pruett explained. If the application or supporting material gives the
committee "some confidence in the
candidate's ability," the applicant can
overcome an obstacle such as lack of
previous science study, she said.

HAVERFORD SECURITY
Week of 1/30-2/6
WHAT:
·Report of someone at rlPA siphoning gas from a car (1/30,
4:04p.m.)
Hit-and-run o n Carter Road in front of Stokes Hall; no one
was injured (2/3, 1:35 p.m.)
Battery stolen from car on Walton Road (2/4, 12:26 p.m.)
Please Note: Be careful when parking your car in the
snowy weather- do not obstruct other veh ides in process.

Please help the Security Department help you.
-
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President

~

E

Maria
Bruehwiler

Frid~

9p.m
politic
Kahn.

~

It is said that Mawiters don't want to get involved in Self Government Association (SGA),
politics or social activities. It is said that no one
would come to a dorm or SGA meeting, even if
someone did listen to them. We call Fords wimps,
post-bacs grading pest, and active Mawrters,
who not only believe in change, but do something
to prove it, radical lesbian-feminists and Utopian
dreamers. Confrontation is nonexistent and the
faculty seems to have lost t:hat frendly glow.
Apathy and stress are our key words at Bryn
Mawr.
Should we be proud of this? Should we be proud of being narne<allers, scapegoat-seekers and
whiners? Are we proud of sitting on our asses and
saying, "God save the world because I don't have
the time to care and I have an exam tomorrow?" Is
all t:hat this community has to offer just excuses
for irresponsibility, or are we just trying to hide
our ignorance with a sheen of sophisticated nonchalance?
Students only come to SGA meetings because
they're suddenly running for an office or have a
single issue to raise. One could come to the conclusion t:hat Bryn Mawr has become nothing_
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Coming into this election, I bring with me past
student government experience and the proper
qualifications for the-position of secretary of Bryn
Mawr's Self Government Association (SGA). As
co-president of Pembroke West for the past two
semesters, I have been actively involved with me
ins and outs of SGA.
I am currently on the Constitution Committee,
the Elections Committee and am one of the founders of the hi-College Political Participation Program. Consequently, I am involved in me hiCollege community and would like to further my
involvement by becoming an in!egral part of
SGA.
This academic year, SGA has been reassessing
its role in me community and its own structure.
Many vital decisions and changes are presently
being made. This "overhaul" will hopefully be
finished by me beginning of next semester.
As a result of mese changes, the SGA hopes to
increase me input of individual dorms and the
Association as a collective body. A key component
of the "new and improved" SGA is me secretary.
She keeps everyt:hing organized and informs the
Association of what is happening within Assembly and me community.
In oilier words, where would Bryn Mawr be
wit:hout her beloved SGA minutes? I am aware of
me effort and time commitment involved. I am
eager to meet me challenge and have me opportunity to touch me community and to exercise my
wit.

I>

Susan Messina
Pa~

1~ :
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If u en rd ths msg u en elct me sctry of me SGA
(Self Government Association)!!! My message is
this: I have Assembly experience. I was one of two
activities heads elected last spring. That means I
am one of me ftends t:hat made you vote a million
times last year in those interminable run-offs.
After all those elections I feel confident about my
organizational abilities.

.................. ...
~

•

~

more than a haven for socially inept, indecisive
and elusive erudites.
But I say we're not t:hat at all. We have the
potential to be passionate and powerful. I've been
in hockey and lacrosse games after nights of
minimal sleep, as we all push ourselves to me
limit for me sake of me game. I've been at committee meetings when we argued all sides heatedly until me absolute best answer could be found.
Who hasn't-gone without sleep or a meal for our
work or our friends? My experience as traditions
mistress has been a constant revelation of the
strong emotions and ideals Mawrters have for
their school. We are not numb; we feel, and we
want to express what we feel strongly.

Jenny LeSar
Self-Government Association (SGA) experience, leadership ability and a sound knowledge of
how SGA works are essential qualifications for
anyone seeking me office of SGA president.
However, I believe many important qualities of
good leaders are less obvious and often overlooked.
Specifically, good leaders represent and reach
all aspects of meir community and encourage
open communication between representatives
-and me represented.
As president of SGA, my priorities would be:
1) to complete a constitution t:hat institutes specific provisions for more community input, and to

present it for community approval during this
semester; 2) to set into action ideas that will improve community communication and raise community consciousness; I propose accomplishing
this by reinstating dorm president training seminars and by recommending that heads of committees, dorms and classes report to Assembly on a
semesterly basis; 3) to alleviate tensions and to
strengthen social cooperation with Haverford;
4) to promote more exchange with oilier nearby
colleges.
As a candidate for president, I offer opportunity
for greater community awareness and strong '
community-oriented leadership. I have more than
three semesters ofSGA experience. As a member
of SGA Assembly and of two committees I am
knowledgeable of SGA procedures.
As sophomore class co-president I have sharpened my organizational and leadership skills, but
most importantly, m y co-president and I promoted a better understanding and unity wit:hin
our class. I see potential for using similar techniques of exchange to promote better understanding in our community and in our selfgovernment.

Kristen Steiner
It's time for me to stop haunting the bathroom
stalls via the minutes. It's time for me to go public

Sharon Walker
I mink I'm up to being amusing for a year. After
all, this is the community's main encounter with
me Self Government Association (SGA) secretary: in me bathroom stalls. But to take my tongue
out of my cheek for a minute -that's only one
reason of many t:hat I'd make a good SGA .
secretary.
I was a member-at-large me first semester oflast
year, and thus am familiar with me workings of
SGA. I possess good organizationa1 and longrange planning skills, and work w_ell in tandem
wim omers.
In addition, I am conversant wim bom me constitution and parliamentary procedure as delineatedby Rob's Rules, a familiarity important for an
Assembly member.
I've observed t:hat SGA has a fairly bad image
within the community at large. As secretary, I will
try to improve relations between me Association
and me Assembly, and hopefully incite moreand a greater variety- of Association members to
become involved in SGA issues .
Communication is critical to an adept student
government, and clear, concise, punctual minutes
are vital in keeping these lines open and healthy.

I believe I posssess the wit, grit and organizational prowess necessary to be an effective secretary of the SGA. And since conimunication is my
top priority, feel free to call me at 645-5854 ifyou
have any specific-inquiries or concerns.

Vice-President
Sung Kim
Sung Kim- a candidate with determination.
Orchestrating a multitude of talents in different
committees takes the dedication and efficiency
that I have. While talking and listening to many of
you during my campaign, I've gotten a better
grasp of your opinions.
I am strongly convinced that . me SelfGovernment Association (SGA) is not a separate
entity but an extension of student involvement.
To make the committees an integral part of the
student body, I offer the following suggestions:
1) for each student to receive a pamphlet describing positions on the various committees; 2) for the
vice president to follow up the appointees to advise and encourage their performances.
Vote for Sung Kim -dedication and experience.

Jane Lewis
We in Self-Government Association (SGA)
have worked this semester to try and make our
government more effective and students responsive, and I would like to continue to be a part of
this effort.
As a member-at-large last semester, I experienced SGA in action. Now I feel that I am
prepared to take a place as one of the leaders of
our government.
More specifically, I also served on the Appointments Committee (headed by the vice-president)
this past year, so I have the knowledge and experience to handle the responsibility of the position.

-----1!

with decent exposure of how I C&lservtt!t~
Government Association (SGA). Pve lle!!r!!:
enamored of rhetoric, so I'll spare~ tit~
and frills.
·r
For starters, the constitution must be err.(>
and nailed down. The dorms will~~~
proved role which will open up
and solve irritations before they grow&.,
!ems. A strict schedule must be set to
vote on me constitution. If I have,......_,'
.
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with It, we won't leave this semester~:
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We must deal with stress on ~ it
massive problem, but any progrtss wiD•
effort worthwhile. One suggestion 1lhil
been started in some universities is a~ti
support room where one may~
other overworked students. For~
of freshman year, I have proposed a
junior/freshman "big sister" PIOgramauo.,
net beyond customs.
Cooperation, which is c:lJangq 10
should be made a comfortable fur lx*al!i
possible. Soon Bryn Mawr ml
women will talk together to dispellllJdali
eotypes. Our Honor Code sball alllillt•
with campus support. For the loog,i~B
wOuld like to start the proctss <i ~
SGA separately from the ~
. run, the Assembly needs cflicicntiDIIIia~
the time between, I have many
and you shall receive an earful.

Fw*

Treasurer
I sat on Steering Committee and so have firsthand knowledge of what that body ani and
should do. I am ready to work closely with the
other officers, and with Assembly, to make Steering Committee (or its possible replacement) efficient and useful.
Wi~ note-taking skills honed by Friday
Western Civilization lectures-first semester's,
anyway- I will do my best to produce accurate,
coherent (and yes, funny) minutes that are sure to
be some of the best reading available in Bryn
Mawr bathrooms (with me possible exception of
Dalton's last stall).
If the goddesses of typewriter cartridges and
Copy Center smile down on me I promise to post
the minutes fait:hfully each week so t:hat me
Association is assured of being kept abreast of all
the hot Sunday.._night SGA action.

J)

The office of Self~
(SGA) treasurer is both politBI . ·
. tive. As an Assembly, SteeriDg
Executive Staff member tbe
argue, connive, philosophize,
age to keep Assembly fimcticllilldllltJ
As the administrator
must evaluate and budget,
penses. It is an intriguing
and responsibility. I want to
sibility!
I anticipate moral dilemma
am not an economics majoc,
plans to parlay the SGA
fortune. I am, however, willing to· .
in forging ~- sound and oractical ·
I will attempt to cut
ate, though I would hope to ..
ceptive to the financial needs
fund. I have experience in tbe ~~
dure, as I worked on this~~
rnittee, and currently serve as
College Committee.
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My name is' Yvonne Manu,
running for the office of Sci'
Association (SGA) treasurei.
As an economics major with
and a strong background in
the necessary analytical tools
responsibly and efficiently.
me budget committee thls ~d
hand knowledge of the b~~
ing me year and a half that I
guide for the admissions office,
an· empamy for and an ability to
wim people and I believe this is 11171
for this position.
I think it is essential that
the best possible represenbody. As an international
that needed diversity to the
lacking at present, by giving
perspectives. I will be happy
tions that you may have.
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Treasurer
Laura Greene

by ~ve Wright
'It's not import3Ilt wheth~ I'm <1
~ oc aconservative. What mat111 I whether fro headed in the
~ dir!trion..

~speaks the hybrid entry in the
liM Democratic Presidential
~Ernest F. ("Fritzj Hol-

ll!- His quick wit and rich Southern

~ 11m: become landmarks in a
iltiiUd campaign of high indipr, but low visibility. As conUIIftllial as he is charismatic, the
61-year-old senator from South
rsOOna preaches a unique brand of
fllalresJXli~Sibility, strong defense and
ii 10 the disadvantaged which has
qui and delighted observers at
blhm of the political spectrum.

by John Smeltzer

Nmweek magazine ' says of Jesse
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~and flimflam man, a peri~preacher<W11·politician offero-
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Hollings, never one to beat arolind
the bush, has made no secret of his
campaign platform. "There are needs
and there are wants," he says. "We, as a
nation, need to balance the Social
Security budget, prevent more social
program cuts, allow for a modest
derense buildup, eliminate any more
tax cuts and balance the federal budget.
In order to meet these needs, we will be
required to deny all wants."
Which of the needs comes first? For
Hollings, nothing else is possible
without a government that is spending
within its means. With characteristic
wit, he scoffs at President Reagan's
budget deficits: "More than just the
budget is unbalanced around here," he
says. "We don't need to stay the course,
we need to stay the execution."
Slashing the $200 billion of red ink

created by Reagan has become· a cornerstone of the Hollings campaign.
Hollings has made a point of attempting to educate the public on the
dangers of · a high deficit to. the
economy. "Every dollar the government borrows to pay the deficit is a
dollar industry cannot use for investment," he warns. This costs jobs, he
adds.
In addition, he says, a high deficit
drives up interest rates by making the
government compete with business in
the credit market, and artificially inflates the value of the dollar against
other currencies, making U.S. exports
cost more.
Unlike most Democratic candidates,
Hollings has offered firm, legislative
solutions to these problems and it is for
these solutions that he is best known,

ca!}didate, has received more press coverage and enjoyed gr~ater national at=
tention than any of his s·e ven fellow
Democrats, even though most early
polls placed him a distant third behind
front-runner Walter Mondale and former astronaut John Glenn.
While the other candidates kept low
proflles over the holidays, Jackson was
capruring headlines with his mission to
Syria. Through talks with Syrian President Hafez Assad, Jackson success-

(Continued on page 4)
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both in the press and on Capitol Hill.
In essence, the· Hollings solution is to
"freeze" the budget at its current level.
All cost of living increases would be
skipped for one year and limited to
three percent for the two years
thereafter. The only exception woUld
be for recipients of Food Stamps and
Supplemental Security Income-the
absolutely needy. "'t would be like taking Reagan's budget for this year and
just repeating it," Hollings says. "We
would all share equally in the
sacrifice."
Taking inflation into accoUnt, such
a move means an across-the-board five
percent cut in all government programs. Hollings points out this will by
1985 reduce the federal deficit to $50
billion, a much more manageable
figure. He introduced his proposal to
the Senate in 1983 as an alternative to
Reagan's budgetary mcreases. It received only 16 votes of support.
No one wanted a budget with a real
five percent cut in military spending.
Hollings shakes his head. "We just
can't afford everyrhing the Pentagon
wants," he says. "There's just not that
much money in the whole world."
.Money spent by the Reagan administration on the military is money
misplaced, Hollings claims. A selfproclaimed "hawk," Hollings supports
a nuclear freeze while advocating a
conventional buildup. "We're spending $40 billion for a B-1 bomber that
will be obsolete the day it's deployed,
while our troops don't have enough

ammunition or training time to learn
using the weapons they already have,"
he said.
In addition to scrapping the B-1
bomber and the MX missile, Hollings
wants to reinstate the draft. He told
Dartmouth College students last year,
"I want to draft everyone in this room
for the good of the country." Man·
datory conscription, Hollings says, is
t·he consummate example of
democracy. "I don't want a Vietnam
style draft, where if you had enough
money you were either in college or in
Canada."
For Hollings, a volunteer army with
high pay means the poor are forced to
defend the country, rather than the
rich. "Conscience tells us," he says,
"that we -need a cross section of
America in our armed forces. Defefilie
is everybody's responsibility ... A professional Army is un-American. It is
anathema to a democratic republic - a
glaring civil wrong."
Yet for all his hawkishness, the best
defense, according to Hollings, is a
good offense-that is, a healthy
economy and intelligent citizens.
Money saved on the B-1 and MX
should go not into defense, he says, but
into education. "More than any other
institution," he said, . "our system of
public education has provided the
essential. glue that has bound our
diverse population together and made
us politically strong and economically

(Continued on page4)
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by John Peffer
Poor Walter. Not only must he push for redoo:d deficits and increased defense budgets but
~ also has to appeal to all the "peaceniks" and
'entitlement lovers" that make up a vocal, if not
significant, portion of his constituency.
N01 only must he extricate himself from the
shadles of the Carter presidency but he also has
to provethatthose four years in the White House
were profitable.
N01 only must he spice up his bland image, but
he also has to. downplay the fiery rhetoric of his
speeches and be cyeful to underemphasize his
strength as a Democratic powerbroker.
Poor Walter. He must be all things to all peo~~- In this age of cowboys and astronauts, Walter
~\.>ndale is that old-fashioned and now much maligned creature, the professional politician: the
man more at ease flas\1ing winning smiles at dis·
gruntled Congressmen than at television cameras .
As such, the media has not beeri attracted to
Mondale. Although Fritz cracks the occasional
JOke and can at times work a supportive crowd
!Dlo a frenzy, he does not have the easy-going
buoyancy of a Reagan.
Charisma aside, Mondale has been one of the
most successful Democrats of the last three decades. He has yet to lose an election, he fashioned
an exceptionally strong Vice-presidency and he
bas gained the trust and admiration of the Demo:
cratic party heads.
So why can't Mondale generate excitement in
tiXlay's political arena?
.In 1960, Mondale did not have to generate ex·
otement: he had connections. Fresh out of law
school, he had cultivated a very important friendshi_p, that of Hubert Humphrey, senator from
Minnesota. The tie brought Mondale the state at·
tomey general position a ob he performed
capably.
'
At the end of this term, Mondale again relied
J.

on his friend, filling in the last two years of Hum·
phrey's term while Hubert joined the Lyndon
Johnson ticket. In 1966, Mondale won re-election
to the Senate easily and again in 1972.
In 1974, Mondale began his flrst presidentiat
bid; not possessing either the political experience
nor the desire to attain the presidency, he dropped
out early on. The abortive attempt gave mentor
Humphrey occasion to wonder aloud in a television interview whether Mondale had the stuff of
which presidents are made. D id Fritz have
enough "fire in the belly?" Humphrey asked.
In 1976, the Democratic Party disregarded this
quality of Mopdale when it chose him to fill the
vice-presidential side of the}irruny Carter ticket.
The Northern liberal neatly blllanced Carter's
Southern conservatism.
And thus, Walter went up another step on the
pyramid, not by virtue of skill, determination or
charisma but rather by being the• right Democrat
from the right place at the right t~e.
Many political analysts depict the Carter years
as an ungainly albatross slung around Mondale's
neck. Although he rarely mentions the former
president's name in his speeches, Mondale does
elude frequently to his vice-presidential stint,
harping on the valuable experience he gained
while there.

Issues

When it comes to issues, Mondale is sometimes
difficult to peg. A self-styled "progressive pragmatist," Mondale 'is often referred to as an oldfashioned liberal, a product of the 1960's and
Hubert Humphrey. His stand on the nuclear ·
question sheds some light on these terms .
Mondale has his own sops to throw to the antinuclear crowd- a bilateral freeze, for instance. "A
nuclear arms freeze," Mondale has said, "is an im·
portant expression of our national determination
and a critical element of our leadership for peace
in the world."

Furthermore, Mondale would resume Strategic
Arms Limitations Talks (SALT II) discussions
and begin negotiations ·on an anti-satellite spacewar treaty.
There is good reason to believe, however, that
these moves may be merely ornamental, primary
promises whose fulfillment would be undercut later by other measures if and when Mondale assumes power.
Although Mondale deesn't go quite as far as the
proposed Reagan defense budget increases (in the
high teens), he does follow along with the Democratic ·Party's four to five percent growth after
inflation.
Couple this attitude with the newly revived
"bigger bang for the buck" strategy in which military procurements will be put out for bids (elimi·
nating the $300 hammers and the $900 allen •
wrenches) and weapon systems become more
cost-effective, and the incrementally smaller
Democratic military budget may in the long run
be comparable to Reagan's proposed increases:··
In addition, Mondale pushes the Reagan line
on deterrence: "We must reaffirm the doctrine of
deterrence, which for two generations has prevented nuclear war. Deterrence enhances- stability," he said in an April 26 speech.
Yet Mondale is one of the few candidates to talk
of any unilateral actions. For one, he would remove all nuclear weapons bordering the Warsaw
Pact nations. He also pushes for the cancellations
of the B-1 bombers and MX missiles. To insure
future stability, Mondale wants to institute an·
nual summit conferences with his Soviet counterpart.
Are these empty gestures? "There would be no
radical changes in defense policy," Jimmy Carter
concluded after an August meeting with his former Vice-President.
Economically, 1984 is the year when the donkeys' noses grow long, their skin becomes grey

and wrinkled and their speeches depart from deficit spending to stimulate the economy and focus
instead upon, in Mondale's words, "the worst deliberate economic policy mistake in modem history" - the federal deficit.
Mondale has promised to reduce the deficit.
How? Since the defense budget would grow
under Mondale, where would Fritz cut? Entitlements? Not J,ikely, at least not in any sizable portions. Mondale has pledged in fact to boost many
entitlement programs.
Part of the answer lies in Mondale's plan to
raise revenues by abolishing the Reagan tax cuts,
instituting in their place a "progressive" tax sys·
tern in which corporations, for instance, get taxed
a flat rate of 30 percent. To court the business
community, however, Mondale has also prom·
ised to "in some cases permit people and corporations to have negative taxes," as he told the New

York Times.

Oh, one other thing. "There's a dirty little secret in this administration," Mondale said in the
same interview, "and that is they're big spenders."
Mondale seemingly has dug up the Republican
Party's 1980 campaign strategy book, dusted it off
and presented it to the public as a jewel of Democratic ingenuity.
Applying the magic scissors to the governmental waste problem, Mondale would tighten the defense budget, institute a health care cost containment program and spruce up the farm program:
Other plans differ more substantively with Reaganomics. Mondale has pledged, for inStance, to
loosen the Federal Reserve Board's stranglehold
on the ~oney supply, making more money available in the marketplace and bringing down interest rates. The dollar would then have a lower
value.
Mondale, however, sees value in a depressed

(Continued on page 4)
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by William Walsh
An initial examination of his candidacy would show all the makings of the
"right stuff." He has a wide name recognition and his fame guarantees a siz·
able · turnout at every public appear·
ance. People are willing to wait hours
to hear him speak.
Add to this a stong nuclear freeze
emphasis countered by a military rec·
ord, business experience, 10 years in
the U.S. Senate and the largest victory
margin in the history of his state and
one would expect a strong front-runner
in the Democratic contest.
Yet, Senator John Glenn's campaign
has moved steadily bacl-"Ward over the·
past year and he is now distant sec·
ond, tied with Jesse Jackson, 30 percentage points behind front-running
Walter Mondale.
When Glenn's campaign opened last
January it did indeed appear that he
was made of the right st1.iff. In a Demo·
cratic popular poll he was only a point
behind former Vice President Mondale, who had been campaigning for
over a year already.
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White Hart is quick with his brand
of rhetoric, he is described as basically
a shy person, but driven by an allconsuming ambition. In his book
about the McGovern campaign, Right
From the Hart, he wrote that a
presidential candidate must want the
office more than anything in the world:
"You must possess the dedication of a
martyr, . the determination of a
marathon runner, the stamina of a football linebacker, the precision of a heart
surgeon and the fortitude of a guerilla
commando." With his intense campaigning and fmely-tuned organization, Hart easily fits into his own
definition.
But many times dedication isn't
enough, and this dark horse candidate
must overcome several liabilities before
he can make a serious run for the.
nomination.
First of all, Hart must live down the
stigma of McGovemism by seeming
serious about defense and economic
growth. Many journalists harp on his
being McGovern's campaign manager.
Secondly, Hart must contend with
Hart himself. ~He's not a glad-bander,"
said one aide. "He enjoys meeting people, but being thrust .into a big crowd is
not his favorite thing." Since he doesn't

exactly set his audiences on fire with
his rhetoric, Hart is much more effective in small groups where he can
engage in ; elaxed conversation and
answer questions.
Hart was born Gary Warren Hartpence Nov. 28, 1937, in Ottawa, Kansas, where his father was a farm equipment salesman. In the early 1960's, he
changed his name to the original name
his ancestors brought from Ireland. He
was a good student in high school,
described by a classmate as "a straight
kid who kept his nose clean."
His early years saw him deeply
devoted to his family's fundamentalist
Nazarene religion. His mother joined
the ministry, .and he attended the
Nazarene College in Betheny Oklahoma with the intention of makirig
religion his vocation.
In 1958, he received his B.A., and
enrolled in Yale Divinity School. Hart
said, "It wasn't until I got to Yale that I
discovered there were other alternatives of service." After working as a
volunteer with the Kennedy campaign,
he decided to become a lawyer, and
went on to Yale Law School in 1964.
At a political luncheon in 1970, Hart
met McGovern, and at the age of 32
was offered the position of campaign
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by John Lawson
While his rivals are being beamed by
satellite across the country, a lanky
lawyer, who looks more like Warren
Beatty than a Presidential candidate, is
out in the factories and on the farmyards soliciting support for his candidacy.
Gary Hart, the second-term senator
from Colorado, thrives on beating the
odds, and after managing George
McGovern's uphill climb to the
nomination in 1972, he hopes for
similar results in his own ·bid to head
the Democratic ticket in November.

The key word in the Hart campaign
is ."new" - a fresh economic program;
overhauled tax structures, different approaches to defense, revised trade
policy and other changes up and do\\'n
the line.
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----------GARYHART

Calling himself the "issues candidates", Hart asserts he'll prevail
because he campaigns on specifics, nor
platitudes. "Mter going through a cou· ple of Presidencies based more on trust
than anything else," he says, "I think
voters of the 1980's demand to know
what the next President of the United
States intends to do about the problems
we face ."
'
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Organizational chaos and image difficulties have caused Glenn's popular
support to plummet in the last four
months. A New York Times/CBS
News poll released two weeks ago
placed the Ohio Senator's national support at 14 percent, down from 32 per- .
cent six months ago.
According to Glenn advisors, their
polls indicate that people do not know

much about Glerin other than that he
was an astronaut and that they do not
see him as presidential.
Nearly a year ago Campaign Managee William R. White wrote that
Glenn must ~'become as well known on
the issues as he is as an astronaut. A
balance must be struck between his
past fame and future vision."
..S? far this .balance has not been
achieved. Despne large .tur?outs for ~s
speeches, Glenn rarely 1grutes his au~ence and most of his speeches are un~terrupted and concluded by pohte applause.
The Glenn team is rurming a popu·
list campaign, conceding the labor and
party leaders to Mondale and relying
on expanding the Democratic electorate, especially in Iowa, where Demo·
cratic politics is dominated by liberal
activists.
Glenn has sat himself down directly
on the fence dividing the old liberalism
embodied by Mondale and the New
Right views of President Reagan.
To a degree, Glenn's speeches remind listeners of the flag-waving, apple
pie oratory of the 1980 Reagan campaign. Glenn calls for the United
States to "out-educate, out-compete,
out-defend, out-work, out-research and
out-do" the other nations of the world.
- To accomplish these goals Glenn
emphasizes two elements that form
fundamental aspects of how he views
any issue. ~1 mention education andresearch. I can't think of any two things
·that are going to be more important for
the long-term future in this country,"
he says.
John Glenn's past plays a clear part
in his formation of attitudes towards
foreign policy and the Soviet Union.
Glenn flew 149 combat missions in
World War II and Korea, was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross on five
occasions and served in the Marines
for 23 years.

'.
Pa~

John Glenn

Glenn is a strong suppo,r ter of the
nuclear freeze movement. The freeze,
however, is only the first of a five-point
foreign policy he outlined last Novem·
ber in Washington. The other four
points constitute "a clear-eyed under-

· standing of the nature of the Soviet regime," a willingness to defend vital nationa! interests, efforts to "reduce
Soviet opPortunities for mischiefmaking in the Third World by doii).g
- all we can do fo ease the internal conditions that breed unrest in those countries" and an understanding · that
achieving foreign policy may sometimes require the use of force.
In regards to his policy, G lenn recognizes that "the Soviet regime is both
hostile and aggressive," yet he calls for
a move away from the Cold War rhetoric of the current administration.
Glenn would support an increase in
funding and expansion of the Russian
studies programs in U.S. universities
to gain a clear understanding of the
Soviets.
Regarding defense, Glenn seeks to
draw sharp distinctions between him.self and both President Reagan and
Mondale. While supporting a strong
and improved military, Glenn feels
that reductions can be made in the Pentagon budget and identifies the MX
missile and the Rapid Deployment
Force as programs that he would
cancel.
According to Glenn, Mondale's rec·
ord on defense is too weak. "In m y
judgement; the Mondale record goes
far beyond a simple disagreement over
specific weapons programs," Glenn
states . "I think it reveals a fundamental
lack of support for an adequate na·
tiona! defense and I thlnk it reyeals a
fundamental difference between our
two candidacies."
Balancing the budget is the primary
concern of Glenn's domestic policy .
Here, his call to the nation to share the
burden sounds more like a president
facing an economic crunch, rather than
a candidate ni aking promises to be
elected. Glenn calls for continued controls on spending and an increase in
taxes. "If we move toward a balanced
budget, a sound monetary policy can
allow oo/ economy to grow without rekindling inflation," he says.
Furthermore, G lenn would call an
economic summit of the bi-partisan
leadership of the Senate and House to
(Continued on page 4)

manager for McGovern's unannounced presidential bid. Marshalling
thousands of volunteers, Hart organized a grass -roots army, sweeping
McGovern into the nomination.
After M cGovern's humbling defeat
in the general election, Hart returned
to Colorado and prepared to challenge
incumbent Senator Peter Dominick in
1974. During the campaign, Hart opposed unconditional arrmesty for draft
evaders, favored a balanced budget and
called for an end to the New Deal
philosophy . Propounding a proenvironment, belt-tightening platform
and helped by the Watergate atmosphere, he won by a 150,000 vote
margin.
. Once in office he crusaded against
wasteful senate privileges, and captured a seat on the Select Committee
on Intelligence. On the floor of the
Senate; Hart has won trust and respect,
but away from the meetings he stays
distant from his colleagues. "Some
think he's a bit haughty," says one
Democrat. "He says he doesn't make
deals, but that's how this place works."
Recently Hart has embraced the
"nuclear freeze" concept, but has reservations o n its specifics. "I introduced._
m y ow n proposal, the acronym of
which is ST O P (Strategic Talks on
P revention)," he says . "I would go back
to the bargaining table in overall limitations on numbers, but expand these
talks to include agreements on how to
reduce.the possibilities of the use of the
weapons ."
I n connection with this issue, Hart
has campaigned fiercely for the defeat
of the MX missile proposal, asserting
that this system is designed to fight and
win a nuclear war, not to deter one.
In defense policy, he advocates making the navy first p riority. He says this

_
by Shennan Dorn
"Peace and jobs. That's how you
beat Ronald Reagan, even if you're
bald." In an Iowa commercial,
Presidential candidate Alan Cranston
tries to convey his anti-arms race commitment and also dispel his reputation
as a dull old man.
As the 69 -year-old, three-time
senator from California campaigns in
Iowa and New Hampshire to bolster
Democratic support, he must convince
listeners that not only is he the best
candidate but also that he can win the
nomination.
Recent polls place him fourth or fifth
out of eight contenders and even
Cranston admits that winning the
nomination "would be tough if we
don't do well in Iowa and New Hampshire."
Cranston has chosen the nuclear
arms race as ·his major theme. He
claims that if elected he would arrange
an immediate summit with the Soviet
leader to negotiate a nuclear weapons
freeze.
"We have never had a president who
was willing to make ending the arms
race the primary task of his presidency.
I will be that president," he explains.
"We can 't even afford a conventional
wa r now between rhe supe r powers-even if we were to abolish
nuclear weapons," C ranston said further. The side that lost would immediately rush to remake nuclear
bombs so it could settle the score."
To become President, however, he
must do well in Iowa and New Hampshire. Washington political analyst
Alan Baron says that "Cranston has
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general election winner in u•
Cranston also has to figbllisil.
as an old, lackluster po1i1i:il.
reminds people he is ~
Ronald Reagan and tbatheit
petitive sprinter in his age~
once held the world m:ud ir
100-yd. dash].
He has also changed his~
somewhat for the campign,IIJill»
remainirig ~and puttillgWiil~
tion on his .scalP to prevad ~ ·
looking ghosdy white. Hi 'iiif'
have also pressutOO him iJlO
10 lbs. on his lean~
But Cranston jokes abootlisi .
"I want you all to know tmtiiiii: ·~
head of hair before RonaldRrfl
elected President."
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GEORGE McGOVERN---

Traversing the conservative farm state of South D akota in his beat-up
1956 Chevrolet, George McG overn
became South D ak o ta's first
Democratic elected offtcial to hold a
major offtce in 20 years . During the
primary election for the senate seat, he
fought a "New R ight" grou p called
"Target McGovern" and a $ 15,000 opposition campaign launched by the N ational Conversative P olitical Action

'Stephen Anderson
1 ii.n't know if Mrs. Askew's
m can make it all the way
~ Ill

house at 1600 Gadsden
that other White House at

WI) Fan!ylwnia Avenue. But I know
:ll!l!lfly."
h!lwkl come as no surprise that
lrlii!Askew grew up in a humble lit1: lillie in the quiet panhandle of
1iJiia during the midst of th~
~ be bas always been an
• · And now, he is an underdog
mllrefirthe Democratic Presid~
lll!linarioo.
.\li!w O'ltfCOmeS his anonymity
lih lmesty: "To me issues are not
jXOOiems to be solved. They are
~ robe righted . ... But for some
l!llll il~ootfashionable anymore to
:!l:lwlright and wrong."
.\li!w !rings a respectable record
·· bim to this biggest of races. He
\1D! 12 ye3rs rising through the ranks
i lnh houses of Florida's high! y
p:oi:al state legislature. Then, in
mil, berm for governor, not surprisqly aadark horse candidate.
lint, be won the Democratic

nomination, and then he defeated the
incumbent to win the position. He was
re-elected in 1974.
In terms of defense and foreign
policy, Askew's policies swing from
right to left on the political spectrum.
This vacillation is typical of Askew,
since he analyzes each issue on the
. basis of individual merits, not by some
formula.
Askew is quite clear on the
freezeissues: "I don't support the
freeze." He agrees in theory with
(though he questions the method)
Reagan's "Peace through Strength."
He believes that the Soviets presently
have a nuClear weapons advantage over
the U nited States and therefore are unwilling to negotiate realistically.
Askew does,. however, end orse the
creation of "nuclear risk redu ction"
centers in Moscow. These ce_nters
D .C. and Moscow. These centers
. would serve as 24-hour-a-d.av watchdogs monitoring all world e>:ents that
might possibly trigger an exchange of
nuclear weapons. While he is opposed
to the freeze, he says, "Arms control is
the paramount issu e of our time."
On the defense budget, Askew again

lJNSTON--:..____Hil claim as -true liberal has come
recently as hypocritical.
UiJics 001e that while he supports the
freeze,· he sponsored both the
Democratic and Administration
r~utioos in Congress about arms
oomrol.
Cranston responded that he wanteci
a compromise version that would
ro:rive majority support, and after he
!!alized the sponsors of both resolulixllwm stubborn he withdrew sup~ from the Administration's proillSal and vigorously supported the
Hatfield-Kennedy resolution.
Critics point out that Cranston vo.ted
foc the B-1 bomber, many parts of
which will be made·in Ciilifornia. He
says that the bombers are -needed for
\I'll deterrent, are not destabilizing and
lmlld not be built if he negotiated a
~.
.
He also says that he voted against the
MX missiles which he claims would
Jl!OVide more jobs in California than
the B-1. He did vote recently against
the MX, but on some earlier votes he
Vial for its production.
Moreover, Cranston is nearly alone
in the candidate field in accepting
Politic:d Action Committee (PAC)
iklnations. Organizations like Com.
mon Cause claim that business and
IXber PACs ~ntrol politics through
campaign contributions. Cranston was
one of afew Demoncrats in the field to
say that PAC money did not overly infiuence politics.
He does claim, however, that he
SJXlllSOred a bill to publicly fmance
~nal elections.
Further, he did receive over
1400,00) from business, labor and
i:iXler attack
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Committee. He served a total of four
terms in office before losing to a conservative Republican James Abdnor "in
1980.
Recalling M cGovern's battles with
the "New Right," a former campaign
staff member remarked, "he's never
been elected in South Dakota because
he is a liberal. He's been elected
because he shook more hands, walked
more main streets, drove more dirt
roads and spoke out in Washington."

REVBIN ASKEW- -

·t-

Page 3

agricultural P AC's for his 1980 Senate
ree l ect ion c a mp a i gn. Ag ains t
Mondale's $4.5 million in federal m atching funds received, Cranston has only $1.5 million.
Cranston has other liberal inconsistencies. Like Glenn, he voted for the
1981 Kemp-Roth tax cut bill and he,
like Mondale, supports the domestic
content bill, generally regarded as a
protectionist proposal.
Born in Palo Alto, California, in
1914, Cranston went to school at Stanford before working for the International News .Service in the· mid- 30's.
Throughout his youth he traveled
about Europe.
When he returned to the United
States in 1939, he translated M ein
Kampfimdependeiltly, reinserting the
offending passages edited out by
Hitler's publishers. His version, with
anti-Natzi explanations and commentaries, sold half a million copies before
a copyright suit by Hitler stopped
publication.
·
In the 1950's, he was a leader in the
California D emocratic Council, a
grassroots organization that revitalized
the state party. He served as state controller for some time, until he was
swept out of office in 1966 when
Ronald Reagan won the governor's
race. Two years later, he solidly beat a
loyal Reaganite for the Senate seat,
where he has been ever since.
His Senate reputation as a compromising pragmatist and even a nag
earned him the spot as Democratic
. whip since 1977' the second leadership
spot in the Senate for the party.

endorses Reagan's goals, but condemns
the methods. Askew favors a 5 percent
annual illcrease in defense spending
and says that Reagan wants too much
of the wrong thing too fast. Askew's
m ain thrust is that Reagan ignores conventional forces.
Askew · wants to cancel the B-1
bomber and MX missile programs and
would put a hold on the construction of
large Eisenhower~lass nuclear aircraft
carriers. Favoring military pay cuts,
Askew believes that the armed forces
should decrease entry-level pay, but in
compensatin, offer "substantial educational benefits ."
Askew's faith in international organizations influences his policy regarding
the situation in Lebanon. Long before
any of his competition even mentioned
the possibility, Askew suggested that
the multinational peacekeeping force,
including the Marines, should be
replaced by a United N ations peacekeeping force .
Displaying his bold belief in honesty,
Askew was the only candidate (pro-·
bably the only other prominent figure
beside Reagan) to support the invasi.o n
of Grenada as soon as it happened.
Askew was not surprised that most of
the other candidates joined him later
on. Askew pressed for immediate
withdrawal of American forces, and
that the administration of Grenada be
turned over to the Organization of
Eastern Caribbean States, the international organization that asked for
American help.
Askew says that continued aid to El
Salvador be strictly tied to human
rights progress. He blames Reagan for
giving "ample justification" to the
government that "so long as they are
anti~ommunist" they will continue to
receive aid.
Askew also would end aid to the antiSandinista contras. "It is increasingly
clear that the principal aim of the antiSandinistas rebels in Honduras is .. .
the overthrow of the Sandinistas,"
which is a violation ofthe law which
provides the contras with aid.
Turning to the economy, Askew says
that Reagan's recovery is a short-lived
mirage, pointing to low capital growth
statistics and "widespread concern
about interest rates." He blames the
federal deficit for the high interest
rates, and blames Reagan for the
deficit. The prime cause of the deficit is
the Reagan tax cuts, claims Askew,
who would repeal all three years of the
cuts.
Askew is very angry about the
Reagan cuts in the federal budget.
While protecting the sacred defense
budget and entitlement programs,
Reagan ''hurt most of those least able to
make sacrifices."
Askew is particularly concerned
about the effect these cuts have had on
single mothers, college students ·and
minorities.
On women's issues, Askew endorses
(Continued on page 4)

McGovern emphasizes "compromise" instead of "confrontation."
He favored the admission of Vietnam
to the United Nations: "I think it (the
U nited Nations) should comprise
every nation in the world, even the
ones that are most ob!}oxious to us," he
said to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee iin 1976. McGovern also
pushed for the "gradual establishment
of diplomatic relations with Vietnam."
McGovern complains that current
U.S. foreign policy is "based on what
we are against rather than what we are
for." He adds, "We are willing to support a scoundrel like South AfriCa. just
because it waves the flag of anticommunism." He cautions against a
foreign policy based on the premise
that anti-U.S. forces are responsible for
every instance of political disturbance
in the world.
"Ronald Reagan is in the dark as to
the revolutionary currents that are
moving in Central America, the Middle East, Africa and Asia," McGovern
says. "It is a great tragedy that just at
the moment when we needed a President who understood the revolutionary
Third World we have one who is
almost completely ignorant of these
forces."
·
McGovern attributes the ferment in
Central America, the Middle East and
the Third World to a combination of
"political, religious and economic pro- ,
blems that cannot be solved through
armed confrontation." An advocate of
Theodore Roosevelt ' s "Good
Neighbor Policy," McGovern urges
the United States to get out of Central
America militarily. "I would halt any
further shipments to the government
in El Salvador of a military nature," he
says,. "even economic aid I would cut
back drastically unless there is a change
in those death squads and other human
rights violations." McGovern was the
director of the Food For Peace Program and is confident in the effectiveness of "self-interested" foreign aid
as a foreign policy tool.
· He also opposed the U .S. military
intervention in Grenada. "Instead of
invading that country I would have
tried to come to terms with Maurice
Bishop i:nonths ago, to try to work out
some kind of accomodation."
McGovern would withdraw U.S.
forces froin Lebanon and support the
deploymem of a peacekeeping force
comprised of soldiers from "Sweden,
Ireland, Australia and Austria, countries like that without any emotional or
economic interest in the Middle East."
He opposed the U.S.-backed Israeli invasion of Lebanon. "We are involved
in an inter-religious war that has rack·
ed the country for decades. They have
100 million Mo~lems in that part of the
world and-we single out for protection
this little right-wing Christian group
whose latest feat was to slaughter those
innocents in the refugee camps. If our
side prevails; which is doubtful, we're
in terrible trouble."
He emphasizes that "we have a
special commitment to Israel and a
special obligation ro see that it
survives ." A defense agreement
guaranteeing American military support iflsrael were to be attacked is part
of the McGovern Middle East agenda.
Yet McGovern also affrrms the
legitimacy of the Palestinian claim to a
horp.eland. His plan for peace in the
Middle East involves concession of the
West Bank by Israel.
On the issue ofU.S. -Soviet tensions,
McGovern speaks highly of the approach taken by. the Eisenhower and
the Nixon Administrations. "Eisen·
hower called it coexistence. Nix·

on called it detente. But in neither case
were they under any illusions that the
Soviets agree with us ideologically or
· that they're always going to take the
same view ofThird World problems as
we do," he said.
McGovern bills himself as the ftrst
candidate to support a bilateral nuclear
freeze with the Soviet Union. "We
must be prepared to fight either a
nuclear or a conventional war: We cannot rule out the possibility of either occurring. The issue is ·not whether we
will ftght if our vital interests are
threatened but how most effectively to
use our policy and diplomacy without
resorting to war," he said.
McGovern says that he "has always
been comrriitted to a' strong defense."
In 1972 he said, "I will never permit
America to become a second-rate
power in the world. Neither can we
permit America to become a secondrate society. And if .we choose a
reasonable military budget we will not
have to choose between the decline of
our security and the deterioration of
our standard of life."
McGovern -is the only presidential
candidate who has vowed .to cut the
military budget by 25 percent. Scrapp·
ing the MX missile program and B-1
bomber and imposing a one-year
moratorium on missile deployments in
Western Europe are part of his plan to
trim the military budget.
Full employment and the
reconstruction of · the nation's infrastructure have been perenniaL
planks in the McGovern platform. He
also expresses an interest in replanting
trees to halt soil erosion in the Midwest
and in i:{lvesting in the development of
technology for safe coal burning.
McGovern furthermore plans to expand the school lunch and other nutritional aid programs.
.
In order to reduce unemployment
McGovern intends to spur the
economy by shrin.lGng the federal
deftcit. In addition to, slashing military
spending, he would freeze social
security and other entitlement programs at current spending levels. He
hopes to further reduce the deficit by
repealing the 1981 Kemp-Roth tax
plan and replacing it with the BradleyGephardt "fair tax bill."
McGovern has been a long-time
supporter of the equal rights amendment affirmative action. He also concurs with the 1979 Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortion. On the
prospect of a woman running mate he
said, "I don't know who my running
mate will be but I just want to make
one pledge: this time I'm going to be
careful."
·
_The circumstances influencing
McGovern's campaign have changed
since he frrst ran for president. A motor
home has replaced the old Chevrolet as
his main mode of transportation. The
auto workers who built that Chevrolet
are not as confident in a McGovern
victory as they were in 1972 anq are no
longer with him. In 1972, McGovern
captured the endorsements of all but
two major trade unions. WalterMondale has secured the labor endorsement
in 1984.
McGovern is optimistic, however,
about his candidacy. Although the
c.ountry rejected a liberal Democrat in
1972, he thinks that two factors may
increase the country's readiness for a
liberal Democratic president in 1984.
"They're fearful about the economy
under its present manageme!}t and
about war, constant conflict and confrontation," he said. "And it is in those
two areas where I think Reagan is
clearly vulnerable."
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While heading D r. Marun Luther
King Jr.'s operation Breadbasket in ChiJackson broke away from the nauonal group and used the local resources to form his own organization,
operation PU SH (People United IO
.
Serve Humaruty) and some blacks have
not yet forgiven him.
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Sillce his graduatiOn from N orth
Carolina A & T
and the Chicago Theolog1cal Semmary, the 42
year-old Jackson was ord ained to the
Baptist ministry, has been an active
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foster in the region the traditional
American values of human rights and
freedom," Hart asserts.
On domestic· issues, Hart wants a
revamping of social programs, in addition to a total overhaul of the tax
system. Hart proposes substituting the
present income tax with a consump. tion tax to encourage -savings and investment as opposed to consUmption.
In employment issues, Hart has called for federally funded plant modernization, worker-retraining programs
and incentives to encourage entrepreneurs. "We must pursue · a
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(Continued from page 2)
formulate a plan to balance. the budget
that is ''fair, responsible and effective, a
plan that shares sacrifices as well as
rewards."

'

~

Glenn has also merged the problems
of youth unemployment and education. H e proposes a national program
of voluntary service, which would allow young'people to earn tuition grants
for college or vocational trainillg while
they hold jobs and perform meaningful
work in their local communities.
G lenn would double the funds currently spent on compensatory education and fund a dramatic increase in the .
number of magnet schools now in existence, he said.

monetary policy necessary for growth,
retrain our workers for jobs of the
future and help our industries become
competitive again," he said. In education, he favors federal incentives to
local school districts to improve
teaching.
Even though this long-shot con- ·
tender has many hurdles to clear on the
path to- nomination, he and his supporters retain their confident optimism.
"''m either right or I'm wrong about
this period in which we live," Hart
said. "If I'm right, I'm going to be
President."

"One of my goals as President,"
Glenn said, "will be eliminating hunger for children of this country." He
said he will attempt to accomplish this
by extending Medicaid coverage to
every expectant mother and child under the age of six and by expanding
low-income feeding programs to reach
all the needy not currently covered. H e
adds, however, that under his administration spending increases would only
be made on a pay-as-you-go basis.
T aking a shot at the President,
Glenn says, "They have given tax
breaks to the rich, cheese to the poor
and proved beyond a shadow of a
doubt that the only broad-based aspect
of this Administration is the scope of
its indifference."

Mondale

(Continued f rom page 1)

~

Reagan civil rights record "Perverse."
Reagan's school desegregation record
especially angers him, since Askew
fought bitterly to establish busing in
Florida school systems.
Sometimes, his policies seem inconsistent: anti-abortion and anti-prayer in
school? But that is the kind of politics
that Reubin Askew preaches. And in
his efforts to maintain integrity, Askew
is the only candidate who is not accepting a single penny from any political

abortion. He says that abortion should
only be allowed if the health of the
mother is endangered, or the concep.tion is the result of a rape.
Askew accuses Reagan of "manufacturing alienation" and creating "a large
and growing underclass." He calls the
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Congress and we can't do that wlth
symbolic candidate. We've got to coalesce with others who share our concems and make a majority of that coalition . . . . "
Lewis and others view the Jackson
.
.
earnprugn
as taking
away black votes
from Mondale, whom they feel has a
.
better chance of d~featillg Re~g_an.
Apparently sharillg this oprmon are
T
Andr
black mayors om Bradley,
ew
YoungofAtlantaandColemanYoung
of Detroit wh? hil.ve already endorsed
Mondale, as did the
?Jld the
all-black -Southern Chnsuan Leadership Conference. Jackson has, however, picked up support from the Na.
. C
.
uona1 BaptiSt onvent10n.
.
.
ealiz
.. .
T1me magazille stated, "R
illg
that he can hardly expect to be elected
in 1984, Jackson aims to run a earnpaign calculated to nettle the Democratic party establishment and force it
to address the concerns of blacks and

dollar although he. doesn't make a public show of
it. W ith the dollar faring poorly on an international market,· American imports would do well
compared to their high priced competition . Furthermore, foreign exports in this country would
cost more, stimulating more spending on domestic products. That's the theory anyway.
"Red-faced with exertion," according to the

Nev.1 York Times, W alter Mondale worked over

Hollings
I

(Continued f rom page 1}
compeuuve as a nation. In the great
setting of national priorities, surely our
children's education is worth one
weapon system."
How do we improve education?
Simple, says Hollings. Pay teachers
more.
Hollings proposes a federally funded
subsidy of $5,000 a year for every
public school teacher and $ 10,000 a
year if that teacher works in a gheno.
In return, teachers would have to work
for 12 months, rather than nine months, and be certified by state "teacher
commissions. " The commissio ns
would be created to set stricter licensing standards, rule on misconduct
cases and spur curriculum development.
Rewarding those who work with the
poor has been chara cteristic of H ollings. H e is a strong supporter of federal
programs for nutritional assistance for
women, infants and children. His
education proposals would be coupled
with a day care system coordinated
-under the H E ADST ART program.
H ollings outlined his commitment
in a book published in 1970, entitled

The Case Against Hunger: A Demand
f or a National Policy. He has been connected with-social causes ever since. An

action committee. And still, somehow,
his political w archest is the fourth
largest (behind . Mondale, Glenn, and
Cranston)" in the campaign .
·
Askew's campaign slogan calls him
"The Different Democart," and· the
label is appropriate as the example of
G renada clearly shows. In a world of
righ t and left, Askew sees on ly right
and wron g. H e banks on the appeal of
that stance to propel him to victory in
1984.

advocate of Affirmative Action and
pro-choice on abortion, he w as one of
the first Southern Democrats to endorse John F. Kennedy for President.
Some groups, how ever, have questioned whether this commitment is
from the heart. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP), for example, has
given Hollings a failing grade on civil
rights. This animosity is in part a reaction to the H ollin gs of 1955, when as a
state politician hoping for higher office, he denounced the N AAC P as
"against our way of life in the Sou th,"
and "su bversive and illegal."
Hollings has generally been graced ,
with favor able press review s, the more
so because he is daring in his ideas
about a run.;1ing mate. Speculation lUJs
that several w omen, includ ing Gloria
Steinem and K atherine Graham, are
possible choices, as is fellow Presidential hopeful Jesse Jackson.
Despite this, the major problem continues to be a lack of exposure. "This is
the ultimate nightmare of Fritz Hollings," says a former campaign official.
· "H e's saying what he believes is right,
what should be said, withou t the filter
of a fancy staff, with a press corps that
bas ically like him - and nobody's
listening. People out there have no idea
who the guy is."
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and pointed at times: "When Mr. Reagan looks at
college, he sees an enforcement agency for the
Selective Service System."
It was April 9 and F ritz was on the verge of
winning the M assachusetts straw poll. Public
opinion in the state showed 32 percent in favor of
the former Vice-President and 13 percent opting
for John G lenn.
F ritz was on a roll. Gone was the August '82
trepidation when Ted Kennedy who hadn't withdrawn from the race yet, was soundly trouncing
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A~ a present member of the Honor Board, I am
familiar w1th the 1ssues and problems the Board
has tackled this
year. I am sensitive to the
problems oflivmg m this commnn1ty. I am a good
listener and like to help others. I would like you to
consider me for the position of Honor Board

p~st

tri- College committees - that is, prom oting more
interaction with Haverford and Swarthmore;
spo n soring a women's day symposiu m;
establishing stronger ties with special interest
groups, including those associated with the arts,
international concerns and clubs; and insuring
that the Old Gym becomes a viable student
center-all in hopes of providing alternative to
academic life at Bryn Mawr.
We want to make the office of the Self Government Association more accessible to members of
the community who have specific ideas and interests in regards to extracurricular activities.

Robin Henkel
I am an innovator. That's why I am running for
activities head. I enjoy imagining and then effi- ·
ciently executing new ideas, plans-activities.
The role of activities head is changed for this

Cirriculum Conunittee
r.therine

Jacobs
hhalm! the ttadition ofthe campaign speech
the voters numerous measures and
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make a commitment to the Code.
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regulation allows stares to
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am the sugary world of kissing babies to

- ' il llrd~ of elected office. I prefer not to
~ in such diversionary tactics and rather to
~ you with some sense of my motives and

\'Jiibioos :a a candidate for the office of head

~ill: curriculum committee.
My pitcll to you is one of determination and
lllliDilment. Personal exPerience has given me a

working understanding of the responsibilities and
procedures of the Curriculum Committee. In addition, through my decision to pursue an independent major, enrollment in one of UPenn's
courses, and involvement in activities of an artistic bent at Bryn Mawr, I have learned first hand
about some of the issues directly affecting the opportunities and regulation of the Bryn Mawr curriculum. These endeavors have also developed
within me thP sf"nse of determination and
familiarity with house rules required to smooth
out the difficult wrinkles that sometinles appear
between students, rules and administrators.
The range of curriculum oriented issues must
necessarily extend beyond the direct experience of
any one individual and to these, which include ·
such matters as the review of minority affairs
courses, our new math requirement, and future
plans to expand the computing curricula, I am

IIraditions Mistress
Margaret Hoag

·and
Saiima
Ikrarn
Tlllditioos

are an intrinsic part of Bryn Mawr

as they preserve the identity of the school. They

i!Xooly bind us to one·another but they provide a
link roouroommon past. These traditions are our
~ from the Bryn Mawrters who came
~us and it is our duty to preserve them as

completely as possible. ,
As traditions mistress we would like to
revitalize Bryn Mawr's traditions by reviving old ·
customs which have been ignored, and almost
forgotten.
Our main qualification is our deep love for
Bryn M awr and her traditions. We think that enthusiastic traditions mistresses could turn the four
major traditions into a major unifYing factor in
the community. The renewal of older traditions,'
especially those concerning M ay D ay, would increase participation and hence would be more enjoyable for all.

!esidence Council
Lauren
B
uxbaum
The bead

of residence council (RC) establishes
ill: lXiorities of her committee and directs its action 3Calrdingly. Although its best known action
~ the annual room draw RC is also responsible
for designing long and short-term policies about
any lllattcr )Jertaining to housing for Bryn Mawr
, -··..~-It is in this second capacity that the com1
llllttrt bead plays her most important role. This

role, however, is complicated because the body
has only the experience and perspective of its
leader and members, who are seldom familiar
with the administrative and financial arrangements required to run a residential college.
I know the issues I will have to handle as Head
of Residence Council and am well prepared for
the job in that respect. More importantly,
however, I have already had three years' experience in handling them, right down to the
m inutest intricacies of the hi-College room draw.

head. If you have any questions, please call me at
_
_
645 5835

The Bryn M awr Honor Code is based on a
principle whereby the individual may realize the
most complete freedom possible consistently with
the like freedom of other individuals. The Code
works because, at Bryn M awr, we respect and

care about each other.

As H onor Board Head I will serve Bryn
Mawrters with the fairness, open-mindedness and
commitment which this community so deserves.

We recognize that our Honor Code helps to
preserve the quality of our lives at Bryn M awr,
and to this end I am dedicated.
I am happy to discuss particular concerns.
645-5473.

Because 1984-85 is Bryn Mawr's centennial,
there will obviously be multiple occasions to
"celebrate" Bryn Mawr's first 100 years. As a
member of the class of '85, I have a strong personal interest in seeing that these centennial activities are a great success, and I would incorporate the activities committee into the centennial
celebration.

coming year. Now free from having to rur1 elections, the activities head can do what she was
meant to do-organize activities for Bryn Mawr.
By developing new ideas, I believe I can really
make this office effective. Examples of my
priorities are:
-to conduct a campus-wide poll asking opinions on present activities, degree of participation
in them, and any new ideas for future activities.
- to reinforce and ameliorate our cooperation
with Haverford and with our other neighboring
colleges.
-to develop new opportunities for occasions
which could bring us further together as a community (i.e., "a health food night"!).
-to foster a supportive community for our
sports teams and campus sports in general, whiCh
have recently been offered such tremendous
potential for development by the building of our
Bern Schwartz Gymnasium.

with anyone who would like to get to know me
better as a candidate. I live in Haffuer French 229 •

equally · committed to working with the administration for the best interests of the students
of Bryn Mawr. •
I cannot promise indefinite extensions or even
constant good humor. I do offer you a candidate
with experience, and a firm conviction in the
necessity of maintaining strong student awareness
and participation in the formulation of curriculum plans.

words often heard at election time, but only a few
candidates are truly entitled to use them. I have
served as a member of the committee since last
semester, during which time I also particijJated in
student-faculty curriculum meetings. My experience also includes the office of Self Government Association member-at-large, which has
familiarized me with the curriculum head's role in
Assembly.

Lorraine
Murray

The curriculum head leads regular meetings of
dorm representatives, and is thus able to represent
dorm and campus-wide concerns to the faculty
and .deans. The Curriculum Committee is one
body, therefore, which has input and voting
poower in curricular decision-making. The curriculum head can make a difference, and I would
like to fill that place.

, My name is h>rraine Murray and I am running
for the office of curriculum head.
Experience and committment are two buzz

Susan Lehmann
and
Ju1is Fasick
Over the past 100 years Bryn Mawr
traditions have played an integral role in bringing
the community together. As two students who
have been very active in the community, we
understand the importance of traditions in fostering community spirit. More than spirit, however,
is required of the Tradition's Mistress. In addition
to organizing traditions, the Tradition's Mistress

Lisa Weissbard
T he traditions mistress holds a privileged position in the Bryn M awr community. Her duty is to
perpetuate the traditions which bind and defme
the community. Traditions, such as Lantern
Night and Hell Week, are the principle methods
of integrating freshmen and transfers into our
tightly-knit community and also provide a continuity among Mawrters past, present and future.

In addition to my enthusiasm and ideas, I
would bring experience, innovation and organization to the position of activities head. During pan
of the time I have taken off from school, I was office manager for a rapidly growing company for
an entire year. In addition, I am presently rodirector of Kids' Connection, a large (and also
rapidly growing) bFCollege organization.
Lastly, fd be more than pleased to meet or talk

is a voting member of the Self Government
Association (SGA) Assembly and is responsible
for attending meetings of the Steering Committee. We feel that we have the organizational ability
and commitment to the long-range goals of the
College necessary to effectively fulfill these duties.
By working together we feel that we can bring
double resources and energy to the job of Tradition's Misstress. We have worked together on
projects in the past and know that we can work
well together. In addition, we have had different
experiences in our past three years at Bryn Mawr;
as a result we feel that we reflect diverse aspects of
the community. Our goal is to make traditions in
the Centennial Year worthy of the 100 year
history of Bryn Mawr.
I have wanted to be traditions mistress since my
freshman year and have been actively involved i.."l
helping with traditions for the past three years. I
have also been an avid attender of Assembly
meetings and a member of Steering Committee
for the past two years, each of which is an important task of the traditions mistress. In other
words, I am well aware of the demands and
responsibilities of the position and I am confident
that I will do an effective job.
If you have any questions, please give me a call
at 645-5762.
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Friday, February 10

politic
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8 p.m.: The German and music departments
present Mozart's The Magic Flute, directed by
Ingmar Bergman. With English subtitles. Free
to the hi-College community. Stokes, Haverford.
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8 p.m.: Film Series presents Gregory's Girl.
Stokes, Haverford.
8:30 p.m.: The Bryn Mawr Freshman Class
play and auction. Roberts, Haverford.
9:30 p.m.: "Swing-Your-Sweetheart" party.
Featuring the live band "Kelly Farrow and the
Suspects." Founders, Haverford.
10:30 p.m.: Second showing of Gregory's Girl.
Stokes, Haverford.

Sunday, February 12
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3 p.m.: Senior student recital by Cheryl

-... .

Delhaie. MacCrate, Haverford.
3 p.m.: Dance concert. Pembroke Dance
Studio, Bryn Mawr.
3 p.m.: Recital by Helen Vanni, soprano, and
Jeanne Stark, piano. The program features
Schubert's Winterreise. Goodhart Music Room,
Bryn Mawr.

Monday,February13
2 p.m~: French surrealist films, Entr'acte,
Ballet Mecanique and Rythmus 21. Thomas 11,
Bryn Mawr.
10:30 p.m.: The Three Seasons Care presents
Death WISh. (Admission for all movies is $1.00
and includes two free drinks.) Three Seasons
Care, Jones, Haverford.
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7:30p.m.: Scottish Dancing. Goodhart Music
Room, Bryn Mav.rr.
10:30 p.m.: My Body Guard. Three Seasons
Cafe, Jones, Haverford.

Wednesday, February 15
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4:15p.m.;_ The department of music presents
pianist Robert Schick, West Chester State
University. MacCrate, Haverford.
10:15 p.m.: The Haverford Film Series
presents Hitchcock's The Birds. Stokes, Haverford.
Th~~February16

'8 p.m.: Bryn Mawr Film Series presents The
Great Gatsby. Thomas 110, Bryn Mawr.
10:30 p.m.: Swept Away. Three Seasons Cafe,
Jones, Haverford.
11 p.m.: A midnight vigil will be held fur
Saints Finan of Lindisfame and Fin tan of
Clonenagh. Come out and join the Irish in th.is
feast day celebration. Lloyd 61, Haverford.

Friday, February 17
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8 p.m.: The hi-College student and faculty
Figaro Project presents Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart's opera The Mamage of Figaro.
Goodhart, Bryn Mawr.
8 p.m.: The Alternative Concert Series
presents an Asian American Art Ensemble,
featuring Steve McCall. Marshall, Roberts,
Haverford.
8 p.m.: Fellini's Amarcord. Three Seasons
Care, Jones, Haverford.
10 p.m.: Film Series presents The Godfathe~:
Come and be introduced to Sicily's answer to
the Waltons. Stokes, Haverford.

•
Meetings
Saturday, February 11
9 a.m.: Andrew Silk Journalism Workshop.
Sign up in advance at Career Planning or the
College Relations Office. For more detailed information, call 896-1333. Gest 101,. Haverford.
8 p.m.: Fullerton Club meeting. Vernon
Room, Bryn Mawr.

Sunday,February12

.\

9 p.m.: Plenary. Field House, Haverford.
;:----,~-
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Th~y,February16

7 p.m.: Double Star (the hi-College science fiction club) meeting. Rock Living Room, Bryn
Mawr.

'

Tuesday, February 14

- ·

4:15 p.m.: Modem Music Colloquium. Pianist
Jeanne Stark, guest of the Figaro Project.
"Music of Messiaen." With illustrations at the
piano. MacCrate, Haverford.
8 p.m.: Economics, French, and international
economic relations lecture by Charles
Kindleberger, professor emeritus of economics,
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology. "The
French Economy in Europe and in the World:
the 1980s." Thomas 110, Bryn Mawr.

Wednesday, February 15

Religion
Friday, February 10
6 p.m.: Hillel presents Friday night services
and dinner. Yarnall House.

Sunday,February12

we~

r-

Monday,February13
10 a.m.: Collection. Stokes Auditorium, Hav· erford.
10 p.m.: Debate Team meeting. Stokes 121,
Haverford.
10:15 p.m.: Peace Action Meeting. Rhoads
Living Room, Bryn Mawr.

10 a.m.: Father Johri Freeman celebrates Mass.
Goodhart Common Room, Bryn Mawr.
10:30 a.m.: First Day Meeting. Quaker
Meeting House.
~onday,February13

4 p.m.: Hillel lecture by Evelyn Beck, professor of English literature, University of
Wisconsin, and author of Nice Jewish Girls. "A
Jewish Perspective on Feminist Literature."
Thomas 110, Bryn Mawr.
5 p.m.: Weekly discussion on Jewish ethics led
by Rabbi Menachem Schmidt. Gest 102, Haverford.

Tuesday,February14
9:30 a.m.: The Religion Ad Hoc Committee
presents Jane McAuliffe, department of
religious studies, University of Toronto. Gest
101, Haverford.
4:30p.m.: Father John Freeman will celebrate
Mass. Mewman Room.
Th~y,February16

10 a.m.: Fifth Day Meeting. Quaker Meeting
House.

Friday, February 17
5 p.m.: Father John Freeman celebrates Mass.
Goodhart Common Room, Bryn Mawr.

Lectures
Friday, February 10
4:15p.m.: Psychology Journal Club. John
Riskand, director of research, Center for
Cognitive Therapy, UPenn. "Cognitive Phe•
nomenology of Emotional Disorders." Tea at A
p.m. Dalton 204, Bryn Mawr.
4:30 p.m.: The department of Spanish
presents Enrique Giordano, Spanish prof of
Barnard. "El juego oen Ia narrativa hispanoamerica del siglo XX." Gest 101, Haverford.
4:30' p.m.: Bryn Mawr Classics Colloquium.
Pamela Gordon. "Diogenes of Oenoada and the
History of Epicureanism." Tea at 4:15 p.m.
Goodhart Common Room, Bryn Mawr.
4:45p.m. : Chemistry colloquium. Barry S.
Cooperman, UPenn. "Mapping Functional Domains of the E. Coli Ribosome." Tea at 4:15
p.m. Park 166, Bryn Mawr.

Sunday,February12
4 p.m.: The Coalition for Action in Women's
issues sponsors a movie and panel discussion on
rape. The discussion will stress two topics
especially relevant in a college community-coercion, and acquaintance rape.
Stokes, Haverford.

Monday, February 13
4:30p.m.: Latin department lecture by Steven
Ostrow, Dartmouth College, "Roman Slaves
and Freedmen: Climbing the Social Ladder
along the Bay of Naples." Thomas ill, Bryn
·
Mawr.
4:45 p.m.: Physics colioqu.ium. Haverford
prof. William C. Davidon, "Are There Local
and Objective Interpretations for Quantum Correlations?" Tea at 4 :15 p.m. Park 343 (tea), 243
(talk), Bryn Mawr.

4:30p.m.: Latin lecture by Malcolm Flory,
Gustavus Adolphus College. "Sic Exempla
Parantur: Livia's Shrine to Concordia and the
Port.icus Liviae." Thomas ill, Bryn Mawr.
8:30 p.m.: Literature colloquium. Haverford
Spanish prof. Ramon Garcia Castro, "Incest in
Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of
Solitude." Tea at 8:15 p.m. Gest 101; Haverford.
Thunda~February16

11 a.m.: The music department presents

K wabena Nket.ia, Andrew Mellon Prof essor of
Music, University of Pittsburgh, "The Contribution of Africans in the Diaspora to Contemporary African Culture." MacCrate, Haverford.
4 p.m.: History lecture by Michael Nylan.
"China Past and Present." Goodhart Common
Room, Bryn Mawr.
8:30 p.m.: The Haverford Provost's Office
presents a faculty research talk by Chrles
Stegeman, profesor of fine arts. "Chartres: The
Secrets of a Vision." First of three lectures of
Chartres. Stokes, Haverford.

Notes
Sunday, February 12
3-5 p.m.: Come meer-the Bryn Maw, !if r
Government Association~ ....
Livingroom, Bryn Mawr.
<
4:30 p.m.: Walking tour with Frilz1111i,
Comfort Gallery, Haverford
~onday,

February 13

3:45 p.m.: Memorial service for JiliMt
Ely Room, Bryn Mawr.
-

Wednesday, February 1S
8:30 p.m.: Auditions for 'I'beabt,
musical. Goodhart Music RIXXII;lidL

Thursday, February 18

8:30 p.m.: Auditions for 'fbrart
musical. MacCrat6, Haverford.
Suitcase party. Overworked, lilll~ii
wet weather, or just wishing-to~
why haven't you purchased )'OIIfliillsk:
su.itease party? The opportunity fir Ill~:
cruise is only $4 away. So don\ Wli,~
your tickets at the Dining Ceo!!~ aitt
or from any membefofUoyd61."'Su.itcase party on Febrwuy 23.

Swarthmtl

Friday, February 17
2p.m.: Anthropology colloquium. UPenn anthropology prof. Arjun Appadurai, "Cookbooks
and Cultural Change: Some Observations from
India." Dalton lOOA, Bryn Mawr.
4p.m.: Education and Child Development colloqu.ium. Psychology prof. William Damon,
Clark University. "Developmental Trends in
Children's Self-Understanding." Vernon Room,
· Bryn Mawr.
4:30p.m.: Classics colloquium. James Wright, _
professor of Classical and Near Eastern archaeology, "The North Wall of the Acropolis:
Thernistoclean, Cimonian, or Periclean?" Tea at
4:15 p.m. Goodhart Common Room, Bryn
Mawr.
4:45 p.m.: Chemistry colloquium. David W.
Pratt, University of Pittsburgh. "Laser Spectroscopy in Supersonic Jets." Tea at 4:15. Park 166,
Bryn Mawr.
·

Lectures focus on-"Phili
Recent political\ developments in the Philippines and their potentially significant impact on
United States -Philippine relations will be the
subjects of a symposium, "Perspectives on the
Philippines," at Swarthmore Saturday, Feb. 18.
The event, to be one of the largest recent discussions of the Philippines on the East Coast, will
consist of lectures and debates featuring five prominent experts. It will take place from I to 4 p.m.
in the Friends Meeting House at the College.
Since the assassination of opposition leader
Benigno Aquino Aug. 21, signs of instability have
appeared in the Philippines. Both domestic and
foreign capital have left the country because of
fears that the dictatorial regime of President
Ferdinanc Marcos is losing much of its support.
As a result, chronic poverty has been exacerbated.
Theodore Friend, a Woodrow W ilson Scholar
and president emeritus of Swarthmore, will
discuss the context of U.S. - Philippine relations
and their connection to Aquino's assassination.
Friend is author of the Bancroft Prize-winning
book Between T11.>o Empires: the Ordeal of the
Philippi11es, 1926-1946 and has recently visited the
Philippines.
Walden Bello, a Filipino citizen and director of
the Philippine Solidarity Network, is the author

of Development Dehocie,
numerous journal articks.
development at the U..n..nilfiiW
Berkeley. Bellow will
causes of the curreilt~'_. .
aspects of the internal
Russell Johnson, sen«......,
the American Friends
the Philippines in Nc~R
various members of the
position. His portion of~SJIIIIi"
cern human rights in the flililfl.
Daniel Schirmer is former~
at Goddard-Cambridge ~

Republic or Empire: Amlnii'Philippine War. Also a visitlr
last year, he will present all
American bases and ~

,otes

The world according to Tharp

ryl2

Dance review by Alice Charkes

!et the Bryn MaWr Self
ltion candidates. Rhoads

t!av.-T.

: tour With
3Verford.

_

Fri~ Janschka.

try13
al service for Elinor NaJun.
lWr.

ruary 15
1s for Theatre Program
tlusic Room, Bryn .Mawr.-

tary 16
1s for Theatre Program
Haverford.
erworked, tired of this cold,
wishing to escape, then
·chased your tickets for the
)PPOrtunity for a three-day
'Y· So don't wait, purchase
ining Center at Haverford
· of Lloyd 61. Remember:
::>ruary 23.

dance company offers pleasant mix of classical and
..... :e, jazz and rock music.

tist speaks on women, music
~some ofyou merely want

tlunore

dlGJt whether the word is pro. . "'loooist" or "flowtist," but
l6iilt .Hoover (she says "flootist")
~provocative information

-

. .her comments about music,

T

10

for the opening of an extres by Brian Meunier
hroug h Mar. 19. McCabe

1g of H earts, starring Ala~

try ll
y Heat. Clothier.
uary 15
)y pianist Richard Fields.
1ude C hopin, Lizst and
art history T. Kaori Kitao.
ard en. " DuPont 190.
try
>
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Coming to Dinner?

wim' Clll1pOSel'S

and

feminism

~ a composer and a flutist,
• 'li!liDg Haverford last week to

~4scussion about composition

priiiDs md ,to give a recital with

Ii*Mary Ann Brown. Hoover did

IIIIa* work in music for two years at
lllyn Mawr in the early 1960~s, when
sheame to the area primarily in order
10 ltlldy with William Kincaid. Bryn
Mawr's music department was not out111dng, she intimated, and the prelliq attitude was one of skepticism
(Biyn Mawr abolished its music de!*1meDtlater).
.
The arts, Hoover said, were secondary in relation to academics. She
lqJes that the Figaro project marks a
t1mHround in the arts situation at

lkynMawr.

As a female composer, Hoover is

fippines
; L ogistics ofRepression and
ides. He has taught rural
J n iversity of California at
l speak on the long-term
·con ornic crisis and various
political situation.
tior p rogram consultant for
Service Committee, visited
'-Joveinber to meet with
o.e P hilippine political op,f the symposium will con:he P hilippines :
orm er p rofessor of history
;e College and author of
American Resistance the
! vis itor to the Philippines
1t an analysis of the issue of
udear arms in the Philip:-

1 presen t a wide range of
tuation in the Philippines.
n sored by the Philippines
ore Political Action CornSpeech and several Swarrtments . For more infor.yot or Karin San Juan

Twyla Tharp has been on the dance
scene since the late 1960's, yet her current three-week season at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music in New York
shows that she is not running out of
choreographic ideas.
Her "style" of dancing is an unorthodox blend of jazz and modem, with a
heavy base in classical training. She
commonly puns on classical moves to
the delight of the audience. Her dances
often juxtapose fervid bits with seemingly sluggish ones .
Mostly, her dancing se=s naturalthe kind of stuff a dancer would do
alone in a studio with her favorite tune
piped in.
Baker's Dozen and Eight Jelly Rolls
rely on the music of Willy "The Lion"
Smith and "Jelly Roll" Morton, two of
the great ragtime composers of the

C!IICemed with the difficulties that
CUDpooers, in general, and--...women
~ in particular, must confroot. Growing up during the 1950's,
she had no idea that women composed
and assumed that they did not.
While studying at the Eastman
School of Music, she enrolled in two
llXD~ition classes but soon dropped
the courses. 'She was the only woman
in the classes, and her work was not
taken seriously by the professors, she
said. She herself underestimated her
talent and calls her work at that time

'ientative."

Ten years later, she began composing again and received encouraging re~· It was an exciting and crucial
tune(early 1970's) for women composers as they became aware of themselves and of each other, aided by the
formation of the League of Women
Composers and of the American
Women Composers.
HOOVer worked and talked with
lllany women who had been feeling
Slilnded, trying to compose alone. and
sbe concluded that these women are
talented and that what they needed
were "decent performances by good
IDUsicians of their works, tapes and

~.·

Supported by the Women's Interart
Center in New York, she designed the
Festival of Women's Music. In three
weeks she found out everything she
could about historical women's music
and got access to as mar1y works by
· women as possible and found good
musicians to perform th=. She remembers beirlg amazed at the high
quality and the richness of the works.
The Festival continued for four
years with four performances each year
until the Women's Interart Center no
longer had sufficient funds to support
it, and Reagan's budget cuts prohibited
National Public Radio from broadcasting the Festival's performances.
A further contribution to promoting
women's music is Hoover's inclusion
of works by three women composers
on last Friday's recital program: Lili
Boulanger, Ursula Mamlok and
Katherine Hoover. Boulanger was a
nineteenth-century French composer
who lived only to the age of24. Hoover
suggested that if Boulanger had lived
to compose inore, then perhaps the
battles that women composers face today might have been din1inished.
Marnlok is a colleague of Hoover's at
the Marlhartan School of Music. According to Hoover, her works are in- ·
tensely difficult, b ased on reversals of
notes and of dynamics, but a great deal
of fun. H oover's Medieval S uite was inspired by Barbara Tuchman's A Distant Mirror. Just as Tuchman makes
parallels between fourteenth-century
history and the twentieth century, so
Hoover subtly incorporates med ieval
musical elements, such as Gregorian
chants, into her contemporary composition.
In addition to the problems peculiar
to women composers, Hoover commented on the difficulties of being a
composer, m ale or female, today.
Hoover asserts that our culture is one
that does not take music seriously. It
prefers entertainment and stars. Most
people do not like to sit down and to be
patient and to listen to . some~hing
''begin, build itself, expenence 1tself,
change itself, and end."
-Not only does K atherine H oover
compose music, play music and teach
music theory but she advocates fernm' her that the word "fiernism. It bothers
inist" triggers so many fearful associations for so many people such that
these people who do support women,

women's issues and opportunities for
women will · not call themselves
femirlists. For example, she points out
that the equation of feminism with lesbianism is a false one- the two do not
have necessarily anything to do with
each other.
She fears that feminism has become
such an emotionally charged issue that ·
people focus on the fear and anger instead of listening to and hearing the
messages that are promoted. She exclaimed that, of course, she is a f=inist, and that is good!
In relation to music, Hoover expressed concern that the attitudes in
the women's mov=ent toward music

(Coruinued on page 14)

dissonant and aggressive rhythms
early century. Baker's Dozen is a series
shock us with intense discomfort. The
of duets (six couples plus one pianist =
dancers seem like mummies back from
13, a baker's dozen).
the dead, or nuclear war survivors.
Tharp plays on classical and flaThey contort their faces into horrible
menco dancing, and even throws in an
masks of comedy and tragedy.
image of a family photo being takenTom Rawe is on stage with a video
first from the front, then again from
camera the whole time simultaneously
the back. Eight Jelly Rolls was perphotographing this real dance onto a
formed with a live ragtime band and
screen. This juxtaposition of reality
the dancing capture<! the show, end-Qfwith taped reality is brilliant. Tharp's
the-evening blues and frenetic rag
fait accompli is realized.
stomps.
. Tharp's three new ballets are Nine
Music review by Janet Ozzard
Sinatrg. Songs, Fait Accompli and Bad
Twyla Tharp has never hesitated to
S mells. The first is a reworking of a pas
use the most innovative musicians in
de deux she had choreographed for herher work. Two years ago it was a collaself and Mikhail Baryshnikov at an
boration with the Talking Heads' lead
American Ballet Theater gala in 1976.
singer and composer David Byrne. In
The ballet is now expanded for
her current production she uses the
seven couples. It is split into two parts,
music of Glenn Branca, an avant-garde
both culminating in an ensemble dance
guitar composer and darling of the
to "My Way." In "Stangers in the
Soho trendsetters, and David van
Night" Mary Ann Kellogg and John
Tiegham, a percussionist who has
Malashock do a parody of tango dancworked with David Byrne and That
ing, and in "One for My Baby" Sara
Circle of Musicians- Brian Eno,
Rudner and John Carrafa do a superb
Laurie Anderson, Steve Reich, etc. duet.
who bridge the gap from contemporAlso excellent are Tom Rawe and
ary classical composing (Reich is often
Shelley Freydont in "That's Life" as a
named in the same breath with Philip
couple coming together and breaking
Glass) to pop (if you can call Laurie
apart. Oscar de la. Renta designed the
Anderson pop).
costumes for this dance and the set was
In his composition for Tharp, van
complete with a glitter ball- all to simTiegham shows an incredible range of
ulate ballroom dancing, which was the
compositional skill. The music begins
major parody of this ballet.
with thickly layered drums over which
Fait Accompli is set to an original
one hears snatches of taped recordings
score by David van Tieghem. The balthat sound like airplane flight instruclet is again in two parts, with the sections, Apollo flight transmissionsond bringing Tharp on stage. The · - who knows? From here the music just
music is sensational- the most dancegoes into the sublime- slow lyrical
able music I've ever heard, full of
transitions to jumpy erratic beats to
strong African beats. Part I told no
pure chiming tones. His music always
moral, merely presenting dancers in
complements the dancers, never overdifferent musical situations, including
powering them (an argument made
· outstanding performances by Sara
against Byrne's The Catherine W'ileel),
Rudner, Tom Rawe, Jennifer Way,
like the perfect partner. Van Tiegham
Mary Ann Kellogg and John Carrafa.
has composing skills never used on earPart II was a stream of dances in
lier collaborations, such as My Life in
which Tharp was manipulated by a
the Bush of Ghosts which he did with
large group of people, often, but not
Byrne and Eno.
always, men. In one dance in particu-lar, Tharp was lifted in countless ways
and positions, always aloft, for three to
four minutes. Ironically, Tharp "hates
being lifted"; this an unusual comment
from someone who has invented some
of the most origi~ lifts ever seen.
Her fmal movement is a bow toward
University o f Arizona
the audience, then an abrupt about -face
offers more than 40
and she oows again, but away from us.
courses: anthropology,
A row of footlights shine from the back
art , bilingual educaof the stage and we are given a glimpse
of what it's like to be alone and tired
tion, folk music and folk
looking out at a black void. A somber
dance. history, political
note indeed.
·
sc i ence, - sociolog y,
Bad Smells picks up from this, but
Spanish language and
goes much further. The Day After
literatu re and intensive
comes to the Academy. Glenn Branca's

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

Flutist Katherine Hoover visited
Haverford last week to discuss
women composers and feminism.

YESIUVA UNIVERSITY
WURZWEILER SCHOOL
of
SOCIAL WORK
invites you to an informal reception
& discussion

CAREER OPTIONS in
JEWISH COMMUNIAL SERVICE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 .
3:00p.m.
University of Pennsylvania Hillel
202 S. 36th Street ·

Spanish . Six-week session . July 2-August 10,
1984. Fully accredited
program. Tuition $410.
Room and board in
Mexican home, $435.
EEO/AA

Write·
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert l. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 621-4729
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Fine acting and important issues illuminate Sil
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I groaned when Silkwood first carne
out. Christ, I thought, not another
H ollywood romanticization/simplification of radicals: wasn't Warren Beatty's
red soap opera enough? Add Cher to
the cast and it looked like another ex·
ample of what conservative sharpshooter T om Wolfe lovingly calls "radical chic."

...

Frid~

9 p.n
politic
Kahn

\

Then carne the newspaper articles
condemning the movie's docudrama
style and the so-called "cheapshots" lev·
eled against the company for which
Karen Silk"Wood worked.
Finally, I didn't see how a successio'n

Sun<
7:30 1
sent t
sched
Stoke

s·p.r
M id'

Students Part-time

M01
4 p.l
Roo1

W e now have immediate openings in our
phone room. Hours run f rom 4 p.m . to 9 p.m.
and Satu rday morning. We offer competitive
rates and bonuses in a congenial work atmosphere. Applicants must have own source of
transportation. Call 825-7877

Wet
2:15
ing
Ma'
4:15
Dal
6:4!
Art
7:3
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of occupational hazards could be interesting, Streep or no Streep.
But other than an atrocious ending
and some blase beefcake acting, Silk·
wood turned out to be a truly engaging
film in which the issues are neither trivialized nor glamourized.
T he movie is based on a true story.
Karen Silkwood, an employee at a plutonium processing plant called Kerr·
McGee, thinks she uncovers the doctoring of fuel rod photographs. She
promises a union lawyer that she will
obtain evidence of this impropriety,
which he can then add to other complaints against the company. On the
way to meet a New York Times jour-

by John Feffer
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nalist to whom she intends to reveal
this evidence, Silkwood dies in a car ac·
cident.
T he factual attacks against the film
center around the movie's implication
that foul play surrounded Silkwood's
death, foul play possibly instigated by
Kerr-McGee. Furthermore, these ana·
lyses insist that the evidence support·
ing Silkwood's claim that the fuel rod
photographs were doctored is either
sketchy or non-existent.
Big deaL S 1lkwood cerrainly points
fmgers, most of them at Kerr-McGee,
but not just for the above two examples. Rather, the film's emphasis is in
exposing a grab-bag of company of.
fenses: poor treatment of workers, sex·
ism, union-busting, misinformation,
etc.
For instance, safety precautions at
the 'plant as documented by union findings were deplorable: workers were
often exposed to high levels of radia·
tion; evacuation drills were never car·
ried out properly.
To feh."Us on the mystery shrouding
Karen Silkwood's death is to miss the
more general problem of corporate irresponsibility, especially in the nuclear
·power field. On this question, the film
works wonderfully - treating the issue,
offering an implicit ethical judgement
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Discover the bestseller that
transcends the barrier between
~ fantasy and reality-and,
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to world peace
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brutishness was probahlv ~·
his character, Russcll
much dfrnension to his
wood's lover.
T he film also
frighteningly
When, for instance, SiJboo·U7
contaminated for the SCQ8I
urine sample reveals ~
levels of radiation.
her house of everytbina-&
fixtures,
the house, like
everything removed by
All that remains is the
Like many recent
Silkwood doesn't let
~ot content to leave
the final accident,
slow motion scene
away with gospel
background. I
prayed for the house llgbls.,_;
and save me from ft.:
schmaltz. Despite this
ending, Silkwood stand's up
time.

and yet not sermonizing.
T he issues in S1lkwood are by no
means clearcut. T rue, management is
portrayed as universally corrupt, but
then, the workers are not subsequently
glorified. When Silkwood begins to
make waves, her co-workers steer away
for fear of losing their jobs. The con·
trast is not simply between the immoral and the moraL
Even Silkwood herself is no angelic
activist. T he film broadly hints at her
promiscuity, offering this aspect of her
personality as another reason for her
increased involvement in the union (an
affair with the union lawy er). Silkwood
is not a stereotype committed to an unyielding ideal bu t rather a woman
caught in a confusing situation with
few options.
Politics aside, the acting in Silkwood
was quite wonderful at times . \X<'hen I
first saw ,\1eryl Streep in K ramer vs.
Kramer, I couldn't tell whether I disliked her perfo rmance because the
mm·ie was such a cathartic dun gheap
or whether her performance as a high·
strung WASP (white anglo saxon prot·
estant) naturally disturbed me.
But seeing Streep in Silkwood convinced m e that she was not si..'Tlply a
Keaton clone, acting herself through a
string of movies . As a rou~h-edged di·
vorced worker, Streep brings an easygoing jov.iality to the role as though she
had been chewing gum and running
around in radiation suits all her life.
Far more of a surprise is C her. At
first I thought casting Sonny's former
crooning partner as a working class les·
bian would be equivalent to pu tting
Pia Zadora in a Bergman film .
Bu t I was \Hong. C her actually gave
a funny yet touching performance that
didn't at all have the cloying taint of
''You and me babe."
Kurt Russell, on the other hand,
grunted and flexed his way through the
movie, a performance he has become
accustomed to recently. While a certain
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are analogous ta the attitudcsu~ .
ist countries in the 1936's 1111<:
music. The attitude is, slui!,mr~
it is not political and ~ ictd
elitist." She protested, "We•11C! 1
ists. It is a tragedy," she sail, \ il'
sif)' music as serious and tflen~·
miss it as elitist. What at.•
women (and men) wholovtllia
listen to it, teach it and l*ftl't
asked. How can jt thus ~ -I
elitist?
So, for all of you wllo llll~
cover the tradition of 'llllllllitlll
there are now quite a
labels, such as Leonarda, m.lllla
historical and contempmiJ... .
composers. Sit downand W
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During his
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A # 1 bestseller in Germany, Italy, Spain and other European countries where it
has become a symbol of the peace movement. Now a bestseller in America. To be a
major motion picture refeased by Warner Bros. in 1984. illustrated, printed
in two colors throughout. $15.95 at all booksellers
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TWOEXCITINGENTERTAINMENTEMPLOYMENTOPPORTUNI11£S
1. The WALT DISN EYWORLD"' Vacation Kif9lom,near0r1cl'dl. ·
Florida. is seekiil() professional Singers. Dancers and Musical Tim
Actors/Actresses. Most positions are lor full one:- year cootra:ts iiih
some summer seasonal emPloyment also available. S<rry, no
professional instrumentalist auditions.
2. The WA LTDISNEYWORLD Vacation Kingdom and
DIS NEYLAN IJ® (located inAnaheim. California) are f(JllljfX.l a22member All American College Marching Band tor each Park.I*JS, a
-10-member All American College Symphony Orchestra to perltmlat
EPCOT Center. These positions are for summer-long ef11)loymeot
beginning June 4 and concluding on August 18.
AUDITION REQU IRE MENTS ALLAU DITIONEES:
• Must be 18 years of age by June 1. 1984
• Must bring a current resume and photograph
• Must show movement ability
AUDITIO NSITE PITTSBURGH. PENNSYLVANIAFelrlaY 14.1984
Heinz Hall
Rehearsal Rooms
600 Penn Avenue
COLLEGE MUSICIANS:
TALENTAUDITION :
Audition call: Females· 10 a m. Audition call: 10 am -Slim
Males · 2 p.m.

Join the "World .. leaders in tamtly entertainment' For OOditiOoal;ulitm
requirements or if you need further information. please call or wnte "DISnlj
Audit1011 Tour '84.'' Entertainment Division. PO. Box40. Lake Buena >lsl4fl
32830.(305) 824· 54 78, (Monday-Friday only. 9:00am. to ~ OOp.m Esn
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Narasimhan does Indian dance

vas probably necessary to
, Russell didn't add very
tsion to his role as Silk.

by Lisa Stoffer
Manjula Narasimhan gave her frrst dance concert when
she was just six years old. Since then, the Bryn M awr junior
has performed the Bharathantyam classical Indian dance on
three continents, becoming one of Southern India's bestknown dancers. T his Sunday afternoon, Narasimhan will
treat bi-College members to a recital of her art at 3 p.m. in
the Pembroke Dance Studio.

also providect several
y memorable scenes.
.stance, SilkwOOd become
l for the second tirne, her
reveals significantly high
ttion. T he company Strips
,f everything - furniture,
!paper. Standing empty,
like SilkwOOd, has had
:moved by the company.
tins is the shell.
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~ . nation's pastime/ creates order from chiJ.os/ civiIizes society

to the atti tudes of socialin the 1930's toward
:titude is, she said, that "if
.::al and f--'O pular, then it is
rotested, "We are not elittgedy, " she said, "to classerious and then to
list. What about all the
nen) who love this music,
:ach it and play it?" she
;an it thus be treated as

dis-

~in America," Wolf

llis use of the word "syn~ an antipathy toward
1.-llllhatt&t is not the case. He
...... he comes from a family
llkatitlng sports background and

Jf you who want to dislition of women's music,
,. q uite a few recording
Leonarda, that focus on
contem porary women
t down and listen!

I'~sports himsel[
! !plli:iad recreation,

Wolf con-

tends, are a very significant part of
American life. He sees sports, as they
are today, growing out of a mixture of
Puritanism, which emphasizes work as
play, and a sense of community. Sports
contain "many of the basic themes of
American culture: individualism, voluntarism and federalism," he said.
Wolf gave the example offolk dance,
in which each "player" voluntarily
takes his part in a group effo rt, while
still performing as an individual. Likewise basketball, requiring teamwork
and quick response, see!-lls to W olfto
be the embodiment of America's
success-oriented culture.

Wolf attributes the appeal of sports
to its simplicity, which contrasts with
the complexity of life. Play creates
order out of chaos, he ·said. For an urban, technological mass society, the
game becomes the only civilized,
understandable thing in an unreal
world, he explains. ·
The objective of any game is obvious: to win, Wolf said. "The aesthetics
of sports demand a well-played game,"
he continued, which means that one
side must win. "A tie is like kissing
your sister," he said. ·
Recently, however, Wolf has been
alarmed by the element of commercial-
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At the Sunday concert, Narasimhan will wear the ornate
and beautiful costumes of the dances. For the vamam, she
will wear a fan-pleated skirt over trousers. Later, she will
change into a sari.
Both .costumes are woven ofbrilljantly-colored cotton interspersed with pure gold thread. Becal!Se of the substantial
amount of gold used, the costumes may weigh several kilos
and are, not surprisingly, very expensive.
According to Narasimhan, when the costumes wear our,
the gold thread is melted down for reuse.
In the fourteen years since she began performing,
Narasimhan has danced in India as well as Europe, the Middle East and Singapore. Although she has won international
acclaim for her dancing, she collects no money for her concerts.
Instead, she donates the proceeds to charity. While
describing benefit performance for a home for- retarded
children in India, Narasimhan recalled, "The money bought
them their hot water supply. After the concert, all the
children came up on stage to thank me. It was really nice."
Although Narasimhan says she'll continue to dance all her
life, right now she has little time to practice. A biophysics
major, Narasimhan plans to attend medical school, so her
dancing will mostly be confmed to her summer stays in
southern India.
Nonetheless, she plans to tour Europe in the summer of
1985, and is considering an American tour the same year.
"''ve been dancing for so long that I couldn't imagine not
performing," she said. "''ll always fmd time to dance."

Bhafathanatyam, indigenous to Southern India, is the
oldest of India's six classical dances. People originally performed the dance in temples to honor deities and illustrate
religious legends. Eventually, however, dancers left the
temples for the palaces of maharajahs, where Bharathanatyam dance was used to dramatize love stories and to praise
the maharajah.
T oday's Bharathanatyam includes interpretations of both
religious and romantic stories. Dancers perform all year long
throughout Southern India. They dance either alone, or accompanied by an orchestra, singers and a nattuvangam, or
timekeeper, who plays finger cymbals . To tell their stories,
dancers use both intricate footsteps and mime-like facial expressions.
Although Sunday's performance will last only two hours,
a typical concert may last three or more hours. Performances
follow a traditional format including several short, simple
pieces and one long, central piece called the vamam. The
most complex and physically demanding of the pieces, .the
varnam takes many years to perfect.
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8:45
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12:00
1:45
3:05
4:35*
6:05*
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1:50
3:10
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1:55
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2:00
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1:10
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3:50
5:25*
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2:35
4:00*
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*NOTE: PleiJse be advised oj scheduling change beginning with Swarthmore at 4:00p.m.
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ization that has crept into sports in
America .
One of the facets of this phenomenon he calls "spectatoritis," the tendency of the player to focus on his audience, rather than on the game. According to Wolf, the new sports hero is
the "splendid performer," not the
skilled player.
Another aspect of this problem is extreme specialization. "An athlete can
now have a career as a kicker," said
Wol[ Such professionalization denies a
player individual initiative and freedom, he claims.

It has also led to the trivialization of
sports arid to its "degeneration into entertainment," according to Wolf. The
emphasis is on players' salaries more
than on th~ir skill. Fans are encouraged
to become rabid, to be destructive.
Sports are seen as a new religion, said
Wol[
Sports do afford opportunities to racial and ethnic minorities and make
college education possible for those
who could not afford it without athletic
scholarships, said Wolf. He noted that
minorities have always been prominent
in sports.

Swarthmore film schedule
Paths of Glory~~~~
to

~~~~~Easy Street
Friday, Feb. 10: King of Hearts, 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, Feb. 11: Body Heat, 7:30 p.m. and
10 p.m. Clothier.
Friday, Feb. 17: Swept Awa~ 7:30p.m. and
10 p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, Feb. 18: Reds, 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Clothier.
Wednesday, Feb. 22: Sandakin ~ 7:30 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m. DuPont.
Friday, Feb. 24: Interiors, 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, Feb. 25: YIJUng Frankenstein, 7:30
p.m. and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Wednesday, Mar. 14: The Bicycle Thief, 7:30
p.m. and 10:30 p.m. DuPont.
Friday, Mar. 16: Paths of Glory, 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, Mar. 17: China Syndrome, 7:30
p.m. and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Wednesday, Mar. 21: X ala, 7:30 p.m. and
10:30 p.m. DuPont.
Friday, Mar. 23: Twelve A ngry Men, . 7:"30
p.m. and lO p.m. Clothier.
Sa turday, Mar. 24: The Defiant Ones, 7:30
p.m. and 10 p.m. Clothier.

Friday, Mar. 30: And Then .There Were None,
7:30p.m. and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, Mar. 31: Who} Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?, 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Wednesday, April 4: Playtirne, 7:30 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m. DuPont.
Friday, April 6: Midnight Cowboy, 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, April 7: Deerhunter, 7:30 p.m. and
10 p.m. Clothier.
Wednesday, Aprilll: L:4ge D'or, 7:30 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m. DuPont.
Friday, April13: The Navigator and Easy
Street, 7:30 p.m. (frrst film) and 10 p.m. (second film). Clothier.
Saturday, April14: The Sting, 7:30 p.m. and
lO p.m. Clothier.
Wednesday, April18: K ing of Marvin
Gardens, 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. DuPont.
Friday, April 20: The Magic Chriscian, 7:30
p.m. and 10 p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, April 21: Lenn~ 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Clothier.
Friday, April17: Ragtime, 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Clothier.
Saturday, April18: Dr. No, 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Clothier.
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Wrestlers find rough stretch in rebuilding
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with Elizabethtown being the closest
th.e Ford's matmen came .to
Wlth a score of20-19. Kravitz explamed ttnat the team could have won on a
technicality, but he said that in the interest of sportsmanship he declined the
opportunity, allowing the Elizabethto~n t~ to alter its roster, "\1\Then we
wm, . were gomg to earn it," said
KraVItz.
Sophomore Hugh Bonner has been
one of the hottest members of the

mer, recently injured with a seperated
sholder at the
is
one of the people that Kravitz thinks
benefited by being on the team. "He
didn't win, but I think that some of the
determination rubbed off on Dan. It
was good for him," said Kravitz.
Kravitz said that the long drives, approximately three hours, to. the most
recent matches have been part of the
problem with the team. He notes that it
is difficult to ride in a van for such a

vict~ry

;;..

Sun<
~

Emphasizing that this is a building
year, Haverford wrestling Coach Peter
Kravitz said that this past week was "a
tough one for the team." The Fords fell
in meets against Elizabethtown and
Widener earlier in the week, bowing to
LaSalle and Ursinus at home Wednes,
day.
The bright spot in the week was that
none of the losses were devastating,

wrestling squad, accumulating many
wins to ~e an 8-0 ~C?rd for himself
so far this season. _Elvm Padella has
also been a poted force on the team,
said Kravitz. "Elvin's a tough kid. He's
got courage and he's just a tough kid,"
said Kravitz.
Kravitz continued to explain that he
feels that people like Pad ella are giving
the team a determiEation that it has not
ad in a long while. Senior Dan Kram-

Elizabethto~ mee~,

We'
2:15

BMC-HC basketball---

ing
Ma'

4:15

(Concinued from page 20)

~

Dal

The victory, which raised the Ford's
record to the .500 level, marked the
best start in the team's short history.

registered nine assists.

6:4!
Art

The second half provided most of
the excitement of the game. The final
20 minute stanza contained all of the
elements of a classic basketball brawl,
featuring intense defense, back-andforth scoring and a vocal crowd. Haverford only outscored the Mawrters
34-30 in the half.
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Exuberant head coach Linda
McConnell stressed her Fords' running game and aggressiveness. "Bryn
Mawr made a determined comeback
but I think it was our quickness and
calm under pressure that made the difference," she said.

li

McConnell had reason to celebrate.
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_ Although Bryn Mawr's loss was
12th in a row, Coach Leigh Donato
was not overly dejected. She believes
her team is playing better than it did in
the early part of the year and that the
squad's forturles will iniprove since it
has already played the hard part of the
schedule. The Mawrters are beginning
to penetrate more and they are getting
the ball inside effectively.

long time and then, after a few minutes
of warm-ups to go out on the mat a_nd
deliver a peak performance. Seruor
Captain Abe Dane and freshman
Stephen O'Shea are two of the team's
members who have not been quite up
to par recently, said Kravitz. Dane's
achievements when he was at his best
were recognized, however,.when he was
recently named Haverford Athlete of
the Month, due in part to his contribu-
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record is 5-6.

With only a short time left in the
wrestling schedule the team's sights are
set on the upcoming MAC Championship Tournament where Kravitz hopes
that some of his wrestlers will be able
to make their mark.
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Fencers tace Rutgers· strea k •IS ·at 10
.

cocky; we expect ~he other team to giVe us a 1'1111, 1q It f ri !24.5 as liS bigbeS!

by Drew Lindsay
Haverford's fencing team faces a crucial test Wednesday
wheh Rutgers-New Brunswick arrives for a 7 p.m. match.
Although the duel is not a conference match for the Fords,
their performance will give them some indicator of how far
the team has progressed this season.
Saturday, the Fords proved that this progress is not
minimal. In a dual meet, they defeated conference rival
Johns Hopkins 15-12 and then shut down a tough Stevens
squad 14-13. The Hopkins victory was especially gratif)ri.ng
for the Ford seniors, as it marked the first triumph over the
Blue Jays in their four years at the College.
Although Hopkins and Stevens are top teams, Haverford
Coach Jim Murray and the rest of the team readily admit
that they are not in the same class as Rutgers. Similarities
between Rutgers and the University of North Carolina
(UNC), the Fords' opening opponent this year, have been
pointed out more than once. Like UNC, Rutgers has an
outstanding Division I program with ample funds and support.
Also like UNC, Rutgers is a school that Murray and
Haverford like fb schedule to gain the experience and
recognition of competing with nationally-reputed teams.
In _that opening match with UNC, the Fords lost 17-10 .
Since then, Haverford has reeled off 10 straight victories
over conference opponents and top Division III teams.
Wednesday, Rutgers will give the Fords the opportunity to
test how much they have improved since the match with

UNC.
"This was- the most exciting Haver·
ford-Bryn l\1awr game we've eveJ
had," Donato said: "I think there will
be more tight ones in the future."

byJIIII'

I

tion to the victory over Albright Jan .
25, which was the team's first 0idd_le
Atlantic Conference (MAC) Will ill
three years .

The dual meet with Hopkins and Stevens demonstrated
that the Fords have at least developed the confidence to win
close matches. "When we get to the close bouts, we are winning them," noted Murray. ~we expect to. We are not

know we can wm.
'
essive
This confidence was needed to beat both Hopkins IIi Im~ovick thinkS
Stevens, as the Fords were without epee man
Usa rial for much
and sabre man Andy Wixom for most ofboth lllaldls.Ba. poten
ter is still struggling with an injured foot, while 'f!lll

DmPctJ !

Prove
trae k

pulled a thigh muscle early in his first bout
1
According to Murray, Wixom and the rest of tilt .a: f
team "came out with a vengeance" against Hopkins it! '
their poor showing against Temple. Murray poims1DtJt: 1
two victories in the first three bouts as the key 1D It
Q
triumph. "Hopkins was worried," he coiiliilelllal, '-• ~ lr
.,
gave them nothing to give__them any confideo:e.• ~
finished frc 3 in the first match, including two wins by 'lh .
by John ~
om before he withdrew because of the injury.
I
rfi d · dl
Against Stevens, it was the foil and epee teams o~...;; 1 The Have or fm
-·
•
.. ~""
. · best meet o
tered for Haverford. Stevens' best foil man, JolmFU i sa~ Its tiff
·!]
was a Middle Atlantic Conference (MAC) finalist isla I agamst 5 SacomJ:n
and undefeated before Saturday.
· 1 Urureruty tur Y·
But the Fords ran roughshod over the Stevenur..Fa l The meet was high]
John Bracker downed Freid3h5- l in thefourthcibisillr· I Proverbs' pole \'l!Ult
tories to defend his -claim to the MAC foil title.
J ing his preVIous school
Then, Dave Derrer, the star of last week's lllkitii • and capturing first p'
Tempe, furthered the insult to the Stevens follt.,ilr• f When asked about Ij
him 5-4. Recounted Murray, "Dave's be& • ! Proverbs comment~
psychologically damaging to them. The Sima Jill• ~ my last jump, I could
their ace lose to our number three [foilerj and Illy• : over the bar. It was
wondering ."
' 1was goihg to happen I
For the epee team, GeoffTombaugh tumediDt- 1 ed.'Proverbs' vault ,
performance, winning all six of his bouts in t\111- l pressive in light of arc
Murray also praised the play of Jack RCR,
he sustained while
for the injured Baxter. Against Stevens, Rn!e
bados.
critical 5-2 decision in the third round when~ ' Another
down 10-11.
··
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consistency victimizes Princeton
She stated that she was extremely
proud of the team's victory over
Princeton last week and commended
the consistency and cooperation of the
gymnasts. She also commented that
the team's performance, although
good, was not as good as it should have
been against Trenton State._

A rigorous schedUle of two to three
meets each week and a tiring away
meet at Albany over the weekend were
factors in the team's performance at
Trenton State which was less shining
than expected. The team as a whole
looked sluggish and loose.
Falls off of the balance beam plagued
the team as a result of this weariness.
One particular bright spot of the meet,
however, came on the beam when Joan

Flanagan performed her best routine of
the season, scoring a 5.7.
The highlights of the season carne at
the tri -meet involving Bryn Mawr,
Princeton and UPenn at Princeton.
Bryn Mawr scored its highest team
total and beat the Division I Princeton
team. Despite the claustrophobic conditions of a small gym, the gymnasts
worked efficiently and effectively.
Notable efforts carne from the team's
three all-around performers, cocaptain Carolyn Friedman and
freshmen Lori Hess and Rachel Feinsilber.
The team's next home meet- is this
afternoon at 4 p.m. Bryn Mawr will be
hoping to have a forceful home crowd
on hand as it battles Swarthmore, Lock
Haven and Glassboro State College.

~overbs shatters vault mark, ·
~ck sparkles at Widener meet
byJohnKuo
Tir Haverford indoor--track team
is best meet of the young season
stilf competition at Widener

saturday.
llnl!e! was highlighted by John
0

'~· pole vault of 13 feet, break-

ll!his!!Mousschool record of 12' 6"

Diapuring first place in the meet. _
ikn liked about his performance,
•
rommented, "Right before
eyiiS! jump, I could see myself float
lM til: bar. It was like I knew what
~~~to happen before ir happen!!.' Proverbs' Vault was especially imili!Min light of a recent back injury
tSIIUined while bobsledding in Bar-

•·*

noteworthy ~performance

was turned in by Liam O'Neill, who
sprinted by Widener's Michael
McDonald with less than two laps to
go, winning the one-mile run in 4:18.9.
"My strategy was rather complex," explained O'Neill. "I hung on him and
kicked by at the end."
The sprint relay team ofJim Skeath,
Dan Bennett, Rob Cope and Andrew
Sherry also took a flrst with a solid
1:18.4. Sherry anchored in a rapid 18.9
for the win.
Freshman speed demons Skeath and
Cope came back to run 35.2 and 35.5
in the 300. Captains Rich Battafarano
and Sherry then came back to look impressive in the 600-yards run with
times of 1:18.8 and 1:19.0, good for
third and fourth places. ·Chris Royer,

Sports Schedule

t. ..

The eating problemno one talks about:

FRIDAY, FEB. 10

'l'HeBMeGymnasrics
vs. Glassboro/Lockhaven/Swarthrnore
Wrestling at Getty/Lebanon Valley

4p.m.
12p.m.

SATURDAY, FEB. 11
&\le Basketball at Columbia
HeMen'sBasketballat Tournament at Hamilton
HeWomen's-Basketball vs. Allentown
HeTrack at Swarthmore
He Men's Volleyball Club vs. NE Christian

I
I
i

e.

-~~

checked·

2p.m.
6p.m.
7 p.m.
11 a.m.
7p.m.

SUNDAY, FEB. 12

He Men's Basketball at Tournament at Harrulton
He Track at Delaware Operi

Kathy Roth -

-----------'

.

2 p.m.

TUESDAY; FEB. 14
1
'

B.I1C Badminton at Temple
BMC Basketball at Chestnut Hill

meanwhile, threw a respectable 33' in
the shotput.
Captain Same Evens proved
unbeatable in his heats of the mile
(4:35) and the 1000-yards run (2:27.7)
and Sherry featured one of the gutsiest
performances of the day as Sherry
repeatedly beat off surges from beefY
Todd Paterson in anchoring his team
to victory. The relay was won in a
respectable 3:37.9: Skeath (55.2), Bennett (54.6), Cope (55.3) and Sherry
(52.8).
While most of the squad will compete at Widener this weekend, some
will venture to the University of
Delaware, where they are sure to encounter fierce competition against
Division I schools at Sunday's
Delaware Open.

4p.m.
7p.m.

BULIMIA
Thousands of people struggle
with a little-known problem
called bulimia. a continuous,
insatiable hunger often involvi ng binging and then
pu rging through vomiting
and the use of laxatives and
diuretics. Bu limia is usually
accompanied by feelings of
depression.
Help is now available for
this problem, so if you're experiencing any of these symptoms and would like to
discuss them, contact ERE
Health Systems, Inc. (215)
664-5443 or 667-6888.

Bryn Mawr's gymnastic team has been posting high scores in recent weeks
with Trenton State, Princeton and UPenn. The team hosts Swarthmore.
Lockhaven and Glassboro State today at 4 p.m.

Photo by Polly Stephens
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instant mobility.
casual comfort. and firm support
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• "On-the-Floor" Japanese
Bedding.
• Convertible Beds.
. • INTRODUCING THE
ROLL-UP BED! A unique
new mattress suspension
system.

• Twin, lull or queen sizes.
• Solid or print covers.
• Attractiwe bolsters & pillows available.

From The First & Foremost Supplier of Japanese Bedding

re~ R.LQF thE

eA ~r

Distinctive Oriental Fumi•hings & Collectibles

WILLOW GROVE PARK
65] -8450

. SPRINGFIELD MAll
543-3889

And Pholo lnt"IA<rport

cription

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15
BMCBadminton vs. Cedar Crest/Rosemont H /A
He Men's Basketball vs. Johns Hopkins .
,
He Women's Basketball in Montgomery CCC
He Fencing vs. Rutgers-New Brunswick
He Wrestling at Yeshiva

4p.m.
8:15p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7:30p.m.

THURSDAY, FEB. 16
BM.c Basketball vs. Rosemont

7p.m.

~

ALL SALE ITEMS ALSO AVAILABLE AT

WORLD WIDE
IMPORTS

1617 Walnut St., Phlla.
563-1563

''Come to the mountains''
Top Brother/Sister camps in Poconos of Pennsylvania - june 25-August 21.
Counsellor positions available: Tennis, arts and crafts, photography, rock climbing, computer,
scouting, waterfront (WSI), all land sports and drama.

FRIDAY, FEB. 17

- ' He Women's Basketball vs. Cedar Crest

All inquiries will be kept
strictly confidential.

7p.m.

Call (215) 224-2100 or write M. Black, 110A Benson East, jenkintown, PA 19046
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ing win the meet. A couple of the
lesser-used swimmers finished quite
well and picked up points for the team.
The week's other meet, in the Seven
Sisters Invitational, was another success, at least in the coach's mind, where
Bryn Mawr placed in fifth. The field
was led by two Division I schools, with
Columbia taking top honors. The rest
of the pack was tight, however, and the
overall competition was very tight.
The institutions, very similar in many
aspects, were well aware of the
Mawrters' potential and made the
quick one-day trip very enjoyable. In
two years, the meet comes to Bryn
Mawr's Bern Schwartz pool, an exciting prosect for Wallington.
The coach is quite satisfied with her
team's performance this year. She
believes they got a few bad breaks in
close meets, but they got some luck in
others.
Wallington is also very happy with
the new facility which is a tremendm:
improvement over the pool used last
year. In the past, she had had to
schedule two practice sessions a day in
order to allow every team member pool
time.
This year, not only does the team
practice as a whole, but there are fewer
swimmers dropping off the squad in
mid-season. Also, the addition of
seating for spectators has made a dif..
ference in the team's morale.
As for the future of Bryn Mawr's
swim team, the coach is optimistic. It is
true that she is losing four
seniors - Collins, Claudia Stuart, Janet
Hornyak and Hirschfeld - all major
contributors. However, she has an excellent· freshman class returning, including Janet Lewis, Kim Cline and
Crannell, to keep up the winning tradition. Also, Bryn Mawr is drawing better quality sWimmers due to the new
swimming pool.
Wallington likes the publicity her
team is getting in swim magazines: the
team wins, it has representatives in the
nationals and there is a new pool. Added up, the result is that high school
seniors who are top-notch swimmers
and students are looking much more
seriously at Bryn Mawr. There is a "snowball effect": the
more of the team wins, the more swimmers it attracts, meaning a better team
the neXt: year. What all of this means is
that Bryn Mawr is setting the foundation for what looks like an extremely
strong future in swimming.
-

After the first few events had finished, Wallington had a gocxi feeling
about the outcome. Her team had done
exceptionally well in those early races,
setting the pace for the rest of the evening's events. Snoozer Archer proceeded to set h er best time of the season in
the 1000-yard freestyle
Archer came off the board extremely
well and at the halfway point had completed the fastest 500 yards ofher Bryn
Mawr swim team career. Other team
members, such as Annalisa Crannel
and Janna Briscoe~ followed suit,
finishing with excellent individual
times.
Nicolle H irschfeld, who missed the
entire first semester, swam well, too.

4:1~
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by Jon Kane
Continuing its success in 1984, the
Bryn Mawr swim team beat Widener
on Monday in a dual meet and had a
strong showing at the Seven Sisters Invitational at Vassar. After gocxi finishes
at T renton St ., LaSalle and Glassboro,
me team came into the Widener contest expecting a very tight meet.
Coach Lee W allington knew her
team was to face stiff competition and
had her swimmers ready. Although illness had swept through her team, she
believed hard p ractice sessions would
rebuild most of the stamina lost by
sickness. Fatigue had played a role in
the previous meets and she was determined to eliminate it as a factor against
Widener.
The Widener team had just beaten
Ursinus by five points and, knowing
Brj!l Mawr had earlier beaten the
same foe by four points, was hoping to
leave the 1\1av.Tters with a victory.
However, this was Bryn l\.iawr's day,
as the tea..- n \\'On by 15 points.

1-

•

According to the coach, Hirschfeld
trained very hard for this meet, trying
to overcome the fact that she was a
semester behind her teammates.
Helen Collins, Bryn Mawrs fivetime national champion, who holds
four national records, also had a strong
meet, although slowed somewhat due
to illness. By working extremely hard
(her c_pach thinks she trained harder
this year than any previous one), she is
trying tQ n ullifY the effect ofbeing sick
in time for the nationals.
The Widener meetJ according to
Wallington, was the-"best meet of the
season in terms of everyone swimming
well." She credits the depth of her
squad, in number and talent, for help-
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HC basketball---....;...______;__
(ContiJtued f rom page 20)
control the bOards was a critical fac tor in the F ord's early suecess.
But Swarthmore battled back. W ith H averford 's Gerard
Phelan hobbled slightly by an ankle injury, the Garnet foreed the ball low to their center Tony G mitruk an d buttressed
their attack with the sharp shooting of swingman Pete
Gregory.
H averford received a boost when forward George Terhanian came back into the lineup after an absence of several
weeks. and hit his first jumper, but Swarthmore managed to
gain its first lead of the game 22-21, with 4:20 showing on
the clock.
Fl.aumenhaft then sunk four conscutive free throws to put
the F ords back up 25-24 and the courageous Phelan came
back in to help get the squad moving again, but the lead kept
changing hands.
At this point, Gooding took over. The flashy point guard
spun through the lane and banked in one shot to put the
F ords back on top and then, having gotten the foul call, convetted from the foul line. The next time down the floor
Gooding nailed a long jumper from the right side and with
time running out, he was fouled in the act of shooting with
three seconds left on the clock.
Gooding hit one of two to enable the Fords to head for the
lockerroom ahead by a margin of32-30.1t was only the third
time all season that Haverford had held a halftime lead.
Assistant coach Andre McCarter explained the early
Haverford success. "The guys in the 1ockerroom before the
game were hyped. They came out like tigers and played
solid, aggressive basketball following Cal's lead."
And there was no doubt that Gooding was taking charge
~d s~i~g up his teammates . As McCarter explained, "C~l
IS begmrung to show what Calvm can do. He shows his
leadership as a point guard and he has the ball. It's a matter
of attitude largely. Cal wasn't taking any horseplay from
anybody. He knew what h e wanted and he demanded it.
T he guys jelled to that."
Haverford had some trouble getting u ntracked as the
second half opened up," however, and soon fell behind by a
43-3 7 margin as play slowed and neither team seemed able to
find its shot.
.
T hen Gooding took charge again. With 10:22 cin the clock,
h e popped from the top of the key. After th e b all was inb ounded he stole it, made the lay-up and was fuuled in the
process. T he score was tied at 45 and the stage was set as
m omentum roared in the Fords' favor.
Then came the critical play. Forward J ohn McDonald, inserted into the game prim arily for his offensive prowess, was

marking up his :nan, holding him tight down ilia:
Garnet set up their offense. McDonald appearedooii:···
man with an excellent defensive move when tD!&.ar.:J
player recei\-ed the ball at the low post. At th3t ~
~arne over to make what appeared to be a legal hlxi;
mg the ball for wl)at ..yould have resulted as ailll!l ~
-But the refree called a foul on-McDonald. Am6,
M cCarter, McDonald then walked back down Itt
muttering a few choice words to himself, his 111::;,
holding him back and his misfortune in ~
other official, the one off of the play, called atccbniit
him.
·
This was a huge blow to the Fords. swan~mm
111
two shots for the foul, the technical and tOO! drill
bounds, on which theyconverted.AsMcC1nerpit·
"That's five points at the critical moment oftD!pt'
while the Fords had lost their momentum, Sail:
more than regair_led i_!S own. .
.
f
From that pomt, 1t looked like_the wiOO J.l llii
vanished from the Ford sails. Any story-bed filii
ed to sophomore Garnet guard Chris Gilbcn, will~
ed on the degeneration of play into afuulingsp~tlsl
straight free throws, a Swarthmore record.
In fact, in the midst of a ~Mill
elbowing contest that developed as time was~
the officials actually left the court. Althoogh
the condu ct of the refs as "completely
bush throughout the game," the Haverfccdtllllllri
not planning on contesting the game's ~
- they may contact league officials to lodge a~
When indicating the lessons to be fearnedfiaap'
mance, head coach Ollie Joh!!son and M~lllt'
ample of one player's efforts to show the~'
the Fords' play.
.
.
.1
"You can look at a player like Pau!Amer.IC
we're getting somewhere,» they say. "Paulil ~
because he comes in and produces. HeisRIIyl
we call on him and he's working hardarlis . .
passing and his rebounding. Just as impJIIi.
sweating. W e need to come ready to play,~r
hard ."
G ooding too belie;es that Haverford Dl!lll t~.
corning b ack ready to play, keepingtheiriii!Diir~
working hard from start to finish. As~ put~ 'It
things at critical moments and they cost us. We~
stop not thinking, taking the shot we're DOl~:
commitinu the foul we're not supposed to. Weltl)
and it ob\~ously is going to take a lot ofhldeir".
parts to turn things around.»
,1
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Ma ss ac husetts a nd
Stepha~e Jam~s, a freshman from
N ew 'Y or~ City, w ere selected as ·
Haverford s male and female Athletes
of the Month f~r January. The Athlete
of the M onth IS the award presented
each month throughout the 1983-1984
school year to Haverford's leading
m ale and female athletes.
Dane, a co-captain of the H averford
wrestling team, was undefeated (5-0) in
dual-meet competition throu gh January. He is the Fords' leader in total
points scored (27), takedowns (10) and

eludes three vi ctories by pinning combinations.
"He's a team leader b oth on and off
the m at," says first-year Haverford
coach Peter Kravitz. "He's training
hard and has beaten some impressive
opponents. Dane should do well in the
Middle Atlantic C onference Championship at Muhlenberg College, on
Feb . 18."
Competing at 158 lbs., Dane pinned
D an McGrady of Swarthn1ore (2:27),
Todd Baker of Johns Hopkins (3:00)
an d Dan Weeks of Albrigh t (2 :59). He

rison (12-3) and Mikjtj;l
Messiah (25-0).
In eight women's ~·.
James averaged 14Jpilll~'
The 5'6" guard has~
averaging 4.5 ~ rJi
~ Against Harcum J~ ~
had 20 points, ~f
from the floor and ~
"Stephanie has ,- 1•
thusiasm f~r ~ ptt. .desire to ~' ~
ford coach Linda•
11111
great competitor ~
cellent team player·
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ol/ege athletics getting into the swing of things
Chances are looking good that
two full'time positions to fill
~

to highly-placed sources
department and administration.
coaching roster back up to the
spots of last year,·filling the vacanby the departures of coaches Skip
Tony Zanin. One of the spots has
, ~ but the second is stil awaiting aptbe Administrative Advisory Comcharge of budgeting.
~Gninisttation's feeling is that any fullshould be filled only after a
arch. While not wanting to call any
favorites for the positions, Athletic
Kannerstein noted "strong internal
ri/II!J' Unda McConnell, presently serving
11 'ilrerim basis" as head basketball-assistant
il! lldey-llssistant lacrosse coach . for these
&~ !11111\ ttamS, and Joe Amorim, who held ~e
Jral aPing reins of the Ford soccer team this

,

!i .. .
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IJie;ttr of the Wellness Program Leigrr

llmn reports increased registration for the pro-

en\ current project, the "24-hour smoke-out."
ilnayitwor¥ is that to help induce students
l llql smoking,

the Wellness Program itself

a-s $5.00 to the Americap. Lung Association
11dalfof each person who quits for the full 24
IIIII.

llrJDMawr senior Helen Collins is herself pre-

,.q 111 put en quite a show at Nationals later

iiam Colins, holder of an array of Mawrter
Ilia JDII'ks, will compete in the 200-yard
il:i!mir, the 200-yard butterfly, the 100-yard
illilmal medley, the 400-yard individual ·
llky, tbe 500-yard freestyle and the 1650-yard
iayle everus. As one teammate put it, "The
IIIIi oor resumes should look so good:" . ..
llahiJe, the Ford soccer team, trying to emilllb ils schedule, has made the addition of
~to the list of its opprinents next Fall.

Sports Spotlight

by
Jeffrey Weiner
partment at the men's and women's field hockey
competition, scheduled from July 29-Aug. 12.
THEY SAID IT: Ollie Johnson, coach of Haverford men's basketball team, before Saturday
night's contest in which the Fords, spurred on by
an exuberant crowd, played one of their best
games of the season before falling to Washington
(Maryland): "I wish the student body would turn
out and show the faces . If we could get up a little
excitement around here, that would push us to
stir things up on the coun."
Bryn Mawr gymnastic coach Lisa Novick, on
the success her squad has found this season: "I'm
able to work with a higher skill level than in the

_.:._:;______.-_~· ~ ~

lleabd will meet the Hoyas Oct. 14.
Tit Hmrford women's lacrosse team's latest
fel.nis:r deserves a special mention. The exillilt"tuck-in service" includes a bed-time story,
axiies, pillow fluffing and other large amounts
I lakier loving care from the "charming young
lllm'representatives of the team who will visit
Jill bedroom. Those interested should send $5
ilcashorcheck to Natalie Koh via campus mail
•l!mfurd for the service, available between
Ftb.8-22 only.
Tit Bryn Mawr gyffinstics team is quick!y
~afurce to be reckoned with. The team's
llnlil30.21ast Saturday was good for a victory
Ill'!! Anny and although this mark was not high
~to outscore a tough Navy squad in the trillltt, Bryn Mawr still sported a 4-1 Division III
!lard as of press time. The team's average score
ihnxlgh eight meets. this season is 129.25, while
bst !W's average was only 117.0... .
.~success of the Haverford fencing team conllllues to be overwhelming. Last year the team
IIIS6-5and went on to capture the Middle Atlan111: Coorerence championship tide. This year,
they hal'l! jumped out to a 10-1 mark as they look
10
repeat • · •• John Bracker, who won AllAmerican honors last season, has lost only two
~ to this point.
Nen }'tar another big event besides the Bryn
Mawr- Haverford basketball game will make an
~ on the Mawrter's home court. The
Sel'en Sisters Basketball T ournarnem will arrive
at the Bern Schwanz Gymnasium the first weekend in December. The tournament, which was
started four years ago, will be coming. to Bryn
Mawr for the first time .. . In other local women's
ll!sketball news, Haverford's woman Athlete of
!he month Stephanie-James was rankelf as the
l3th leading scorer in Philadelphia area !'/Omen's
college basketball. Through eight games, James
~ed a 142 points-per-ganie average.

. Fresh from the Pan-American Maccabi Games
mBrazi] after serving as the assistant manager and
SW!mCOachforthe U.S. sq~d which participated
mthe games; Haverford sports information director Robert Alan Katz now informs us that he has
~llameda press officer by the Los Angeles Or~ Committee for the 1984 Summer OlymP¥:s. Katz will work for the press operations de-

past and that's allowed us to go further in what we
can accomplish. It's a tough sport and this group
came here with a good base going back from high
school and earlier and a lot of desire and putting
the two together is paying off."
Ford wrestling coach Peter Kravitz, who has
stressed the need for Haverford to gain confidence and self-respeCt on the mats, after the
team's first win of the season against Albright:
"We were going, and winning, and all of a sudden
it was 26-0. I looked at Abe (Dane, the team's cocaptain) and said I felt sorry for rpese guys. He
just said, 'If you were here the last three years you
wouldn't feel sorry for them.' "
.
Leigh Donato, coach of the 0-12 Bryn M awr:
basketball team, on her squad's troubles: "'n one
word, the reason is turnovers. It's a matter of
these players not having confidence in their abili- .
ty as basketball players. We have to get over some
of our rough spots and not just lose momen-

tum- just keep playing through the hard times."
Cal0n Gooding, senior co-captain of the
Haverford men's basketball team, on the newfound enthusiasm displayed by Haverford fans at·
recent Ford games after the stands had been ·
weakly quiet through much of the early part of
the season: "'t's fun to play in front of people who
appreciate what you're trying to do and they
definitely have been a factor helping us keep our
intensity up ·and keeping us in games."
Ford statistician Tony Syzmendera, on the
same subject: "It's about time we fmally got some
bleepin' spirit!"
Cheer surfacing at the recent Haverford games,
as opponents have gone to stalling techniques and
the tempo of the contests has slowed: "Mun-<iane!
Mun-dane! Mun~ane! " (Only at Haverford.)
Kevin Foley, former Haverford track star, who
two weeks ago checked in with a 4:01.4 time for
the one-mile run, on breaking the four-minute
barrier: "If I don't do it during indoor (he has only
--two or three meets left in the indoor season), I'll
definitely do it outdoors. If I don't do it outdoors,
I'll probably shoot mysel£"
Liam O'Neill, present-day standout on the
Haverford track team: "Running is like
everything else- 90 percent of it is half mental."
Haverford Athletic Director Greg Kannerstein,
after Bryn Mawr had put on a surprisingly strong
show ofbasketball to strike fear into the hearts of
Ford fans before Haverford regained its edge on
.the floor and fought the Mawrters off: "You hate ·
to play a team that's 0-11 on their court in a big
game-it's just too much. You ·knew they'd be
tough tonight."

in the fall of 1984, with perhaps a luncheon this
Spring to provide the opening ceremonies.
Bryn Mawr Athletic Director Jen Shllingford
called the plans "A creative response to promote
some recognition for those individuals and teams
that can compete and still 3how that we are to
some degree one comniunity."
The Haverford track team's goal of a first-place
finish in the 1984 Middle Arlantic, Conference
(MAC) Indoor Track and Field Invitational Feb.
26 is not as distant as it inight seem. Coach Tom
Donnelly leads the Fords in search of their third
indoor MAC title in the last five years.
Bryn Mawr badminton coach Amy Wolford
sees some real advantages to the fact that her team
played its championships (the Philadelphia
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Badminton Championships) in the middle of the team's season. According to Wolford;
"the championships offer a good vehicle to get
everyone up for the rest of the season and to get
everyone ready. We can pull the team together,
defme our goals and then specifically direct our
efforts for the rest of the season based on what we
have learned about our own players and opponents and based on our experience." ·

NOTABLES: The turnout for the Haverford
women's lacrosse team· has been nothing short of
incredible, according to Head Coach and Assistant Athletic Director Penny Hinckley, and the
athletic _department is taking extenSive measures
to cope with the unexpected deluge. Approximately 75 players are going out for the program,
with the result that Haverford plans on putting
together three full teams, lining two regulation
playing fields and bringing back coach Karen
· Jones Davis to direct one of the squads. Uniforms
have already arrived for the staggering legions,
which represent upwards of 25 percent of the
women at Haverford, including_30 percent of
·those of the freshman class.
Rumors are surfacing as to certain incidents
that occurred on the Bryn Mawr basketball team's
road trip to New York which took place before
Winter Break. The-Mawrters apparendy were
flashed by a native of the city and caused quite a
disturbance riding through the Times Square
area . ...
Don't expect to be able to make use of Haverford's Altnnlli Field House. this summer. It is
pretty definite that the facility will be tied up from ·
June until the Fall term starts for the renovation.
Athletic Director Kannerstein reports that Haverford is now at the stage of accepting bids on the
differing types of polyurethane and poured rubber mixtures for the new surface.
MISC.: By the way, I'm still missing my warmup jacket, left inadvertantly in the Old Gym after
an intramural basketball contest a few weeks
back. Navy blue and of the Adidas brand, it gets
homesick easily and I'd love to hear from it...
If there is sufficieQt snow a week from tomorrow, Bryn Mawr cross-country skiiers can look
forward to doing a little celebrating on the slopes.
Sponsored by the Wellness Program, Feb. 18's
event is being organized largely by Cindy
Hooper, Donato's special assistant in charge of
special events. Those interested should keep a
lookout for notices to be posted, or "just show up
at the gym around 9 a.m. Saturday morning," according to Hooper.
·Those connected with Bryn Mawr's Wellness
YOU GOTTA BELIEVE: Plans are moving
program
are already excited about the April· 28
ahead with incorporation of a women's trophy inrunner's clinic the program is sponsoring. The
to the competition among Bryn Mawr, Haverford
event will include a full clinic program in the
and Swarthmore. It does appear virtually certain
morning featuring a talk by George Sheehan, a
that the Hood Trophy, which has traditionally
columnist
for Runner's World and a leading
matched the varsity competition between men's
authority on running marathons. Also addressed
teams of Haverford and Swarthmore, will be
will be training and techniques and books and
made coed as a first step . .. T he proposed "Presiequipment will be on sale in the Bern Schwartz
dent's Trophy" for women's competition among
Gymnasium. Runners will then be able to parthe three colleges also is on the verge of gaining
ticipate in the 10-kilometer race scheduled for the
formal acceptance, to be awarded for criteria basafternoon.
ed on sportsmanship, teamwork and academic acFormer Boston Celtics star John Havlicek had
complishment as well as achievement on the field. ·
this to say on the importance of good nutrition to
Final plans. for the process of determining the
a bas~etball player: " If you fill up on hamburgers
recepient of the award are still to be worked out,
and donurs, you're going to play like hamburgers
with the main decision being made by a commitand donuts." Looking at the combined 3-29
tee including the college presidents and deans and
record of a· certain two basketball teams sort've
representative students and athletes.
makes you wonder about the hi-College food services, doesn't it?
The plans tenatively scheduled to go into effect
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HC defense, timely offense keys victory over BMC
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Hi-College fans had a full slate of basketball this ·weekend as Bryn Ma\\"T hosted Haverford for a tight game .and
the Ford men's team clashed with arch-rival Garnet Saturday night. .
Photo by Jeffrey Weiner
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Fords fall short-in Garnet showdown
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by Jeffrey Weiner
The big match of the Haverford men's basketball team
against Swarthmore Saturday night had those things that the
big games, the classic match-ups of traditional arch-rivals,
are supposed to have. Although the Fords fell 68-56, it was
undoubedly Haverford's best performance of the season and
featured ex-citing team and individual efforts as the team rose
to the occasion for the long-anticipated hook-up with the
Garnet.
The gigantic visiting Ford rooting section, which filled
almost half the stands and provided more than three quarters
of the noise, got the chance to see a stellar performance by
Haverford standout co--captain Cal Gooding, who led all
scorers with 21 points and dished out seven assists.
The fans got to see the underdog Fords grab lead and
then, when that had been squandered, forge a dramatic com-

a

eback. The game ·also featured a large measure of controversy as the outcome turned on a crucial play and a questionable call.
Obviously spurred on by the frenetic cheering and bugle
calls of"chaige," the Haverford five jumped out on fire after
the opeillng tap. With Gooding p~hing the ball forcefully
up the court the Fords were able to get into a running game
that helped to make up for the distinct height and weight advantages of the rival Garnet squad.
In the early going it was the connection of Gooding to for'
-ward Rob Flaumenhaft that clicked for. the Fords. The
hustling Flaumenhaft bullied his way to an aggfessive eight
of the first 12 Haverford points. A disconcerted Swarthmore
coach John Digregorio saw his team fall behind by as much
as eight points in the early going, 16-8. Ben Miller's ability to

BMC fortunes take wing
by Caroline Nason
Co-Captains Joy Ungaretti and
Sara Hamlin, competing in doubles,
are leading the Bryn Mawr ·badminton team off to a hot start. The
sophomore duo placed first in
doubles competition at the
Philadelphia Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(PAIAW) tournament, which was
hosted at Bryn Mawr last weekend .
Overall Bryn Mawr placed fourth
in the tournament, bowing to first
place Temple, Ursinus in the
number two spot and third place
West Chester. Coach Amy Wolford
noted that the competition was close.
Only one and two point spreads
separated the top four teams.
Unlike other competitive college
sports, badminton is not broken up
into divisions, said Wolford, because
there are only 10 teams in the area
which participate competitively in
the sport. ·
Wolford said she is proud of her
team, terming the players tough
competitors. She also noted that the
team is young, with only two seniors
in its ranks, Eva Kopsinis and Vlasta .
Podzemny . The team boasts two

juniors, six sophomores and two
freshman.
At the P AlA W s, ~ophomore
·Anastasia Ashman garnered honor
for Bryn Mawr when she claimed
first place in the consolation round.
Other competitors in singles for the
Mawrters were Karen Spencer, Cynthia Schwartz, Kristen Steiner,
Shobanna Ahluwalia, Martha Merson, Mitalee Das and .G uissou
Dabiri.
Other victories the Mawrters have
won include blanking Harcum 5-0
and defeating Rosemont with an indentical score. The other Bryn
Mawr loss came when the Mawrters
fell to Ursinus 4-1.
In the competition beyond college
tournaments, Ungaretti and Hamlin
won the doubles consolation tournament at the Lancaster Badminton
Tournament. This was a significant
feat for, unlike the other competitions, Lancaster was not limited to
the colleges in the area, it being open
to tough outside competitors as well.
Wn!ford is looking forward to the
rest of the season which includes an
upcoming meet against Swarthmore
to be hosted at Bryn Mawr next week.

(Comi11ued on page 18)

Friday's Haverford-Bryn Mawr contest wa; a study in contrast: the Fords
were enjoying their best season ever
while Bryn Mawr was experiencing an
"extremely disappointing campaign.
Haverford, 4-4 on the seaso;1, prevailed
in the end, its aggressive defense combining with timely ofiense to over:
power the 0-13 Mawrters in the exciting annual match-up at Bryn Mawr's
. Bern Schwartz Gymnasium.
But it was a contest in which both
teams showed their mettle, one of those
rare occasions in which both sides are
inspired to play their best caliber of
basketball to come through v.ith a superior display of competition on the
court.
The game opened with both teams
obviously tense. It was not until two
and a half minutes into the contest that
Anne Robbins scored the first hoop of
the game, giving Bryn Mawr a 2-0 advantage. But over the ensuing_ 10 minutes, the Fords scored 18 of the next 23
points, claiming an 18-7lead with eight
minutes to go in the half.
Bryn Mawr recovered from the Haverford run to play even ball for the
rest of the half, not allowing the Fords
to increase the lead. When the teams
left the court for intermission, the score
was 29-16.
In the first 20 minutes, Stephanie
James controlled the tempo, pushing
the fast break at every opportunity.
Her l 0 points led all scorers at the half.
Another key to Haverford's lead was
the control of the offensive boards.
Sophomore Elida Wylie dominated the
glass, snaring 13 rebounds, seven of
them offensive.
Bryn Mawr continued to be plagued
by poor field goal shooting, hitting
only 26 percent of their attempts. Only
Andrea Madarassy and Robbins had as
many as four points at halftime. Although the team played tenacious de-

fense, the Bryn Mawr squa~ ~-
handle the quickness of~&; l
guards.
"'·.
The Mawrters came ~ ci,;
locker room with increased bum:=:
improved defense and finally~~ ~
work together as a team.-·<
Fords' better shooting kept tltta:-..
tact for the first 10 minutrsl{f!l;;:
The score stood 45-31with9-J2;
play.
But then, with a bo- Q·
pushing on the Mawnm, Ill ~I
team forged a valiant Clllld»:i \
three consecutive trips down lll;l
Bryn Mawr guards got tit ~::.;
for baskets, witfi Jean l.Qfei
and Madarassy getting the~
1
During this offensivt !IKJ. f:Mawr's defense tightencdan!Jti:;
dangerous Ford inside~- ·
With 6:50 !eft in the~ Ill~
ters were the closest lily 111 ~:
since the opening Illiiju~a,'Jll!
only down by eight, 47-39. ·
However, this surge fiOI!l t·
Bryn Mawr's last gasp. Bcr
nailed a long jumper to up drll:
10. Bryn Mawr then &ibllt
on its end and Haverfild quiip
the garrie open with budalri
Wallace and Jenny Kelut. · '
With the seconds tmlg~,
the Fords sensing victOJy,Ja,
on two quick h~ 1D pH,
out of reach. As the Hmrillk
roared its approval, tiJD:apr·
the Forgs celebrated a~
Wylie topped all petfiQiU
points and 17 rebounds.Jalal
with 14, Wallace linisbah~
Ortega added 10 to bd 111
anced scoring
On the Bryn Mawr
rassy hit for 13, R._.. ~
Luscher 7 to accown ir
}..1awrters' 46 points.
1
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